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Abstract 
The recent era is an age of network communication. Therefore the whole 
communication whether it is textual or digital takes place over the internet and 
travels through various means of communication such as wired, wireless, optical, 
radio waves, etc. Optical communication is one of the widely used means of 
communication which transmits the data by using light beams and data is carried 
by different communication channels. There are various communication channels 
that can be used for transmitting the data in optical communication. This work 
provides an overview to the different communication channels used such as 
Single Mode Fiber (SMF), Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) and Free 
Space Optics (FSO). These communication channels gets effected by various 
climatic or atmospheric variations like changes in weather, heavy rain that can 
lead to an obstruction in optical signals. This study focuses on FSO 
communication link and various atmospheric effects on FSO along with its 
limitations, merits and applications. 
 
Keywords:Optical Communication, Communication Link, Free Space Optics , 
Optical Wireless Communication, Single mode fiber, Atmospheric Variations. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In optical communication, the data travels through air by following a particular 
communication channel. Some of the mostly used communication channels are 
as follows: 
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1.2.1 Single Mode Fiber (SMF) 
SMF stands for single mode fiber communication channel. It have the capability 
to propagate the optical signals which have the single mode and poses the core 
diameter of less than 50µm and the value of diameter corresponding to cladding 
is 70µm [1]. SMF is used channel for signal transmission but it is a 
communication channel which also suffers from high cost issues, therefore this 
problem makes its use less frequently [2]. This supports large spectral bandwidth 
of the carrier signals i.e. it can transfer large quantity of information in the single 
mode [3] carrier whereas the bandwidth of multi mode fiber is lesser as compare 
to SMFs. It has the following features: 
 In SMF, the voltage level is low.  
 It is used for long haul communications.  
 The cost of manufacturing SMF is higher as compare to other mediums [4]. 
 Signals can be transferred by using single path.    
 The width of central core is small. 
 Supports higher bandwidth (1000MHz). 
 
1.2.2 Optical Wireless Communication (OWC) 
OWC uses near infrared frequency light for communication [5]. The OWC 
system still contains three central communication fragments such as the 
transmitter, the propagation channel and the receiver [6].OWC systems are not 
significantly diverse from free space optics and fiber optic communication but 
the variance depends on the propagation medium [7]. The OWC channel is 
reflected to be a vacuum, which is estimated to be free of atmospheric 
attenuation factors [8]. Because of the moderate bandwidth [9], it provides high 
security, low price, less power consumption, and high rate. A wireless optical 
channel element, which is also a free-space optical element, can be applied for 
huge distances where atmospheric reduction is not the main penalty source but 
directivity angle. For example, satellite communication[10]. 
 
1.2.3Free Space Optics (FSO) 
Transmitting a visible or infrared beam signal which is modulated by means of 
the ambiance to comprehend optical communication is called Free Space Optics 
communication. Free space Optics i.e. FSO has more advantages over radio 
frequency and widely accepted due to advancements in air communication. The 
properties such as wider bandwidth, license free processing and security make it 
more robust technology [11]. FSO has various advantages over optical fiber 
communication as it is more cost effective, more simple and suitable to deploy 
and employ in the network. Thus, to achieve the effective communication it is 
mandatory that the speed of the data transmission should be effective. To achieve 
the speed in data transmission, the Wavelength Division  
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Multiplexing (WDM) is applied and is in demand because it can hold more than 
one independent autonomous communication channels and it also handles the 
data in bulk i.e. Terabytes per second. The performance of the applications which 
are related to the network or internet depends upon the bandwidth of the 
network.To make the system more effective and efficient the availability and 
consumption of bandwidth is very important factor [12]. To increase the 
bandwidth of the network, various solutions are provided by the researchers. 
Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) is one of the existing solutions. 

 
 
The WDM network supports massive bandwidth range and also provides the 
better data transmission range. In WDM network, the data is multiplexed to the 
transmission lines. It provides the facility to transfer the multiple wavelength at a 
given period of time or simultaneously. The WDM uses the concept of Fiber 
optic network which supports the massive bandwidth and data transmission 
range [13]. 
 
Hence, there is need to fulfill the requirement regarding the better data 
transmission rate and vast bandwidth. To fulfill this need the concept of WDM 
along with fiber optic network is designed. The key feature of optical fiber 
network is that it provides large range of data transmission and gigantic 
bandwidth for data transferring.Due to its features the use of  
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WDM along with optic fiber is increases day by day. Hence there is lot of work 
to do in order to increase the performance of the optic fiber network. This creates 
a requirement to find out the parameters or factor that affects the quality of the 
fiber optic network. Loss and dispersion are the factors that leave an impact on 
the performance of optic fiber network by degrading its performance. The FSO 
can also integrate with WDM as it has a major concern with the transmission of 
data specifically. The diameter of antenna on the both side (transmitter and 
receiver) determines the quality and range of the reception side [14]. 
 

 
Figure 2 WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) 

 
There are various factors that affect the performance of the system. Such factors 
are like beam divergence, atmospheric turbulences and is still need to be solved. 
In order to resolve this issue various authors have provided the concept of 
spectrum slicing to boost up the weak signals with amplifiers and beam 
divergence vibrant noise compensation. Even though the available techniques 
were quite efficient but still it lacks somewhere in terms of data rate, 
complexity,etc [15].  
 
Applications: 
FSO is widely used in various services for establishing a reliable communication 
link. Some of the application domains are as follows: 
 
1. Outdoor Wireless Access: FSO is mostly used by wireless service providers 

for communication since it did not require any licensed services whereas for 
microwave bands license it is must.  

2. Storage Area Network: FSO is also applied for creating a Storage Area 
Network (SAN). SAN is a kind of network which is popular to facilitate the 
blocks of storage to the users.  
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3. Last-mile Access: It is very costly and inconvenient for the service providers 
to lay down the cable of users at the last mile. Because the spading of fiber 
could cost high. Therefore, fiber is replaced with FSO as it is easy to install 
FSO at last miles along with network. FSO is also referred as a high speed 
communication link.  

4. Enterprise Connectivity: FSOs are easy to install and thus it is preferred for 
interconnecting LAN segments with an objective to establish a link between 
two different buildings.   

5. Fiber Backup: It is also used for taking backup in case of failure of 
communication link in case of fiber transmission.  

6. Metro Network extension: It is also applicable for enhancing the fiber rings 
of the network in metropolitan area. It can also used for establishing a 
complete SONET rings.  

7. Backhaul: FSO is an aid to handle the data traffic over mobile networks from 
antennas to back to the PSTN at a higher data rate along with faster speed. 
Hence, it leads to enhancement in transmission speed.  

8. Service Acceleration:  It facilitates the users by providing them the instant 
services in case of deployment of fiber infra in last moment. 

9. Bridging WAN Access: FSO is beneficial for WAN users also when it 
supports the high speed data services for mobile users and also enacts as 
backup support for high speed trunking.  

 
EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE ON FSO 
In various tropical countries (the places located near equator), rain governs the 
overall attenuation coefficient. The occurrence of attenuation due to heavy 
rainfall at tropical region is known as non selective scattering. Hence the changes 
in atmosphere such as heavy rain, snowfall, smog and dust can degrade the 
performance of the communication system. Geometrical loses and environmental 
attenuation is one of the major reasons for degradation in system performance 
but some of the other factors such as scintillation, turbulence and multipath 
fading also have a negative impact on the performance of the communication 
network. Fog and heavy snowfall are major weather stipulations which mostly 
occur in temperate areas and similarly rainfall in tropical regions [16]. In FSO, 
the data is travelled in the form of light rays and these light rays are easily 
affected by rain thus the FSO is highly affected by rainfalls because the drops of 
the rain speckled the optical beam and this process is known as scattering. Lots 
of studies and researches are going on various weathers in order to design such a 
model which relies upon the effectiveness of the system. Most of the studies are 
conducted by focusing the atmospheric conditions like fog, rain, snow etc.  
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II. RELATED WORK 
Florence Rashidi et al. (2017), [1] proposed a new approach named as SS-
WDM i.e. Spectrum Sliced Wavelength Division Multiplexed for FSO 
communication. This technique was proposed to communicate in the downpour 
of Changsha, China. This study investigated the communication over 3Km on 4 
different channels with the data rate of 1.56 GB/s on the wavelength of 1550nm. 
A WDM Demux was treated as a slicing system. Experimental analysis have 
shown that using SS-WDM technique with 1.56 Gb/s data rate over a range of 
2.5 km acquired 9.816x10-11 bit error rate and 0dbm power. Whereas the 
transmission over FSO channel using WDM without any spectrum sensing, the 
performance was attained with the distance of 2.5 Km with the 10-3 on 10 dbm 
power supply. Therefore, the proposed system enhances the FSO communication 
system in comparison with WDMFSO scheme. Moreover, it acquired high 
scalable network with high bandwidth and wide coverage area in case of heavy 
rain without any power penalty.  
 
K.Prabu et al. (2017), [4] investigated the communication links of 1.56 Gb/s 
data rate with the wavelength of 1550 nm. The proposed technique has been 
inspected on different channels such as 4, 8 and 16 in order to increase the 
performance of the communication under different weather conditions. The 
system proposed in this paper was susceptible to degradation because of 
turbulences such as wind velocity, height of buildings and refractive index. A 
case study on how the height of buildings around VIT has been studied. The 
results acquired from this study showed that how spectrum slicing WDM 
performed well in different climatic conditions that enhanced the system’s 
performance. Furthermore, performance parameters are taken into consideration 
to highlight the characteristic feature of SS-WDM.     
 
Aditi Malik et al. (2015), [5] surveyed about FSO communication system. In 
this communication system, free space acts as a medium between the transmitter 
and receiver. Moreover, for successful transmission of optical signal they should 
be in LOS. In between the transceivers there is a medium which can be outer 
space, air or vacuum. For the purpose of communication, this system can be used 
in hours as well as in lesser economy. There are several advantages of FSO 
communication system such as no spectrum license and high bandwidth. The 
transmission which takes place in communication system is totally depend upon 
the medium. Some of the factors which are involved in the medium are presence 
of foreign elements such as haze, fog, rain, scattering, obstruction as well as 
atmospheric turbulence. This paper also focused on different studies which have 
been performed on weather conditions as well as techniques used to diminish the 
effect on the communication.     
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Hilal A. Fadhil et al. (2013), [7] evaluated the quality of data transmission using 
WDM i.e. Wavelength Division Multiplexing. The paper also highlighted several 
factors which can affect the quality of the data transmission. The main idea 
behind the analyses of this paper was to develop a system with high quality for a 
high data transmission.  The analysis has taken place that result into FSO with 
wavelength of 1550 nm which produced less effect in atmospheric attenuation. 
The less range between the transmitter and receiver provide an optimize FSO 
system transmission components or parameters. From the analysis taken, it has 
been concluded that an FSO communication system of 2.5 gbps with wavelength 
of 1550 nm and range between them should be at 150 Km at clear weather 
condition of 10-9 BER.  
NishuSahu et al. (2015), [3] proposed a hybrid 16 channel 2.5 Gb/s WDM 
multi-beam FSO communication system that have 16 wavelengths with 100 GHz 
channel spacing. Comparisons have performed between the traditional and 
proposed system such as WDM FSO system and WDM multi-beam FSO system 
respectively. From the results acquired, it has shown that there was an 
improvement in the received Q-factor as well as optical power under different 
weather or rain conditions. It is concluded that an FSO communication system 
with a link distance of 2540 m at 10-9 of BER can be operated successfully that 
have -30.022dbm received optical power for heavy rain and for medium rain. An 
FSO communication system with the link distance of 3030 m at 10-9 of BER has 
received optical power of -29.806 dbm. From this analysis, it has concluded that 
multi beam FSO is quite sensitive and sensitive to very low optical power.    
 
Ranjeet Singh et al. (2016), [8] focused on reducing the atmospheric turbulence 
effect to make far communication using Opti system simulator. The experiments 
have performed using 2.5 GHz signaling rate with 10 to 30 db transmitting 
power. The encoding technique used for the communication was NRZ on FSO 
transmitter channel. Additionally, an avalanche photodiode along with Bessel 
filter has taken for reception. This paper presented an effect of receiving aperture 
on the signal and showed more than 180 Km communication link in clear 
weather, in haze its 54.5 km with data rate of 2.5 GHz.          
 
III. CONCLUSION 
 The changes in the climate leave an impact on each and every kind of 
communication medium whether it is wired or wireless. Thus, this study is 
organized to analyze the effects of fog, smog, heavy rain on free space optic 
communication link. A review to the existing work done by various authors is 
also organized in this work and it is concluded that there is a requirement to 
develop such a communication system which can reduce the error rate in the data 
transmission due to climatic variations.  
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सं कृत थ  म िनिहत धम क  अवधारणा 
  शोध छा  

रामान द िम  
सं कृत-िवभाग 

पंजाब िव िव ालय च डीगढ़। 
  

धम भारतीय सं कृित का ाण ह।ै भारतीय सं कृित का ितिनिध व करने वाले वेद  के 
स पूण व य िवषय  को धम का मलू माना गया ह ै -  वदेोऽिखलो धममलूम।् धम श द का 

ू पि मलूक अथ ह ै– धारण करने वाला। वामन िशवराम आ टे के अनुसार – ि यत ेलोकोऽनने, 
धरित लोकं वा। अथात् धम ही ऐसा त व ह,ै जो ि  को दशेकालानुसार आचरण क  ेरणा दकेर 
समाज म रहने के यो य बनाता ह।ै धारयते लोकम् इित धमः इित यह ू पि  सूिचत करती ह ै क 
धम ही प रवार, समाज और रा  को एकसू  म िपरोने का काय करता ह।ै 

धम एक जीवनशैली ह,ै जीवन वहार का आधार ह।ै भारत के मागदशक ऋिषय  ारा 
बताया गया साि वक जीवन-िनवाह का माग ह,ै सामािजक जीवन को पिव  एवं ोभरिहत बनाए 
रखने क  युि  ह,ै उिचत-अनुिचत के िनणयन का एक पैमाना ह,ै और लोकिहत के माग पर चलन ेका 

भावी मागदशक ह।ै 
धम श द का अथ हम दाय भी ल ेलते ेह। व ततुः पु षाथ-चतु य का समुिचत प से 

सेवन तथा वणा म धम का पालन ही धम ह ै और यही मानव धम ह।ै परमा मा के अि त व को 
मानना ही धम ह ैऔर संसार से मु  होकर परमा मा म िवलीन हो जाना धम का ल य ह।ै इस ल य 
को ा  करन ेके िलए समय समय पर हमारे धा मक िच तक  न ेजो माग बताए, वे ही स दाय ह। 
ई र एक ह,ै क तु वै दक काल से उसके उपासक  न ेअपनी िच के अनु प उसके िवभ  प मान 
कर उसक  उपासना क । धम के ल य मो  एवं परमा म व प का दशन पाने के िलए – िभ िच ह 
लोकः िस ा त के अनुसार चुन ेगए माग  म िभ ता आ गई। यही कारण ह ै क धम का समावेश होन े
के कारण ये स दाय आ य तर प से अिभ  ह, इसीिलए स दाय को धम भी कहा जाता ह।ै क तु 
बा  आचरण म िभ ता के कारण इनम िभ ता दिृ गोचर होती ह।ै अतएव धम और स दाय 
पयायवाची श द नह  ह।ै स दाय धम के ल य को पाने का िविश  माग ह।ै स दाय को धम न 
कहकर धा मक माग, धा मक स दाय, तथा धा मक अवधारणा कहना चािहये। धा मक 
स दायवाद या धम क  िविभ  धारा  का ोत हमारा वै दक वा य ह।ै िजसम ऋिष ारा िजस 
दवेता क  भी तुित क  गई ह,ै उसे ही सवशि मान ्ई र माना गया, मानव  को जीवन यापन क  
सुिवधाए ँ दान करने, उनक  सुर ा करन ेतथी असुर  का िवनाश करने के कारण नको दवेता माना 
गया, य क ये मानव जीवन को दःुख के अ धकार से दरू करके सुख सुिवधा के काश से यु  कर दते े
ह। वेद  म इ , व ण, यम, िव णु, वाक् िहर यगभ, अि , म त, पषूा, सूय, उषा, आ द सू  
परामा मा के िविभ  प  का ही गान करत ेह। ऋ वेद म भी यही बात मानी गई ह ै क एकं सि ाः 
ब धा वदि त। महाभारत म इसी त य को इसी कार तुत कया गया ह ै–  
तक ऽ ित ः तुयो िविभ ाः नकैो मिुनय य मत ं माणम।् 
धम य त व ंिनिहत ंगहुाया ंमहाजनो यने गतः सा प था।। 
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अथात् तक अ िति त ह,ै ुितयाँ पर पर िभ  अथ वाली ह, कसी एक ऋिष का अथ भी ामािणक 
नह  माना जा सकता ह,ै वा तव म धम का त व अ य त रह यमय एवं गु  ह।ै अतः महापु ष िजस 
माग पर चल ेआये ह वही धम का माग समझना चािहये। इस कार िभ  थ  म धम का वणन 
िभ  प से कया गया ह,ै जो क िन िलिखत म सं पे म कया जा रहा ह।ै  
1.महाभारत म व णत धम –  

आज ायः लोग  को यह कहते सुना जाता ह ै क आज क  सामािजक शि  को िवघटन 
करने का काय धम का ह ैअथात ्धम न ेही लोग  के ेम को हण लगाकर छोट-ेछोटे समुदाय  म 
िवभ  कर दया ह।ै धम ही िनर तर धा मक स दाय  म वमैन य का बीजारोपण करके पर पर 
लड़ाई-झगड़  के िलए े रत करता ह।ै जब क वा तिवकता यह ह ै क धम वह धारक त व ह ै िजसे 

येक समाज के िलए धारण करना आव यक ह।ै मनु य भली और बरुी दोन  कार क  वृि य  का 
िम ण ह।ै भली वृि याँ उसे उदारता और पर-दखु-कातरता क  ओर ले जाती ह, जब क बुरी 

वृि य  से वह वाथ , ओछा, लोलुप तथा वासनामय होता जाता ह।ै धम भली वृि य  को 
उभारता ह,ै पनपाता ह ैऔर बुरी वृि य  का दमन करता ह।ै संसार का कोई भी धम मनु य को 
आपस म लड़न ेके िलए नह  कहता, बि क धम तो सबको एकता क  डोर म बाँध दनेा चाहता ह।ै धम 
क  प रभाषा दते े ए भी म िपतामह महाभारत म कहते ह— 
धारणात ्धम इ या धम  धारयत े जाः 
यत ् या ारण सयंु ं  स धमः इित िन यः ।।i 
अथात—्‘जो धारण करता ह,ै एक  करता ह,ै अलगाव को दरू करता ह,ै उसे ‘‘धम’’ कहते ह। ऐसा 
धम जा को धारण करता ह।ै िजसम जा को एकसू ता म बाँध दनेे क  ताकत ह,ै वह िन य ही धम 
ह।ै’ 
2.मनु मिृत म व णत धम - 
धम क  ा या करते ए मह ष मन ुने मानव के आचरण म िजन मह वपूण त य  का समावेश होना 
चािहए उनको दिृ  म रख कर धम के ल ण  का िववचेन इस कार कया ह ै– 
धिृत मा दमो तये,ं शौच ंइि यिन हः। 
धी व ा स यम ोधो, दशकं धमल णम॥्ii 
अथात् - धृित (धैय ), मा (अपना अपकार करने वाले का भी उपकार करना ), दम (हमेशा संयम से 
धम म लगे रहना ), अ तेय (चोरी न करना ), शौच ( भीतर और बाहर क  पिव ता ), इि य िन ह 
(इि य  को हमेशा धमाचरण म लगाना ), धी ( स कम  से बुि  को बढ़ाना ), िव ा (यथाथ ान 
लेना ). स यम ( हमेशा स य का आचरण करना ) और अ ोध ( ोध को छोड़कर हमेशा शांत रहना 
)। इस कार मह ष मनु के अनुसार िवचारवान मनु य दढ़ृ संक प करके धम के सभी त व  को जीवन 
म उतारत े ए नैितक आचरण से यु  होकर जीवन यापन करना चािहए। 
धम एव हतो हि त धम  र ित रि तः। 
त मा म  न ह त ो मा नो धम  हतोऽवधीत ्॥iii 
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मरा आ धम मारन ेवाल ेका नाश, और रि त धम र क क  र ा करता ह।ै इसिलए धम का हनन 
कभी न करना चािहये, इस डर से क मारा आ धम कभी हमको न मार डाले। दसूरे श द  म, जो 
पु ष धम का नाश करता ह,ै उसी का नाश धम कर दतेा ह।ै और जो धम क  र ा करता ह,ै उसक  
धम भी र ा करता ह।ै इसिलए मारा आ धम कभी हमको न मार डाले, इस भय से धम का हनन 
अथात् याग कभी न करना चािहए। िजस समय ‘धम’ हमारे दशे का अिभ  अंग था उस समय हमारा 
दशे ‘िव  व गु ’ जैसी गौरवमयी पदवी से िवभूिषत था। उस समय संिवधान के आ द णतेा भगवान 
मन ुन ेिहमालय क  सव  िशखर से घोषणा क  थी- 
एत शे सतू य सकाशाद ज मनः। 
व ं व ंच र  ंिश रेन ्पिृथ ा ंसवमानवाः॥ 

3.वशैिेषक सू  म धम – 
मह ष कणाद ने धमाचरण के प रणाम को दिृ  म रखकर कहा ह ै क – 
यतोऽ यदुय िनः येस िसि ः सः धमः। 
अथात् – िजससे लौ कक अ युदय तथा पारलौ कक उ ित क  िसि  होती ह,ै वह धम ह।ै अत 
भारतीय सं कृित म भौितक उ ित और आ याि मक उ ित को समान प से मह व दया गया ह।ै 
जो धम आ याि मकता क  ओर यान न दकेर केवल भौितक उ ित पर ही अपना यान केि त 
करता ह,ै वह एका गी ह।ै य क भौितक उ ित के च  म ायः ि  सदाचारो मुख नह  हो 
पाता। इसी कार जो धम आ याि मकता क  ओर ही ि  को अ सर करता ह,ै भौितकता का याग 
करने क  ेरणा दतेा ह,ै वह भी एकांगी ह।ै अत िजसम भौितक उ ित और आ याि मक उ ित का 
समि वत प हो, वही धम ह।ै 
4.शु नीित म धम –  

धम क  आव यकता अ यु थान के िलये ह ै और अ युदय से सुख िमलता ह।ै अधम से 
अवनित होती ह,ै फल व प दःुख िमलता ह।ै अतः सुखाथ  मनु य को भी धम पु षाथ क  िसि  म 
त पर रहना चािहये –  
सखुाथाः सवभतूाना ंमताः सवाः वृ यः। 
सखु ंच न िवना धमात ्त माद ्धमपरो भवते।्।iv 
और भारतीय मनीिषय  ने तो धम पर ही परलोक क  िनभरता को मानते ए अपना अिभमत कट 
कया ह ै क परलोक म ब ध ुबा धव और िम  अथवा प रवार जन साथ नह  दते,े वहाँ भी ि  के 

साथ उसका धम रहता ह।ै आचाय शु  न ेधमसं थापना से ही रा र ा को स भव बताते ए राजा  
को समपुदशे दया ह ै क उ ह दशेधम, जाितधम, कुलधम, सनातनधम, ाचीनधम और नवीनधम का 
पालन करना चािहये – 
दशे-धमाः जाित-धमाः कुल-धमाः सनातनाः। 
मिुन ो ा  य ेधमाः ाचीनाः नतूना । 
त ेरा गु य ैसधंाया ा वा य ने स पृःै। 
धम-सं थापनाद ्राजा ि य ंक त च िव दित।।v 
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5. त वाथसू  के अनसुार धम – 
त वाथसू , जैन आचाय उमा वामी ारा रिचत एक जनै थ ह।ै इसे 'त वाथ-अिधगम-

सू ' तथा 'मो -शा ' भी कहते ह। सं कृत भाषा म िलखा गया यह थम जनै ंथ माना जाता ह।ै 
इसम दस अ याय तथा ३५० सू  ह। उमा वामी सभी जैन मतावलि बय  ारा मा य ह। उनका 
जीवनकाल ि तीय शता दी ह।ै आचाय पू यपाद ारा िवरिचत सवाथिसि  त वाथसू  पर िलखी 
गयी एक मुख टीका ह।ै आचाय उमा वामी के मतानसुार 10 धम मान ेगये ह। उनके अनुसार 10 
धम इस कार से ह - उ म मा, उ म मादव,उ म आजव, उ म शौच, उ म स य, उ म संयम, 
उ म तप, उ म याग, उ म आ कच य,  और उ म चय। इनका मानना ह ै क इन 10 धम  से 
मनु य अपना सुखपूवक जीवन यापन करत े ए अि तम ल य तक प चँ सकता ह।ै 
 
 
6.या व य मिृत म धम का वणन –  

या व य मृित म मह ष या व य न ेधम का वणन करत े ए कहा ह ै क मानव वहार 
के िलये उिचत त व ही धम ह।ै या व य ने वेद, मृित, सदाचार एवं मन क  स ता को धम का 
मूल माना ह।ै 

िुतः मिृतः सदाचारः व य च ि यमा मनः। 
स यक् सकं पजः कामो धममलूिमद ं मतृम।्।vi 
मह ष या व य स यक् संक प से उ प  काम को भी धम मानत ेह। प  ह ै क वेद धम के ोत ह। 
स न  का आचरण एवं मन तुि  भी धम का ोत ह।ै अतः वदे शा ो  िनयम  के अनुसार 
सदाचा रय  का अनुसरण करते ए ऐसे काय करना धम ह,ै िजनसे निैतक उ ित होने के साथ –साथ 
आ म स तुि  भी िमले। इसी िवषय को आगे बढाते ए मह ष या व य का कथन ह ै क  - अंिहसा, 
स य, अ तेय, शौच, इि यिन ह, दान, दम, दया और शाि त इन सभी का मलू ही धम ह।ै अथात ्
धम ही इन सभी का साधन ह।ै 
अ हसा स  यम  तये ंशौचिमि  यिन ह:। 
दान ंदमो दया शाि  त: सवषा ंधमसाधनम् ।।vii 
7.नीितशतक म व णत धम – 
 भारतीय सं कृित म चार  पु षाथ  म धम का सवािधक मह व ह।ै धम ही वह त व ह,ै जो मनु य को 
पशु  से अलग करता ह।ै अ यथा तो मौिलक आव यकताए ँमनु य और पश ुक  ायः एक समान ही 
ह।ै इस संग म नीितशतककार भतहृ र न ेकहा ह ै क –  
आहारिन ा भयमथैनु  सामा यमतेत ्पशिुभनराणाम।् 
धम  िह तषेामिधको िवशषेो धमण हीनाः पशिुभसमानाः।। 
इसी म म आगे वणन ा  होता ह ै क  - 
यषेा ंन िव ा न तपो न दान ं ान ंन शील ंन गणुो न धमः। 
त ेम यलोके भिुवभारभतूा मनु य पणे मगृाः चरि त।।viii 
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अथात ्- िजन लोग  न ेन तो िव ा-अजन कया ह,ै  न ही तप या म लीन रह ेह, न ही दान के काय  
म लग ेह न ही ान अ जत कया ह,ै न ही अ छा आचरण करत ेह, न ही गुण  को अ जत कया ह ै
और न ही धा मक अनु ान कये ह, वैसे लोग इस मृ युलोक म मनु य के प म मृग  क  तरह भटकत े
रहते ह और ऐसे लोग इस धरती पर भार क   तरह।  इस कार नीितशतक म भी धम के मह व का 
वणन उपल ध होता ह।ै 
8. ीम ागवत ्म व णत धम  - 

धम' अपन ेआप म एक प रपूण श द ह ै।  ''परमाणु से परमा मा तक का स पणू हा ड 
िश ा से त व ान  तक का स पूण ान और स पूण योग-उपलि ध समािहत रहता ह ैिजसम वह 
िवधान ही 'धम' ह।ै'' भगवान ी कृ ण जी महाराज के अनुसार-- ''िजस मा यम से अन य भगवद ्
भि -भाव होता रहता हो वही 'धम' ह;ै िजस मा यम से अ ै व बोध—भगव व बोध प एक व 
बोध होता हो, वही त व ान ह;ै िजस मा यम से स पणू संसार के ित याग-भाव (िवषय  से असंग) 
और भगवान के ित समपण-शरणागत भाव हो, वही वैरा य ह ैऔर अिणमा-गिणमा आ द िसि दयाँ 
िजसम ह , वही ऐ य ह।ै''  ीम ागवत् महापुराण के अधोिलिखत ोक से जान-दखे सकते ह 
धम  म ि कृत ् ो ो ान ंचकैा यदशनम।् 
गणुे वसगंो    वरैा यमै य   चािणमादय: ॥ix 
धम के ल ण को बताने के प ाद ्भागवदकार का कहना ह ै क – धमाचरण के िलये यह भी आव यक 
ह ै क िवधम, पराधम, आभास, उपधम तथा छल आ द इन पाँच धमाभास  से बच।े 
िवधमः परधम  आभास उपमा लः। 
अधमशाखा प मा धम ोऽधमव यजते।्x 

अथात् – अ व थ अव था म गंगा ान िवधम ह।ै ि य ारा ा ण धम का पालन 
अथवा सं यासी ारा गृह थ का धम पालन करना ह ै िवधम ह।ै वणा मधम के िवपरीत वे छा से 
कया गया धम धमाभास ह।ै लोग  को ठगने अथवा दशन के िलये सं यासी का वेश धारण करना 

उपमा, उपधम अथवा द भ ह,ै तथा श दमा  को हण करना, यथा दान दनेा चािहये, इस उपदशे 
वा य के अनुसार थ का अनुपयोगी सामान दनेा छल ह।ै अतएव ि  को चािहये क पाप अथवा 
अधम के समान ही इन पाँच धमाभास  से बचकर वणा म व था  के अनु प आचरण करके 
आ मो थान करे। 

उपसहंार - इसिलए अपन ेधम का पालन करना चािहये, चाह ेअपना धम गुणहीन ही य  
न हो तथा दसूरे के धम म कतन ेही गणु य  न हो, फर भी उसके सम  अपने धम को छोडना नह  
चािहये। ीकृ ण  ने अजुन को कत  पालन क  ेरणा दते े ए कहा ह ै क अपन ेधम का पालन करत े
ए मृ यु हो जाना भी क याण द ह ै– 

येान ् वधम  िवगणुः परधमा वनिु तात।् 
वधम िनधन ं येः परधम  भयावहः ।।xi 

अतः महाभारतकार न ेकहा ह ै क काम, भय, लोभ के भय से और यहाँ तक क जीवन के भी डर से 
धम का प र याग नह  करना चािहये। धम िन य ह ैऔर सुख दःुख अिन य ह ैतथा जीव िन य ह ैऔर 
जीवन अिन य ह।ै अत धम मह वपूण और पालनीय ह ै– 
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न जात ुकामा  भया  लोभाद ्धम यजे ीिवत यािप हतेोः। 
धम  िन यः सखुदःुख े विन य ेजीवो िन यो हतेरु य विन यः।।xii 
धम से ही ि य  म स गुण  का ादभुाव होता ह,ै स वगुण क  ाि  होती ह,ै भगव ाि  होती ह,ै 
और धम से ही िवजय- ाि  होती ह।ै अत जो मनु य क  पालन प आचरण करता ह,ै वही स  े
अथ म मनु य ह।ै धम ही धमाचारी मनु य को सुख समृि  यु  सफलता दने ेवाला ह।ै इसी स य क  
अनुभूित करन ेवाले वेद ास न ेकहा ह ै क  - 
यतो धमः तत कृ णः यतः कृ णः ततो जयः।xiii 
उपयु  त य  से यह अतीव आव यक हो जाता ह ै क येक मनु य को धम का पालन अव य ही 
करना चािहये। चाण य के श द  म यह कहा जा सकता ह ै क –  
कथि दिप धम िनषवेते।xiv 
 
                                                
i महाभारत, कणपव, 69-59 
ii मनु मृित 6-92 
iii मनु मृित – 8-15 
iv शु नीित – 3-1 
v वही – 4.9-10 
vi या व य मृित, आचार अ याय, 7.  
vii या व य मृित १.१२२ 
viii नीितशतक - 12 
ix भागवत -11-19-27 
x भागवत – 7-15-12 
xi गीता – 3.35 
xii महाभारत, वगारोहणपव 5.32 
xiii महाभारत, शाि तपव, 62 - 32 
xiv चाण यसू ािण – 6-46 
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REVIEW ARTICLE ON WATER POLLUTION EFFECT ON HUMAN HEALTH 
 

Bhargav Dadhaniya, Chirag Shah, Palak Ramani, Harsh Soni, Drashati Parikh 
Department of Environmental Science, Government Science College, Ahmedabad, 

Gujarat, India 
 
Abstract 
Water is most critical for living life form. This audit shows individuals impact by water 
contamination who influenced by human exercises, for example, expanding request of 
water system, human and modern utilization, the accessible water assets are getting 
exhausted and water quality has fall apart. Indian waterways are dirtied because of 
release of untreated sewage and modern effluents. As the time go with increment in 
human populace and human exercises the nature is at its inconvenient stage and on the 
off chance that not, mindful today people may face even the most exceedingly awful 
conditions then today. In any case, this contamination make impact on human wellbeing 
like a Typhoid, Diarrhea, Dengue, Cholera, Malaria, Born ailment and respiratory impact 
as well. 
 
Introduction: 
The water pollution may be defined as “the deterioration in chemical, physical and 
biological properties of water brought about mainly by human activities”. In other words, 
substances, bacteria or viruses present in such concentration or number as to impair the 
quality of water rendering it less suitable or unsuitable for its intended use and presenting 
a hazard to man or to its environment makes the water polluted. The water pollution may 
be caused by any one or more of the following factors. Atmospheric dissolved gases. 
Decomposition of animal and vegetable materials.Industrial effluents.Sewage disposal. 
Weathering of soil and rock materials. Disposal of radioactive substances. Huge amount 
of nutrients, Nitrate and phosphate, sewage, pesticide and fertilizers stimulate the growth 
of micro-organisms which often increase the biological oxygen demand (BOD) of the 
water and reduce the amount of dissolved oxygen (DO) available in aquatic life. The 
sewage wastes falling into streams, rivers, lakes and coastal water create various kinds of 
problems. This waste may contain pathogenic bacterial and viruses which are threat to 
the human health. A common cause of thermal pollution is the use of water as a coolant 
by power plants and industrial manufacturers. Elevated water temperatures decrease 
oxygen levels, which can kill fish and alter food chain composition, reduce species 
biodiversity, and foster invasion by new  thermophilic species.(1,2)parasitic worms 
including the Schistosoma (3,4). The water borne diseases such as typhoid, bacillary 
dysentery, amoebic dysentery and hepatitis all represent potential health hazards in 
sewage contaminated waters (5). Water is basic for sustaining human life. There is saying 
in Sanskrit “Jal hi Jeewan Hai”. It is used in domestic, agriculture and industries and 
transportation and many other forms also. The fresh water reserve for drinking, bathing 
and other human purpose, is limited. Only 0. 9% of the fresh water is found in rivers, 
lakes, ponds and underground (6). In industries and mining activities, the used water is 
discharged in the form of effluents mixed with various toxic and non-toxic pollutants 
along with oil and grease which are harmful and pollute the other sources of water, such 
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as rivers, tanks, reservoirs etc. It adversely affects the aquatic system. Deterioration in the 
quality of water, inefficient network hydraulics, old and dilapidated networks are some of 
the other major problems related to water supply in the city. The proportion of water in 
India in different sectors is estimated as agriculture 96 percent, domestic 3 percent and 
industrial 1. 0 percent. In case of Indian cities and towns, the average daily consumption 
of water varies from 50 litres/capita/day in small towns to 450 litres/capita/day for large 
and industrial cities (7). A more serious aspect of water pollution is that caused by human 
activity, urbanization and industrialization.  
The sources of water pollution resulting from these are Sewage, which contains 
decomposable organic matter and pathogenic agents. Industrial and trade wastes, which 
contain toxic agents ranging from metal salts to complex synthetic organic chemicals. 
Agriculture pollutants, which comprise fertilizers and pesticides. Physical pollutants, e.g. 
heat (thermal pollution) and radioactive substances. The indicators of pollution include 
the amount of total suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand(BOD) at 20deg. C, 
concentration of chlorides, nitrogen and phosphorus and absence of dissolved oxygen.[9] 
Even if the source of water supply and its treatment are of a high standard, water 
pollution may still occur as often happens, due to corrosion of pipe lines, leaky joints and 
cross connections between water supply pipes and sewage drainage pipes.[10] Water 
borne diseases are infectious diseases spread primarily through contaminated water. Most 
of the intestinal infectious are transmitted through faecal waste. Pathogens which include 
virus, bacteria, protozoa and parasitic worms are disease producing agents found in the 
faeces of infected persons. These diseases are more prevalent in areas with poor sanitary 
conditions. These pathogens travel through water sources and interfaces directly through. 
Water is critical for the survival of all living organisms including human, food 
production, and economic development. Today there are many cities worldwide facing an 
acute shortage of water and nearly 40 percent of the world’s food supply is grown under 
irrigation and a wide variety of industrial processes depends on water. The environment, 
economic growth, and developments areal highly influenced by water-its regional and 
seasonal availability, and the quality of surface and ground water. The quality of water is 
affected by human activities and is declining due to the rise of urbanization, population 
growth, industrial production, climate change and other factors .The resulting water 
pollution is a serious threat to the well - being of both the Earth and its population. 
problem of water quality deterioration is mainly due to human activities such as disposal 
of dead bodies, discharge of industrial and sewage wastes and agricultural runoff, which 
are major cause of ecological damage and pose serious health hazards. The degree of 
pollution is generally assessed by studying physical and chemical characteristics of the 
water bodies . They may use the same polluted river water for drinking or bathing or 
irrigation. Water pollution is the leading worldwide impact of death and disease. 
Industrialization is the means for the economic development of a nation. During the 
production, industries generate useless by-products and waste materials with 1 to 10% of 
the quantity of parent chemicals. The effluent discharged from industries contaminates 
our soil and water resources. River pollution is an environmental problem in third world 
countries. While developed nations adopt stringent water quality requirements to control 
river pollution from point and non-point sources, the situation is different in most 
developing countries. Wastewater treatment is not given the necessary priority it deserves 
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and therefore, industrial waste and domestic sewage are discharged into receiving water 
bodies without treatment . In India, there are 14 major rivers and most of the 
developmental activities are still dependent pon rivers for cleaning as well as disposal 
purposes. River Yamuna is also one of the most polluted rivers of India. It becomes very 
important to systematically study the status of pollution of the rivers in relation to various 
anthropogenic activities. largely through the rivers Yangtze, Indus, Yellow, Hai, Nile, 
Ganges, Pearl, Amur, Niger, and the Mekong, and accounting for "90 percent of all the 
plastic that reaches the world's oceans. 

MOST COMMON WATER POLLUTION DISEASES 
The most widely recognized water contamination illnesses include harming scenes 
influencing the stomach related framework and additionally causing human irresistible 
maladies, water contamination may cause an enormous assortment of wellbeing 
sicknesses including: Infectious ailments brought about by pathogens (normally 
microorganisms) from creature fecal starting points, of which the most well-known 
happen in creating nations, including:  

1. Typhoid  
2. Giardiasis  
3. Amoebiasis  
4. Ascariasis  
5. Hookworm  

 
•Diseases brought about by contaminated shoreline water, including:  
a. Gastroenteritis  
b. Diarrhoea  
c. Encephalitis  
d. Stomach issues and hurts  
e. Vomiting  
f. Hepatitis  
g. Respiratory diseases  
 
•Liver harm and significantly disease (because of DNA harm) – brought about by a 
progression of synthetic substances (e.g., chlorinated solvents, MTBE)  
•Kidney harm brought about by a progression of synthetic concoctions  
•Neurological issues - harm to the sensory system – more often than not because of the 
nearness of synthetic substances, for example, pesticides (for example DDT)  
•Reproductive and endocrine harm including hindered sexual advancement, 
powerlessness to breed, debased resistant capacity, diminished richness and increment in 
certain kinds of malignant growths – brought about by a progression of synthetic 
compounds including endocrine disruptors  
 
•Thyroid framework issue (a typical reason is introduction to perchlorate, which is a 
substance defiling enormous water bodies, for example, the Colorado River)  
•Increased water contamination makes rearing reason for intestinal sickness conveying 
mosquitoes, which slaughter 1.2-2.7 million individuals every year  
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•A arrangement of less genuine wellbeing impacts could be related to washing in debased 
water (for example contaminated shoreline water) including:  
 
 Rashes  
 Earaches  
 Pink eyes 
   
CONCLUSION 
Sharma Mandakini, Pal Brijesh:- 
 Dehradun has been a visitor place since long time. In excess of 80 percent of drinking 
water supply in Dehradun originates from ground water. The examination shows that the 
frequency of water-borne infections fluctuates starting with one territory then onto the 
next relying on the assurance of individuals wellbeing. The runs is water borne infection 
which is brought about by food contamination. Delineates that all out cases enlisted 
under Diarrhea from the city were 222 for every thousand man and the most extreme 
instances of loose bowels happens in Deepnagar (56 for every thousand individuals) in 
year of 2016. Gastro-enterostatins is additionally a water related illness which is caused 
because of essence of different synthetic concoctions in both ground and surface water. 
All out cases under gastric inconveniences from the city were 312 for every thousand 
individuals. The vector of jungle fever (anopheles' mosquito) is a water borne vector and 
is in charge of intestinal sickness. All out cases enrolled under intestinal sickness were 
185 for every thousand people. Another sickness Typhoid is exclusively spread through 
sullied water. The bacterial activity is in charge of typhoid. The complete city cases were 
177 for every thousand people. Cholera again is spread because of polluted water. All out 
cases were 246 for each thousand people from the city generally and most extreme cases 
were from Majra (55 for each thousand man).  
 
Mukeshkatakwar:- 
Study that streams bursting into flames on account of high contamination levels. The 
coasting dead angles in our stream, any shaded water in the waterway, or a terrible stench 
from the stream point towards stream contamination. The investigation gives proof that 
nearby networks are experiencing an assortment of medical issues that could be an 
immediate or backhanded, for example, skin issues, stomach issues, gastric ulcers, loose 
bowels, looseness of the bowels, yellow fever, cholera, dengue, intestinal sickness and 
other plague illness additionally accessible here. Narmada stream side towns and urban 
territory of Hoshangabad, is an extraordinary danger to biological system however a few 
parameters may not in the fall apart level but rather the state of the waterway side 
urbanization and industrialization may cause all sort of water contamination sooner rather 
than later. Then again, networks are experiencing an assortment of medical issues that 
could be an immediate or circuitous aftereffect of the release and stream of waste water. 
Skin issues may for instance be identified with the high pH of the water, which could 
surely bother the skin and result in wounds. The high pH levels are probably going to be 
the aftereffect of the huge amounts of harsh pop and soft drink cinder utilized in the 
coloring procedure. It is increasingly hard to ascribe the stomach issues to mechanical 
contamination as individuals in the zone don't drink surface water. Anyway gastric ulcers 
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and other comparable gastric issues might be identified with eating routine and the 
effects of the contamination on harvests and fish devoured by individuals living around 
Narmada stream. It is additionally conceivable that groundwater is being dirtied by 
invasion of modern profluent yet comparatively there has been no observational 
investigation into this. The issues of looseness of the bowels and diarrhea are probably 
not going to be caused straightforwardly by the mechanical emanating, as they are 
normally the aftereffect of microbial pollution. Be that as it may, the abnormal state of 
in-movement to the zone is putting extensive weight on poor sanitation foundation and 
might build the danger of contracting transmittable illnesses. By utilizing of stream water 
for washing attire and shower numerous waters conceived malady spread man to man. In 
any case, yellow fever, cholera, dengue, intestinal sickness and other pestilence ailment 
additionally accessible around there. The individuals live in the aria are likewise 
enduring by the scent contamination and by the respiratory issues. For the dirtied 
circumstance of the waterway maternal and tyke soundness of adjacent riverbank 
hammer are in a threat position. 
 
Joshua NizelHalde, M. Nazrul Islam:- 
In Bangladesh the Dhaka city is encompassed by various waterways of which Turag, 
Buriganga, Dhaleshwari, Balu and Shitalakhya are the significant ones. The waterways 
Buriganga, Shitalakhya, Turag and Balu have been so very contaminated that these have 
transformed into the streams of toxin since they got untreated sewage emanating, sewage 
dirtied surface run-off and untreated mechanical gushing from close-by private and 
modern zones which Sources of contamination of the water in these waterways likewise 
incorporate different mechanical release, local waste; unpredictable tossing of neurotic 
and business squanders, and so forth. On this part the primary objective was to discover 
the medical issues referenced that skin sicknesses, looseness of the bowels, gastric ulcers, 
and respiratory diseases (regular cold, asthma) were the most widely recognized medical 
issues among the populace in the territory. What's more, individuals likewise experience 
the ill effects of heartburn, hypertension, gout, stiffness, conjunctivitis, pneumonia, 
jungle fever, tuberculosis and disease. Skin issues, hypersensitive conditions, tingling 
and other skin sores are contact-type illnesses. It found that the antacid water, which is 
probably going to be inferable from the broad utilization of the soluble bases soft drink 
powder and scathing soft drink in the material coloring industry. The side effects of the 
skin conditions incorporate a rash, bubbles and aggravation. There are two primary 
reasons given by the networks with regards to the wellspring of the issue. The absence of 
legitimate sanitation frameworks, poultry homestead waste and absence of learning about 
cleanliness for the runs and looseness of the bowels, which are visit among youngsters, 
ghetto tenants and factoryworkers. Looseness of the bowels is one of the most 
predominant medical issues answered to be endured by youngsters. Gastric-ulcers have 
been recognized as a typical medical issue for laborers in the zone, including assembly 
line laborers. Respiratory issue was featured as a noteworthy issue in the investigation 
territory and members in additionally referenced the issue of asthma. the quantity of 
pregnancy and labor difficulties had expanded including: stomach torment during 
pregnancy; work torment yet "postponed conveyance" or births requiring cesarean, now 
and then still births. Swelling of the hands, feet and legs during pregnancy (edema); 
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strange dying, weakness and lack of healthy sustenance were likewise increasingly 
normal.  
 
Result  
All in all, The water nature of waterway has drained seriously at a few places along their 
courses to seas. Deforestation, urbanization and industrialization have antagonistically 
influenced hydrological system and condition. Contaminations are progressively added to 
the surface and groundwater framework through different human exercises and the 
common corruption forms. Untreated transfer of squanders are adding contaminations to 
the surface and groundwater framework and nonstop option quickens their development 
towards creation well. Mechanical squanders that incorporates substantial metals and 
harmful mixes are breaking down groundwater quality. By utilizing of stream water for 
washing attire and shower many water conceived sickness spread man to man. 
Notwithstanding, yellow fever, cholera, dengue, jungle fever and other pandemic illness 
additionally accessible around there. For the dirtied circumstance of the stream maternal 
and tyke strength of adjacent riverbank hammer are in a peril position. 
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Abstract 
Use of Social Networking Sites (SNSs) is very common these days. Undergraduates are 
the frequent users SNSs.They are spending lots of time on internet in visiting these sites 
for the purpose of their higher study, searching job and other opportunities. In this study 
researcher wants to gain an idea regarding the current SNS usage of the undergraduate 
students. To estimate its use, a SNSs Usage Inventory has been constructed by the 
researcher. In this research, researcher has selected three different aided Degree College 
in NCR region affiliated to CCS University, Meerut through random cluster purposive 
sampling technique. Only those students were chosen as sample, which were using SNSs. 
On the basis of descriptive analysis it was found that both male and female students were 
using SNS. Undergraduate students had average level of familiarity with the features of 
SNS. Most of them are new users. Majority of them update their SNS profile once in a 
week.About 70% of Undergraduate students check their SNS account on daily 
basis.Mostly Undergraduate students comment on others post at least once in a weekand 
some of them rarely comment on other’s post.  Most of Undergraduate students were 
highly active to share the post on SNSs while very less of them never shares others post. 
The results of the study are useful for the students, parents, Lecturers, and administration 
of University. 
 
Key Words: SNSs Usage, SNS, Undergraduate students 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In the digital age, the number of social media users is increasing. Everyone’s connections 
are increasingly moving online. According to studies, the largest numbers of people 
(615.9 million) are using SNSs in Asian-Pacific regions i.The craze of SNSs in India is 
also increasing rapidly. Out of 1,256 million Indian populations, 106 million are active 
social media usersii. Out of this figure, Face book alone is adding 16 million new users 
since January 2014 and it can be said that one new user is being added every second. The 
number of face book users in India alone is over 100 million. Simultaneously other SNSs 
are also growing day by day by improving their number of users.  Dingra(2011)iiiin his 
study on social media found that India comes third when it comes to social networking 
and photo sharing. The reason observed behind the astonishing excessive usage of SNSs 
as these are easy to use and navigate, does not require advanced knowledge and 
experience of the internet and are made up of a wide array of different formats and topics; 
this means that just about anyone can connect ,the basic requirement is the availability of 
internet(Lunden, 2013)iv. 
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SNSs are the online platform where users allowed sharing their ideas, pictures, posts, 
activities, events, and interests with people in their network. This also contain category 
places where people belong to same field connected (such as former schoolmates or 
classmates, professionals etc.), and have means to connect with family and friends 
(usually with self-description pages), and a recommendation system linked to trust.  
Since the times,  SNSs became popular among teenagers and university studentsv. 
Madge, Meek, Wellens and Hooley vi in their research study on first year students called 
Facebook as a ‘social glue' that helped students to settle into their university life. Hamat, 
Embi and Hassan vii in their nationwide survey on tertiary level students in Malaysia was 
not found full 100% penetration of  SNSs , as they assumed initially. Students was found 
to spent most time on SNSs for socializing rather than learning and they did not believe 
that the use of SNSs was affecting their academic performance. In Indian context Bharati 
and Singh(2018)viii found that most of higher education students use the Whatsapp 
followed by Facebook. all the students (UG, PG and research scholars) have accepted 
that the social networking websites have a greater impact on their personality. 
Through this paper, the researcher is trying to detect the current status of the usage of 
SNSs among the undergraduate students in local context and also want to check the level 
to which students are engrossed in different activities on SNSs. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The main objective of this study is to know the current status and level of the use of 
online SNSs by the Undergraduate students of Aided Colleges. 
The following research questions were used to guide the study: 

i. Who among male and female students more using SNSs? 
ii. How much they are using SNSs? 
iii. Since when they are using SNSs? 
iv. Which SNSs is popular among Undergraduate students?  
v. How much the Undergraduate students are familiar with the features of 

SNS? 
vi. How much time do Undergraduate students spend on the various activities 

on SNSs? 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
The Descriptive research design and survey method has been chosen for this study. 
 
 POPULATION AND SAMPLE 
The target population of this study was defined as the Undergraduate students belonging 
to the different Aided Degree colleges affiliated to CCS University, Meerut.  First of all 
by using lottery technique, three Aided Degree colleges of NCR region were selected 
randomly, then all present SNS users Undergraduate students in the class were taken as 
sample from all three colleges. Overall 164 Undergraduate students were taken as a 
sample by Random cluster Purposive sampling. 
 A SNSs Usage Inventory was framed by the researcher to find the use of online SNSs by 
the Undergraduate students. This self-constructed SNSs Usage Inventory includes 
demographic details and sixteen items related to the SNSs usage of the participants. In 
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this study analysis was done with the help of MS Excel. The present study is limited to 
the Government Aided degree colleges affiliated to CCS University, Meerut only. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS 
1) Demographic Analysis–  
 
In this research total 164 undergraduate students participated among which 43, 54 and 67 
were selected from College A, B, and College C. Sample of 75 male and 89 female 
undergraduate students was taken from above said Colleges. 
 

 
Table 1: Showing gender wise distribution of undergraduate students from Colleges 
A, B &C 
Table1 clearly shows that 45.7 % male and 54.3% female undergraduate students 
participated in this study. Number of female participants is more than male. 
 
2) Internet Usage By Undergraduate Students  
After the analysis of data it was found that, 37.2 %undergraduate participants are 
frequent internet users while 57.9% use internet sometimes and only 4.9% use internet 
rarely.  
3) SNSs Usage By Undergraduate Students 

SNSs usage by the Undergraduate students was defined under following categories:   
i. Devices used for SNSs  

ii.  Frequency of SNS use  
iii. Daily time spent on SNSs 
iv. On an average time spent on SNS on each visit  
v. Difference of time spent on SNS on week days and holidays 

i. As far as the devices for SNSs use concerned, it was found that 100% of 
participants use their mobile phones to access SNSs. While 34.15%, 26.83%, 
17% and 12.2% participants also use their laptops, personal computer, college 
computer and cyber café respectively along with mobile to access their SNSs 
accounts. It is clearly shown in figure1. 

 

Gender Total Number of 
Participants 

Total Percentage (%) 
of Participants 

Male 75 45.7 
Female 89 54.3 
Total 164 100 
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Figure 1: Representing Devices used for SNS usage by Undergraduate students 
 

ii. In case of frequency of SNSs (SNS) use by undergraduate students 39.6% 
participants visited multiple times a day, 37.2% visited daily once ,11% visited 
multiple times in week and6.7 % participants visited once in a week .Although 
very few 5.5 % students also confirmed their monthly or rarely use of SNSs. 

iii. When asked about the daily time spent on SNSs42.68% of participants 
responded that they spent less than one hour, 38.4%spent 1-3 hours per day, 
8.5% spent 3-5 hours per day, 4.27% spent5-7 hours and only 3.7% 
Undergraduate students spent 7-9 hour per day .While 2.44 % participants were 
there who had reported their more than 9 hours usage of SNSs daily. After 
analysis it was found that 6% Undergraduate students are heavy users of SNSs 
as they spent more than 7 hours on SNSs daily.  

iv. On a question regarding an average time spent on SNS on visiting each time in 
it was found that 27.44% participant spent minimum 15 min or less time, 29.9% 
% spent around half an hour, 20.7% spent around one hour, about 12.2% spent 
2 hours and 6.7% spent 3-4 hours in a single visit on SNSs each time .While a 
few participants i.e., 3.05% has mentioned that they use SNS for more than 4 
hours at once. 

v. In response to the question total hours spent on SNS in holidays 51.4%  
undergraduates responded that they spent same amount of  time on SNS in 
holidays as well as on week days, 33.54% undergraduates declared that they 
spent more time on SNS in holidays in comparison to week days while only 
24.4% of  spent less time on holidays in SNSs. 

4) Time Span For Using SNSs 
Only few 4.3% participants reported that they were using SNSs from last 10 years and 
approximately same number of Undergraduate students 4.88% were using SNS from last 
7-9 years, 12.20 % students were using from 4-6 years, 17.07% using since last 2-4 
years, While highest number 40.85% of students SNS from last 1 -2 years and 20.73% 
students were using SNS since last six month. This description clearly shows that very 
few only 9% total Undergraduate students were using SNS since last 7-10 years and most 
of the students are new users of SNSs. 
 

0
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4) Popular SNSs among Undergraduate Students 

 
Figure 2: Representing Most Popular SNS among Undergraduate students 
 
It is clearly shown in Figure 2 that WhatsApp was used by 100% undergraduate 
participant. While 85.71%, 77.14%, 57.14%, 31.43%, 21.43%, and14.29% 
Undergraduate participants were using Face Book; You tube, Google +, LinkedIn, 
Instagram, and twitter respectively along with WhatsApp. On the other hand no 
participant has reported as We-chat Social Site user. 
5) Familiarity with the Features of SNSs 
Figure 3 clearly shows that 31.7 % Undergraduate students has find themselves very 
much familiar with the features of SNS, 30.5% find only a little familiar, 25.6% 
somewhat familiar and only 12.2% find themselves extremely familiar with the features 
of SNSs.They shows that every undergraduate participant who was using SNSs has 
different levels of familiarity with the features of SNS which vary from little to 
extremely. 

 
Figure3: Representing familiarity with the features of SNS 
6)Time Spent on Various Activities on SNSs 
In this study various activities done on SNSs by the Undergraduates students are 
categorized under following heads- 
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A. Updating of the SNSs profile 
B. Checking own SNSs Account  
C. Commenting on others post on SNSs 
D. Sharing of other’s post on SNSs 
E. Posting  own photos on SNSs 
F. Check others comment on SNS profile 
Result found after analysis are as follows: 

A) On updating of the SNS profile, mixed results were found  35 % participants updates 
their SNSs (SNS) profiles daily ,32% updates weekly , 19.5% updates monthly , 12.8 
% updates rarely while 2.4% participants never updated their SNS profile. 

B) 72% Undergraduate students check their SNSs account  on daily basis  ,16.5% check 
weekly , 7.3% monthly and a very little 4.3% Undergraduate students rarely check 
their SNSs account . 

C) 53.04% Undergraduate students comments on others post on the  daily basis week, 
22.9% comments weekly,7.3% comments monthly, 14.6% comments rarely and very 
few 3% undergraduate students never commented on others post on SNS.  

D) 10.4% participants share the post on SNS multiple times a day, 16.5% shares daily 
once, 14.6% shares post multiple times in a week, and 6.7% percent of 
Undergraduate students share post once in a week on SNSs. 14.6 % participants 
share of post on monthly basis and at the same time 5.7% Undergraduate students 
never shared the post. Cumulatively this shows that 43.29% students share post on 
SNS daily and 21.34%, Share on weekly basis.  

E) 26.2% Undergraduate students post photos on SNSs (SNS) on daily basis, 28.04% 
weekly ,14.6% monthly and 11.6% rarely. 19.5% participants never used this 
platform to post their photos.  

F)  57.3% participants’ check others comment on their profile daily, 15.24% check 
weekly, 12.2% check monthly and only 6.7% check rarely. Although 8.5 % never 
check other’s comment on their SNS profile. Probable reason behind not checking 
others comment on their SNS profile may be their rarely updating of their SNS 
profile. 

 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION: 
Findings of this study shows that all undergraduate students are using internet and they 
are frequent users as well. All Undergraduate students are using their mobile to visit 
SNSs but only few visits to cybercafé due to the availability of options to visit 
SNSs.After the launch of Mobile Apps of various SNSs it becomes easier to use and 
access these sites frequently on mobiles rather than in computers. As far as daily use of 
SNSs is concerned, most of Undergraduate students are using SNS multiple times of the 
day. It shows their continuous connectedness with others.  Majority of Undergraduate 
students spent less than one hour on SNSs it means they are using it at minimum level. 
On the other hand few undergraduate students spending more than 9 hours on SNSs, 
which is a serious issue, as a big amount of time is being given to screen which is 
harmful for their eyes and body. Most of the students are new users of SNSs and started 
using SNS latest by last year and only a few were using SNS from more than 4 years. 
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Most of students were spending a very little time on SNSs i.e., 15 minutes to one hour in 
their single visit on SNS. It clearly shows that Undergraduate students are well regulated 
to utilize their time on SNS. This study revealed that majority of undergraduate students 
use SNSs in a balanced way in weekdays as well as in holidays. Most of the 
Undergraduate students has recently started using SNSs since last year very less about 
20% were using SNS since more than four years. It was found that every student is using 
WhatsApp and most of them were also using Face Book .In this way WhatsApp and Face 
Book were most popular among SNSs among Undergraduate students although YouTube 
was also preferably used by most of them. Similar to the previous studies of Chakraborty 
(2012) ix,and Singh and Kumar ( 2013 )xFace book was found most popular among all 
category of students . 
 Most of the Undergraduate students had average level of familiarity with the features of 
SNS. Majority of them update their SNS profile once in a week. Most of Undergraduate 
students check their SNS account on daily basis. Mostly Undergraduate students 
comment on others post at least once in a weekand very less of them rarely comment on 
other’s post.  Most of Undergraduate students were highly active to share the post on 
SNSs while very less of them never shares others post. Majority of students post their 
photos at least once in a week and very less of them didn’t like todo so. 
 CONCLUSION 
In this survey on undergraduate level students studying in aided colleges of CCS, 
University Meerut located near to  Delhi NCR region , researcher has found that SNSs 
are not fully used by every undergraduate student as initially assumed. This study 
supported that the Undergraduate students of present era are frequently using internet and 
SNSs as well. They also possess average level of familiarity with the SNSs features .This 
gives us evidences that technology is changing its shapes day by day and becoming more 
users friendly. Therefore the SNS usage pattern of students should also utilized in 
teaching and learning process efficiently. As far as higher education students are 
concerned they seem interested to use these platforms and spent their lots of time over it. 
By keeping these points in mind, teachers can use SNSs as an effective online learning 
platform for higher education students. SNSs can serve as an effective medium if 
properly used by the teachers as an extension of their classroom activity like discussion, 
their reflections, surveys etc. On this platform students can remain connected with their 
teachers even beyond the classroom and without disturbing them in real time 
simultaneously teachers can guide their students after the college hours too. But this 
cannot be implemented completely as the penetration of the technology is not hundred 
percent till now. There is a need to understand the security measures associated with 
these online sites well and make the student aware about it too before using it.   
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Abstract 
This is a basically a great news for Human Resources and for anorganization. 
Conventional Human Resource is one step behind in the digital transformation 
but now AI has opened up a door of vast opportunities for HR. Artificial 
Intelligence can help eliminate repetition, accelerate talent hunt, reduce 
employee attrition and improve employee engagement.The algorithms train 
themselves to simulate human behavior and to re-imagine workers experience. 
AI reacts faster in helping draw out the insights and inferences that might 
otherwise take realms of manpower or stay uncovered at all.By amassing data 
from an automated performance appraisal software todetermine engagement 
levels, feedbacks and insights on why employees leave, AI can provide 
predictions at the click of a button at team as well as company levels. The 
predictions can include anything from giving out names of employees that are 
worth retaining and the ones who are most likely to quit or the employees that 
will come up with the most innovative solutions. AI helps the systems to think 
and act like rational human beings so as to gain the benefits of performing the 
work at a faster pace with less computational errors and less fatigue.  
 
Keywords: Human Resource, Artificial Intelligence, algorithms,software. 
 
Introduction: 
The latest in the technology bandwagon is the rise of Artificial Intelligence 
applications, especially on the human resources management front.The 
introduction of artificial intelligence in human resources has received a mixed 
reception. As AI tools can drastically improve efficiency when it is applied to 
high-volume tasks such as candidate vetting, and major benefit of it is it 
exacerbate biases in the recruitment process. However,  to whatever extent the 
capabilities of AI continue to amaze, it cannot replace people; human capital 
and the ability to attract and retain talent remains key to an organization’s 
success. 
According to the father of Artificial Intelligence John McCarthy, artificial 
intelligence is “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, 
especially intelligent computer programs”. Artificial intelligence is a science 
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and innovation, is a method for making a computer, a computer controlled 
robot, or a prudent programming dependent on orders on a mocktail or blend of 
Computer Science, Biology, Psychology, Linguistics, Mathematics, and 
Engineering. 
 A prodigious push of AI is in the improvement of PC capacities related with 
human knowledge, for example, thinking, learning, and critical thinking. This is 
essentially uplifting news for Human Resources and for business. Typically HR 
is one stage behind in the computerized change and AI currently offers the 
opportunity to get up to the speed. AI can help dispose of monotonous 
assignments, quicken the look for ability, decrease worker wearing down and 
enhance representative commitment. The calculations train themselves to mimic 
human conduct and to rethink specialists experience, AI responds quicker in 
helping draw out the bits of knowledge,in any case, numerous HR-experts are 
hesitant to grasp this leap forward innovation. A few feel calculations can never 
supplant human sympathy and instinct. There are questions about the 
availability and nature of information and whether AI can add something new to 
what HR department as of now think about the elements of the workforce. 
Reality has surpassed this discourse and  digital intelligence is changing the 
work environment. Man and learning machines are working intently together in 
neural systems, controlled by a regularly expanding measure of information in 
the cloud and the utilization of huge information and man-made reasoning to 
dissect and guide them. This power crosses a wide scope of disciplinary and 
hierarchical limits and requires a monstrous move in pondering how to execute 
and work.Being the most complex, handcrafted and data-dependent business 
process, HR must rethink its added value and should focus on strategic and 
global HRM and it should license simple operative repetitive work. The 
judgment calls of the human professional are, and always will be, decisive in 
people management, but AI will provide more time, more capacity, more budget 
space and better information to do so. 
 
Artificial intelligence and HR how they are integrated: 
There is no better gathering spot for human and machine-based intelligence than 
our human resources (HR) departments. The HRM will be altogether changed 
through this collaboration and its effect on their daily selecting, appraisal, on 
boarding and the executives rehearses.Talent securing  is the key duties of HR 
departments, but how one might guarantee that it's "talent" is right pick and fit, 
one might  wind up with a smooth-talking and attractive worker who scarcely 
satisfies the underlying guarantee? As HR departments are populated by (spoiler 
ahead) error prone people, they are not resistant to human susceptibility in these 
procedures.  
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AI technology guarantees to streamline this procedure by depending more on 
the diagnostic handling of enormous measures of information rather than on 
individual perceptions. First of all, AI technology is invulnerable to 
generalizations and the effect the candidate's race, sex or ethnicity can have on 
the result of representative screening. The AI software can plan significant 
inquiries addresses that totally ignore somebody's experience to the detriment of 
concentrating on their expert competency for a specific employment. These 
appraisal addresses will be founded on the candidate's before work records and, 
significantly more imperatively, on the prerequisites of the activity they apply 
for. In the expressions of Google's previous HR manager, the utilization of AI 
for this kind of robotization considers quicker sifting of "brilliant competitors 
from the just extraordinary." 
 
SCOPE OF THE STUDY:  
This study is on  perception and usage Artificial Intelligence in Human resource 
management and will be helpful in identifying the role of Artificial Intelligence 
in HRM in future in Indian Organizations to those who are intending for the 
same.  
 
Objective of the study 
To study the use ofArtificial Intelligence in various areas of Human resource 
management through secondary data. 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY:  
Previous studies discussed about the use of Artificial Intelligence in various 
areas of Human resource management. The main aim of the study was to 
determine HR head perception towards new technology or Artificial Intelligence 
usage in HR.This study  was based on primary and secondary data. The data for 
this study was collected from various resources. The topic was specific to the 
study of use of Artificial Intelligence in various areas of Human resource 
management so HR heads of various companies were interviewed through a 
structured interview.Methodology consist on research hypotheses, research 
design, tools, instruments, data specification, sampling frame and method of 
data analyzed.  
 
DATA SOURCE:  
Primary data: primary data was collected through one to one interview:  
Secondary data: secondary data  was collected from research papers, 
magazines and websites. 
The AI technologies fall within one of seven of the maternity levels of artificial 
intelligence which according to Roy Wang at Constellation Research include: 
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 1) Perception,  
2) Notification, 
 3) Suggestion,  
4) Automation, 
 5) Prediction,  
6) Prevention and  
7) Situational Awareness. 
 
Still a number of  HR and recruiting leaders still rely on staffing plans and 
dashboards that are managing and maintained mostly via spreadsheet. And yet 
here we are talking about the future of recruiting and talent acquisition. It’s it 
strange that we spend such a great deal of time in Word, Excel, PowerPoint and 
email? These are likely the least strategic activities we do in our roles in talent 
acquisition and HR( Roy Wang). 
LinkedIn, Pymetrics, Entelo, HiredScore, IBM, Textio, Talview, Unitive, 
PredictiveHire, and more using AI in Talent Management.There are likely a 
hundred or more AI technologies for recruiting with these numbers growing by 
the day. 
 
AI in Talent Management 
Some of the possible applications of AI which are sure to touch the business 
are:  

1. Hiring the right fit: AI can help create “success profiles” for each role, 
based on the talent data available. HR professionals often talk about 
competency, skills etc. Using AI one can decipher what skills matter 
and what kind of people are the right fit, and even predict whether 
profiles would be successful or not. With AI, HR and business will be 
able to think far and wide, posing questions such as, “Do I have a 
continuity of success profiles in the organization?” 

2. While it is popular perception that skills and knowledge are trainable, it 
is important to get the right people– the right organizational fit. This is 
where the value of AI will be- to decipher and “crack the code of 
psychological contract” and hire intelligently backed by data inputs and 
insights.  

3. Resource scheduling: There is an ongoing debate about AI machines 
replacing people. On the contrary, the way resource scheduling can be 
done using AI, it can serve people better, rather than replacing them, by 
allowing a better view of the available resources. So this is where AI 
will start humanizing resources by scheduling the best people for each 
job, enabling efficiency and effectiveness.  
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4. Skill development: A pertinent talent conundrum is, “What are the 
skills we are looking at?” Whether it is getting a real-time view of 
technical skills such as STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Arts and Math) or assessing the ability to apply these skills on real jobs, 
we need to add an element of design thinking in our needs analysis.  

This calls for going deeper into human psychology and understanding people’s 
skills, in much more depth for both today and tomorrow. For example, change 
management as a skill is in demand because while technology is changing and 
being introduced, the adoption rate is not as high. Here is where cultural skills 
come into the picture. There is a need to drive a mindset change right from HR 
to business. And AI must be able to identify people who can do that.  
Change starts from within, and the HR function itself must bring in new skills. 
HR leaders must ask themselves, “Can we start hiring people with hybrid 
skills?” It could mean going out of the HR fraternity and bringing technology 
people in the HR team. AI can thus change the entire approach to skill building 
and buying.  
 
Managers make many decisions on gut feel,one study showed that most hiring 
managers make a decision on a candidate within the first sixty seconds of 
meeting a candidate, often based on look, handshake, attire, or speech. HR 
professionals use billions of dollars of assessment, tests, simulations, and games 
to hire people yet  30-40% of their candidates’ prediction go wrong. Algorithms 
based on AI can weed through resumes, find good internal candidates, profile 
high performers, and even decode video interviews and give us signals about 
who is likely to succeed. 
 
A few AI Talent Acquisition Technologies which was found useful in 
IBM,Hiredscore,Pymetrics,HireVue and others are: 
 

 Arya: offers automated AI sourcing: it scans the web selecting 
candidates and arranges interviews. It predicts how likely a candidate is 
to move and tries to identify if a candidate is the right cultural fit for a 
company. It of course also engages with candidates. No real info on the 
company, team, or platform.  

 Entelo:Search passive candidates from multiple sources in a single 
platform. The proprietary algorithm lets you find candidates from 
underrepresented groups based on gender, ethnicity, and veteran status 
— right within our recruiting platform. 

 GoHire: GoBe is a recruiting chat bot that can import your company’s 
jobs, pre-screen candidates, through customized pre-screening 
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questions, and route candidates to job specific recruiters, your company 
career site, or your applicant tracking system. 

 Hired:simplifies your search by connecting the right people with the 
right companies at the right time. They use an algorithmic matching 
machine-learning algorithms take the guesswork out of finding the right 
fit, and make smarter matches over time. 

 TalkPush: HR technology that offers many options for full cycle hiring 
including video interviewing, sourcing as well as chat bot functionality 
for Facebook which is the AI component. 

 Talla: is an AI-driven assistant that handles your busywork allowing 
you to focus on your most important tasks. Talla can manage employee 
onboarding and polling, answering basic HR questions, and more 
beyond recruiting and hiring. 

 Wade and Wendy: Wendy is an AI in-house hiring assistant. She 
understands the identity of your company and intelligently vets and 
delivers candidates who complement your mission and culture. Wade is 
a career guide for candidates. Wade grows with you throughout your 
career and opens your eyes to new professional opportunities. 

 In well-being and employee engagement, AI is now being used to 
identify behaviors that cause poor work performance. In safety AI can 
identify behaviors and experiences that lead to accidents.  A new breed 
of survey tools can identify patterns of stress and bad behavior and alert 
HR or line managers. 

 (Vendors in this space include Limeaid, VirginPulse, Glint, Ultimate 
Software, CultureAmp, TinyPulse, Peakon, and more.) 

 In employee self-service and candidate management, a new breed of 
intelligent chatbots can make interactions intelligent and easy. 

 (Vendors in this space include IBM, ServiceNow, Xor, Mya, Ideal, 
Paradox, and more.) 

 
In Performance Appraisal 
Traditional performance management tools “need improvement.”  Companies 
like Accenture have publicly tossed aside the annual employee performance 
review in favor of a system of “ongoing feedback.”  Yet, no matter how 
frequent the review or feedback, human error and bias compromise the integrity 
of the employee review process.  When these errors are present, a performance 
review may hurt employee morale and job performance, rather than helping as 
evaluation tool.  
Using AI Can Counteract Certain Reviewer Biases 
Performance evaluations are adversely impacted when managers employ logical 
fallacies based on emotional reasoning that ignores objective facts.  A similar 
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result flows from the influence of “recency bias,” in which managers weigh 
what the employee appears to have done in the last weeks or months, rather than 
assessing the entire evaluation period.  “Contrast bias,” when a manager 
incorrectly compares an employee to his or her peers, can also adversely impact 
the performance review process.  For example, a manager may overlook 
employee potential by giving undue weight to a recent mishap in a performance 
review.  
AI-driven technology that leverages data can help reduce certain biases that can 
impact the efficacy of performance reviews.  

 
 

Literature review 
(Itamar Arel,Thomas Karnowski, 2010) 
Opined that deep learning has been successfully applied to challenging pattern 
inference tasks, the goal of the field is far beyond task-specific applications. It 
should also be noted that despite the great prospect offered by deep learning 
technologies some domain-specific tasks may not be directly improved by many 
schemes as the study reveals. An example is identifyingand reading the routing 
numbers at the bottom of bank checks. Though these digits are human readable, 
they are comprised of restricted character sets which specialized readers can 
recognize flawlessly at very high data rates.  
Researchers found that cent developments in facial recognition show equivalent 
performance relative to humans in their ability to match query images against 
large numbers of candidates, potentially matching far more than most humans 
can recall. Nevertheless, these remain highly specific cases and are the result of 
a lengthy feature engineering optimization processes. Despite the myriad of 
open research issues and the fact that the field is still in its infancy, it is 
abundantly clear that advancements made with respect to developing deep 
machine learning systems will undoubtedly shape the future of machine learning 
and artificial intelligence systems in general. 
 
(Kowalski, 2010) Found that Research in AI has built upon the tools and 
techniques of many different disciplines, including formal logic, probability 
theory, decision theory, management science, linguistics and philosophy. 
However, the use of these disciplines in AI has promoted the development of 
many enhancements and extensions. Among the most dominant of these are the 
methods of computational logic. He argues that computational logic, fixed in an 
agent cycle, combines and improves upon both traditional logic and classical 
decision theory. He also argue that many of its methods can be used, not only in 
AI, but also in ordinary life, to help people improve their own human 
intelligence without the assistance of computers. Researcher has sketched two 
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ways in which the ALP agent model, building upon many different 
developments in Artificial Intelligence can be used by common people to 
progress their own human intelligence. It can help them express their thoughts 
more clearly and logically, and it can help them make better choices. I believe 
that the application of such techniques is a fruitful direction of research for the 
future, and a promising area for collaboration between researchers in AI and 
researchers in more humanistic disciplines. 
(Shukla Shubhendu, Jaiswal Vijay, 2013)  Found that it is quite possible that 
the near future will bring intellectual machines to make life more expedient and 
comfortable for all of us. Although some may argue otherwise, there is no need 
to fear artificial intelligence, Like all other machinery, researcher also found 
that  AI machines do what human programmers tell them to do. There is, 
however, a need to understand AI, for it is through understanding that we can 
make the AI technology is most beneficial. While expert systems can be 
extremely helpful to human beings, there are tasks that current expert systems 
simply cannot accomplish. To return to our past example, the spellchecking 
utility can check mechanics of an article. However, it cannot check all important 
aspects of an article such as content and logic. Thus, it is only a marginally 
helpful proofreader. It would be a much more competent proofreader if it could 
identify logical shortcomings and so on. To do so, an expert system must be 
able to make cognitive connections between objects. AI just finished with its 
period of infancy. It has ramifications that yet remain unknown to everyone. 
The effort and research can bring the surprising innovations. There are also 
results which cannot be foreseen when the computer begins to think for itself. A 
computer it can be used in different ways depending on the user’s needs. 
Wolter et al. (2015) believe that one of the effects brought about by industry 4.0 
is 
the change in the structure of occupational fields. From his research he found 
that it will results in job reduction or cut in the manufacturing sector, job 
switching and improvement or change in qualifications. Consequently, it means 
that the adoption of new technologies  may pose some potential negative 
challenges or to a certain extent result in negative outcomes such as future 
unemployment if what is required are not met. However, the technology will 
create avenue for new skills acquisition development that leads to 
specialization, improved innovation, competitiveness etc. In the other way, its 
potential negative challenges are that it may lead to loss of jobs or create 
unemployment (in the middle income section) as it reduces the need for people 
in many median skill jobs (Rotman,2013).  
Also, Rotman (2013) affirmed that industry 4.0 has the capacity to destroy some 
jobs and render some employees jobless faster than it is creating the jobs. This 
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is because most median workers who have no technical know-how to work with 
the emerging technologies and 
 
(Manju Amla,Prof.Meenakshi Malhotra, 2017)Conducted the study to find 
out the meaning of digital transformation in Human resource management and 
how HR functions are taking advantage of it. To our knowledge this study was 
first which have gone deeper into the meaning of digital conversion in terms of 
the whole HR by analyzing the current tools and technical solutions, which are 
used by the various HR functions. Artificial intelligence, Big Data, Cloud 
solution etc are some of the tools that companies are using in making their HR 
functions and employees, stronger, faster and smarter. The study also revealed 
about the challenges and the possible remedies for it. As HR is at the front of 
the fourth digital revolution it’s important to facilitate this expansion without 
impeding the human element. In India also technology has helped companies 
like Reliance Jio, Hero Motor Corp., Kaya limited, Jindal Steel and power 
limited and many more companies in managing their talent, services and 
requirements in a more streamlined way.This paper investigated the idea of 
digital transformation in Human resources management and how new 
technologies are helping various HR functions and its employees. The study is 
descriptive in nature and secondary data has been used like company reports, 
web sources, expert blogs and research papers. 
(Pooja Tripathi,Jayanthi Ranjan,Tarun Pandeya, 2012) 
This study was conducted to know the impact of an expert system used as a 
decision aid in a job evaluation system. Both performance outcomes and 
psychological outcomes were analyzed in an experiment in which the intended 
users  of the expert system served as subjects. The study draws largely from 
behavioral decision theory for its theoretical  support. Although this study 
examines an expert system within an HRM context in the teaching and learning 
process, the results are useful as one test of expert system efficacy within the 
more general area of managerial decision making. As result of using the 
developed system, a cultural shift occurred within the educational institution. 
The Competence and Performance expert system implemented quality 
principles, utilized the value added approach to management and systematically 
used data that yielded positive results. 
(Bertalan Mesko,Gergely Hetenyi,Zsuzsanna Gyorffy, 2018)Found that 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to ease the human resources crisis in 
healthcare by facilitating diagnostics, decision-making, big data analytics and 
administration, among others.The human resource crisis is widening worldwide, 
and it is obvious that it is not possible to provide care without workforce. How 
can disruptive technologies in healthcare help solve the variety of human 
resource problems? Will technology empower physicians or replace them? How 
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can the medical curriculum, including post-graduate education prepare 
professionals for the meaningful use of technology? These questions have been 
growing for decades, and the promise of disruptive technologies filling them is 
imminent with digital health becoming widespread. Authors of this essay argue 
that AI might not only fill the human resources gap, but also raises ethical 
questions we need to deal with today. While there are even more questions to 
address, our stand is that AI is not meant to replace caregivers, but those who 
use AI will probably replace those who don’t. And it is possible to prepare for 
that. If we might be brave enough to articulate a vision, the authors of this 
debate article think that AI will eventually be evidence-based, widespread and 
affordable. Physicians have been translating the data they measured with 
rudimentary tools, like stethoscopes or blood pressure cuffs, and they will keep 
on doing the same with digital tattoo-like sensors and AI.  
 
It seems this technology will reduce costs in providing care, making it faster and 
more efficient leading to a change in the medical profession that will involve 
more tasks related to creativity and critical thinking than time-consuming 
repetitions. In about 20 years, 50% of jobs will be outdated or not needed 
anymore, and healthcare is not an exception. While AI demonstrates significant 
potentials in improving diagnostics, it will probably not solve the HR crisis in 
healthcare, or at least it will not start with that. The chance for improving the 
job environment and conditions of physicians is higher, which can eventually 
lead to a general improvement in the quality of care. If it becomes able to take 
over important tasks from medical professionals, it might even bring forward a 
renaissance era in the doctor-patient relationship. While there are even more 
questions to address, our stand is that AI is not meant to replace medical 
professionals, but the ones using AI will probably replace those who don’t. We 
also think that it is every caregiver’s duty to prepare for a future like that. 
Conclusion: 
AI is not some magical computerized persona rather it is a wide range of 
algorithms and machine learning tools that can rapidly injest data convert it in to 
information and predicts the trend.The system can understand speech,identify 
photos and use signals about mood,honesty and even personality.These 
algorithms are very fast and can analyze millions of bites of information.AI 
systems in HR looks at all the possible combinations like job history, age, 
gender and during the interview question can predict how well they will perform 
on the job, candidates who can complement company’s mission and 
culture. Wade is a career guide for candidates.  
“AI can help with all HR functions if it is used as a tool to add to our 
knowledge rather than a gatekeeper to make hard decisions Conclusion” 
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AI is the ability to deep-mine data to understand any patterns that can support 
advanced decision making.Afterreviewed many research papers it was found 
that human resource functions are turning more and more accountable for 
driving business outcomes since the last few years, harnessing the power of AI 
is one of the crucial and life-changing tech trend that HR managers and leaders 
can embrace to drive people management. With the staggering influx of data in 
the human resource arena, artificial intelligence can offer an ocean of insights in 
key areas that often go unnoticed such as productivity, managerial effectiveness, 
employee engagement and talent assessment to name a few. This would help 
HRs to understand their workforce in a much better way and foresee workforce 
trends as well as identify problem areas well in advance. 
Many people are scared that AI innovation will put HR chiefs and staff out of 
work but at the same time  one should not forget  as steam machines and PCs 
did not send us into untimely oppressed worlds so AI tech guarantees to change 
HR departments, and will not make them jobless, AI tech promises to transform 
HR departments, not to make them redundant. All things considered, it is just an 
augmentation of innovation which numerous HR experts are still using in their 
departments, be it Cortana, Alexa or some other AI-based gadget. 
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dk ifjp; nsrs ftu uhfr;ksa dk lapkyu fd;k muesa eulc O;oLFkk eq[; uhfr FkhA2 bl eulc O;oLFkk ds vUrxZr 
vdcj us vius fo'oklik= vehjksa o fgUnqLrku jk;]vkfn3 dks {ks= fo'ks"k dh tkxhj nsrs gq, eulcnkj cuk;k rFkk blls 
ledkyhu jktuhfr ij vR;Ur nwjxkeh v©j egRoiw.kZ izHkko iM+sA eqxy eulc O;oLFkk o ledkyhu jktuhfr ls iM+us okys 
bu izHkko dks fuEu laoxZ esa j[k ldrs gS% 
 

1. Ekqxy lkezkT; dks LFkkf;Ro % 
 gwek;w¡ us eqxy lkezkT; dks iw.kZr% vlUrqfyr voLFkk esa NksM+k Fkk vkSj fgUnqLrku esa eqxy lkezkT; ds LFkkf;Ro dh laHkkouk 
vR;Ur de fn[kkÃ ns jgh FkhA4 bl n'kk esa vdcj us Lo;a dksfnYyh ds vU; nkosnkjksa ls csgrj 'kkld fl) djrs gq;s 
viuh nwjnf'kZrk dk ifjp; fn;k vkSj vius 'kklu dky ds 11osa o"kZ ¼1566&67Ã-½ esa eulc O;oLFkk uhfr dk lapkyu 
fd;k rFkk bl eulc O;oLFkk dks vdcj us eË; ,f'k;k izkIr fd;k x;kA bl eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr vdcj us vius 
fo'koklik= mejk dks eulc p;u djrs gq;s eulcnkj cuk;kA bu eulcnkjksa esa Ãjkuh&rwjkuh o vQxkuh vehjksa ds 
lkFk&lkFk fgUnw jktiwr jktk] jk;] jk.kk] jkor vkfn Fks]5blls vdcj dks bu lcds chp 'kfDr lUrqyu cukus esa vklkuh 
gqÃ mnkgj.k ds fy;s ,d rjQ jktk eku flag dk eulc 7]000 rd dk igq¡p x;k Fkk] rks nwljh rjQ fetkZ vtht dksdk 
dk eulc Hkh 7]000 dk FkkA nksuksa gh vdcj ds 'kklu dky esa vR;Ur egRoiw.kZ inksa ij vklhu gq,A eulc O;oLFkk ls 
lacaf/kr ,d vU; lkfj.kh dks 1595 Ã‐ esa rSS;kj fd;k gS Fkk] ftlesa 5]000 ;k blls Åij dk eulc izkIr djus okyksa ls 
ysdj 200 rd dk eulcnkj dk fooj.k gS] ysfdu blesa fdlh ;qojkt ds eulc dks 'kkfey ugha fd;k x;k FkkA 
    vdcj us lkezkT; dh etcwrh ds fy, 16oha lnh ds fgUnqLrku ds LorU= o v}Z LorU= NksVs o {ks=h; jktkvksa dks 
viuh vksj feykus ds fy;s mUgsa eulcnkj cukdj {ks= fo'ks"k dh ftEesnkjh l©aih FkhA fgUnqLrku esa bu NksVs jktkvksa dh 
la[;k 61 Fkh] ftuesa lokZf/kd la[;k 40 jktiwr eulcnkjksadh FkhA bu lHkh eulcnkjksa us eqxy'kkgh lsok Lohdkj djrs gq;s 
eqxy lkezkT; ds LFkkf;Ro esa vR;Ur egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk vnk dh Fkh v©j yxHkx nks 'krkfCn;ksa rd eqxy lkezkT; bu 
eulcnkjksa ds lUrqyu ds dkj.k fVdk jgk D;ksafd 1560&1575 Ã‐ ds chp eqxy lkezkT; esa jktiwrksa v©j Hkkjrh; eqlyekuksa 
dks mPp eulc fn;s tkus ls igys ls e©twn rFkk mPp inksa ij Ãjkuh] mejk¼vehj oxZ½ dk rwjkuh jax :Ik Qhdk iM+rk 
x;k] lkFk gh lkFk jkT; laxBu esa O;kIr pxrkÃ ijEijkvkssa v©j jhfr&fjoktksa esa deh vkrh x;hA 
2. HkwjktLo O;ofLFkr gksuk % 
eulc O;oLFkk ykxw djus ls HkwjktLo olwyusesa eqxy lezkVksas dks vklkuh gqÃ D;ksafd vdcj ds le; fgUnqLrku esa 
NksVs&NksVs LorU= o v)Z LorU= 200&300 jktk ;k tehankj Fks v©j ;g vius&vius {ks= esa losZlokZ gksrs Fks rFkk ;s leLr 
fgUnqLrku ds 1@6 Hkw&jktLo ij vf/kdkj fd;s gq;s FksA tSls fd ckcj us Lo;a fgUnqLrku dks thrus ds n©jku dgk ßbu 
jktkvksa ds {ks= ¼jkT;½ ls 8 ;k 9 djksM+ dk Hkw&jktLo vkrk Fkk tcfd eqxy lkezkT; dqy jktLo 52 djksM FkkA 
;s jktk ¼tehankjksa½ vkfFkZd fLFkfr ls etcwr gksus ds lkFk&lkFk ;g vPNs ls tkurs Fks fd fdlkuksa ls fdl {ks= ¼Hkwfe½ls 
fdl le; fdrukHkw&jktLo tekdjk;k tk;sA vdcj dks vius lkezkT; dh etcwrh ds fy, vf/kd vkfFkZd lalk/kuksa dh 
t:jr FkhA ;g lc rHkh lEHko Fkk] tc Hkw&jktLo dh clwyh dk Hkkj LFkkuh; jk;] jk.kk] jkor vkfn dks l©aik tk;sa D;ksafd 
fdlku Hkh vius&vius {ks=h; jktkvksa ls iwjh rjg tqM+s gq;s Fks v©j ;g vius&vius jktkvksa dh vk'kk dks utjvUnkt ugha 
dj ldrs FksA bldk ,d vU; dkj.k ;g Fkk fd bu jktkvksa ;k tehankjksa ds ikl 44 yk[k lsuk FkhA6 bl n'kk esa dksÃ 
fdlku vius jktk ;k tehankjksa ds f[kykQ cxkor djus dh lksp Hkh ugha ldrk FkkA vdcj bl rF; dks vPNh rjg 
tkurk Fkk fd eqxyksa ds fy, fgUnqLrku ,d u;k ns'k gSA vr% mlus dq'ky dwVuhfr ds rgr {ks=h; jktkvksa o tehankjksa] 
tks vius&vius {ks= esa vR;Ur 'kfDr'kkyh FksA buesa ls vf/kdrj jktkvksa vkSj tehankjksa dks viuh v/khurk Lohdkj djk;h] 
fQj mUgsa eulc iznku djrs gq, eulcnkj cuk;k rFkk bu eulcnkjksa dks {ks= fo'ks"k dh tkxhjsa iznku dh Fkh] buls 
fu/kkZfjr la[;k esa fdlkuksssa ls HkwjktLo dks olwy djds'kkgh [ktkus esa tek djus dks dgk x;k FkkAbldk lh/kk ykHk ;g 
gqvk fd ikn'kkg vdcj dks viuh ;kstuk ds vuqlkj vklkuh ls Hkw&jktLo vlkuh ls izkIr gksus yxk] ftlls 1601Ã-esa 
eqxy lkezkT; dh tek 5]03]82]56]318-5 nke@o"kZ rd gks x;hA ;g tek jkf'k ikn'kkg* vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds vfUre 
o"kZ 1605Ã- esa 5]83]46]90]344-5 nke@o"kZ rd tk igq¡phA7 vdcjdkyhu eqxy lkezkT;ds fofHkUu lwcksa esa HkwjktLo ¼tek½ 
izfroxZ ehy ds vk/kkj ij fUkEUk fLFkfr dk vkHkkl gksrk gS % 
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3. dsUnzh;—r lsuk dk fodkl 
vdcj }kjk bl eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr eulcnkj cukus ls lsuk ds j[k j[kko ij lh/kk vlj iM+k D;ksafd vdcj ls iwoZ 
fgUnqLrku dh jkt O;oLFkk esa l'kL= lsukvksa dk fo'ks"k egRo gksus ds ckotwn dsUnzh;Ñr lsuk dh vo/kkj.kk fodflr ugha 
gks ik;h Fkh] bl fLFkfr esa 'kkLkdksa dks LFkkuh; jktkvksa vkSj tehankjksa ij fuHkZj jguk iM+rk FkkA dgha&dgha LFkkuh; jktk] 
tehankj brus 'kfDr'kkyh gksrs Fks fd ;g le; vkus ij vius 'kkldksa ds lkeus HkkM+s ds VV~Vw mifLFkr dj nsrs Fks] bldk 
vkHkkl xqtjkr vfHk;kku ¼1572&73Ã-½ ds nkSjku ikn'kkg vdcj dks Lo;a gqvk FkkA rHkh mlus izHkko'kkyh NksVs&NksVs 
LFkkuh; jktkvksa] tehankjksa dks eulc iznku djrs eulcnkj cuk;k vkSj mUgsa muds eulc ds fglkc ls fu/kkZfjr la[;k esa 
lsuk j[kus dks dgk x;k] ftlesa mPp dksfV ds ?kksM+s o ?kqM+lokj izeq[k :Ik ls 'kkfey FksA ?kqM+lokjksa ds j[k&j[kko esa dksÃ 
/kks[kk u gks] blds fy;s ikn'kkg vdcj us vius 'kklu dky ds 19osa o"kZ esa nkx O;oLFkk dks ykxw fd;kA9bl nkx O;oLFkk 
dks vR;Ur dBksjrk ls ykxw fd;k rFkk blds fy;s vdcj us 'kkgckt [kk¡ dEcw dks fu;qDr fd;kA ;s eulcnkj vius 
eulc ds fglkc ls mPp dksfV ds ?kksM+s j[krs Fks ftlesa Ãjkuh eqtkul~] rqdhZ vkSj ;kcw ?kksM+s izeq[k FksA 
blÜkzs.kh ds vuqlkj eulcnkj dk tSls&tSls eulc c<+rk Fkk oSls&oSls bu eulcnkjksa ds ikl mudh Üzks.kh ds vuqlkj ?kksM+s 
dh la[;k esa of̀) gksrh gSA  
ikn'kkg vdcj us 10 lokj Ükzs.kh ds eulcnkj ls 10 lSfud o 20 ?kksM+s j[kus dk vkns'k fn;k FkkA10 ;g fl)kUr vU; 
eulcnkjksa ij Hkh ykxw gksrk FkkA rkfd ,d lSU; ny esa lSfudksa dh la[;k lokj Üzks.kh ds cjkcj gks rFkk ?kksM+ks dh la[;k 
blls nwuh gksA bl eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr ikn'kkg vdcj dks bu eulcnkjksa dh ns[kjs[k esa ,d mPp dksfV dh  “kkgh 
lsuk j[kus esa vklkuh gqÃA og fdlh eulcnkj dks lsuk ds leLr fooj.k ds lkFk 'kkgh njckj esa mifLFkr gksus dk vkns'k 
dHkh Hkh ns ldrk gS vkSj mls fdlh Hkh lSU; vfHk;ku ij Hkst ldrk FkkA 
4. O;ofLFkr Á'kklu % 
 eulc O;oLFkk ykxw gksus ls lh/ks eqxy iz'kklfud mÙkjnkf;Ro ij ;g izHkko iM+k fd bu eulcnkjksa dks lSU; O;oLFkk ds 
lkFk&lkFk vU; egRoiw.kZ iz'kklfud dk;Z lkSais x;s vkSj ;s eulcnkj dHkh&dHkh brus 'kfDr'kkyh gks tkrs Fks fd iwjs 
lkezkT; ds dk;ksZa dks vius gkFkksa esa ys ysrs FksA bl Øe esa izFke o izeq[k uke cSje [kk¡ dk vkrk gSA ;g vdcj ds le; 
eqxy lkezkT; dk izeq[k othj ;k ¼nhoku½ FkkA nhoku *Qkjlh Hkk"kk* dk 'kCn gS] ftls [kyhQk mej ds'kklu dky esa lcls 
igys viuk;k x;kA bldk iz;ksx os jktLo foHkkx ds fy, djrs FksA cSje [kk¡ 5]000 tkr dk eulcnkj FkkA11 vdcj ds 
'kklu dky ds izkjfEHkd fnuksa esa eqxy lkezkT; ds leLr iz'kklfud dk;Z blh eulcnkj ds gkFk esa FksA eulcnkj lh/ks 
ikn'kkg ds izfr mÙkjnk;h gksrs Fks rFkk buds {ks= ¼tkxhj½ esa ?kfVr gksus okyh izR;sd ?kVuk ds fy;s ;s eulcnkj Lo;a 
ftEEksnkj gksrs FksA 
 vdcj dk egRoiw.kZ nwljk eulcnkj jktk VksMjey Fkk] ftls cSje [kk¡ ds ckn ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk lkezkT; esa vR;Ur 
egRoiw.kZ iz'kklfud ftEesnkjh nh x;h FkhA jktk VksMjey dks izeqq[k :Ik ls Hkw&jktLo O;oLFkk dks O;ofLFkr djus ds fy;s 
tkuk tkrk gS] blus iz'kklfud lq/kkj ds vUrxZr HkwjktLo O;oLFkk dks Bhd djrs gq;s *vkÃu&,&nglkyk i)fr* dk 
izpyu fd;k] tks ¼vkÃu&,&nglkyk O;oLFkk½ vdcj ds ckn Hkh eqxy lkezkT; esa pyrh jghA lcls ifgys jktk VksMjey 
dks xqtjkr dh vkfFkZd O;oLFkk dks Bhd djus ds fy;s xqtjkr Hkstk x;k FkkA12 ,d vU; egRoiw.kZ eulcnkj eqt¶Qj [kk¡ 
dks egRoiw.kZ iz'kklfud ftEesnkjh ds vUrxZr nhoku cuk;k x;k] tks lwcksa ds jktLo foHkkx dk izHkkjh ¼vf/kdkjh½gksus ds 
lkFk&lkFk tkxhjnkjksa o eulcnkjksa ds foÙkh; izcU/kd dk;Z dks ns[krk FkkA blh ds dkj.k nhoku dks eqxy izz'kklfud 
lksiku esa izeq[k LFkku feykA 1582Ã- esa ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk jktk VksMjey dks 'kkgh nhoku cuk;k vkSj mlls iz'kklfud 
lq/kkj ds fy, ,d fo'ks"k ;kstuk rS;kj djus ds fy;s dgk x;kA ;ksX; eulcnkj dks iz'kklfud O;oLFkk dks lqpk: :Ik ls 
pykus ds fy;s fdlh Hkh izkUr dk lwcsnkj cuk;k tk ldrk Fkk] bl Js.kh esa izeq[k uke jktk eku flag dk vkrk gS] ftls 
dkcqy] caxky] fcgkj lwcksa dk lwcsnkj cukdj egRoiw.kZ iz'kklfud ftEesnkjh nh x;h FkhA13 

Øekad        lwck Tkek@oxZ ehy 
rFkk jktLo 
gtkj nkeksa esa 

Øekad         lwck Tkek@oxZ ehy rFkk 
jktLo gtkj nkeksa 
esa 

1- 
3- 
5- 
7- 
9- 
11- 
13- 
15-A 

Ykkg©j 
dkcqy ¼FkVVk½ 
vkxjk 
bykgkckn 
caxky] mMhlk 
ekyok 
xqtjkr 
[kkuns”k 
¼16 nke@Vdk dh 
nj½ 
 

10-3 
2-5 
11-8 
6-1 
4-7 
2-5 
5-6 
25-7 

2- 
4- 
6- 
8- 
10- 
12- 
14- 
15-B 

Ekqyrku 
fnYyh 
vo/k 
fcgkj 
vtesj 
ekyok ¼x<+ dks NksMdj½ 
cjkj 
[kkuns”k 
¼24 nke@Vdk dh nj½ 

2-3 
9-0 
7-6 
4-0 
2-4 
4-6 
12-6 
38-6 
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eqxy lkezkT; dh iz'kklfud O;oLFkk dk ,d egRoiw.kZ Hkkx **ehjc['kh** gksrk gS]14 tks lkekU;r mPp dksfV dk eulcnkj 
gksrk FkkA ;g 'kklu esa mPpkf/kdkfj;ksa dh fu;qfDr djrk Fkk] ftlesa eulcnkj Hkh 'kkfey FksA ehjc['kh in ij vR;Ur 
;ksX; gh eulcnkj igq¡p ikrk Fkk D;ksafd bls ges'kk ;g /;ku j[kuk iM+rk Fkk fd dksÃ eulcnkj ,slk O;fDr cus] tks lHkh 
izdkj ls l{ke gksA ehjc['kh in ij vR;Ur mPp dksfV dk eulcnkj igq¡pus dk lh/kk izHkko ;g iM+k fd eqxy iz'kklu 
Bhd <+ax ls O;ofLFkr gks x;kA ehjc['kh ikn'kkg o eulcnkjksa ds chp egRoiw.kZ dM+h gksus ds dkj.k ;g eqxy lkezkT; ds 
'kkgh nkSjksa] vkjkexkgksa dh lSj ,oa f'kdkj vfHk;kuksa ds nkSjku ikn'kkg ds lkFk jgrk FkkA ;g 'kkgh egy ,oa jkt/kkuh ds 
igjsnkjksa dh lwph Hkh rS;kj djrk FkkA jkt/kkuh esa eulcnkjksa dks 7 Hkkxksa esa foHkkftr fd;k tkrk FkkA ftu ij izR;sd 
lIrkg esa ,d fnu dh lqj{kk dk nkf;Ro gksrk FkkA oLrqr% esa eqxy iz'kklu ds yxHkx lHkh dk;Z eulcnkjksa }kjk lEikfnr 
fd;s tkrs FksA 
5. LFkkuh; jktkvksa dk Lora= vfLrRo dk lekIr 
 eqxy eulcnkj o ledkyhu jktuhfr ds vUrxZr bu lFkkuh; jktkvksa us eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr eqxy lkezkT; esa 
eulc rks izkIr dj fy;s] ijUrq buds eulcnkj cuus ds lkFk gh buds oa'k dh Lora= gSfl;r lekIr gks x;h] tks fd 
ih<h nj ih<h pyh vk jgh FkhA 'kkgh eulcnkj cuus ls buds lEcfU/kr {ks= ¼jkT;½ ij ckgjh ekeyksa ¼ckgjh lqj{kk o 
nwljs jkT;ksa ds lkFk lEcU/k½ ls lEcfU/kr uhfr;ksa dk lapkyu lh/ks ikn'kkg ds gkFk igq¡p x;kA viuh Lora= gSfl;r [kksus 
okyksa esa dkcqy lwck ds vUrxZr ikDyh] ner©j ds LFkkuh; jktk Øe'k% lqYrku gqlSu o 'kkg:[k [kk¡ fetkZ FksA lwck caxky 
ds vUrxZr [kqnkZ ds jktk jke pUæ] vy jkT; ds vMokaM v©j ikfV;k o uhydaB ds lqUnj uked LFkkuh; jktk FksA xqtjkr 
lwck ds vUrxZr cxyku{ks= ds lqYrku eqt¶Qj xqtjkrh Fks] tksfd viuh Lora= gSfl;r [kksrs gq;s eqxy eulcnkj cus FksA 
lwck ykgksj ds vUrxZr ekÅ ds jktk cklq v©j xD[kj ds deky [kk¡ izeq[k FksA lwck eqYrku ds vUrxZr cyksp {ks= ds igkM+ 
[kk¡ dks eulc nsdj mldh Lora= gSfl;r lekIr dh x;hA lwck vkxjk ds vUrxZr vksjNk ds jke pUæ Hkn©fj;k ds jk; 
eqdUn dks eulcnkj cukdj buds jkT; dks eqxy lkezkT; esa feyk;k x;kA bykgkckn lwck ds rgr HkkVk ds jktk jke 
pUæ cs?ksyk dks eulcnkj cukdj mlds jkT; dks eqxy lkezkT; esa 'kkfey dj fy;k FkkA 
 jktiwrksa dk bfrgkl o buds vn~Hkqr 'k©;Z dks ns[krs gq;s lwck vtesj ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks lokZf/kd ¼pkyhl½ eulc 
nsdj budh Lora= gSfl;r lekIr dh x;hA bldh 'kq#vkr dPNokgk oa'kt Hkkjey ds }kjk vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 17osa 
o"kZ ¼1572&73Ã-½ ds n©jku dh x;h FkhA dONokgksa ds v/khu ujk;uk] Vksad] VksMk] ekyiqjk] eykuk] v©j ykylksV izeq[k 
NksVs&NksVs jkT; FksA tks lwck vtesj ds gh vUrxZr vkrs FksA ,d gh oa'k fo'ks"k ds jkT; dks vius v/khu cuk;s j[kus ds 
fy;s ikn'kkg vdcj us ,d jktiwr ?kjkus dks dkQh eulc fn;s] ftlesa ls jktk eku flag ds ifjokj ds 8 O;fDr;ksa dks 
eulcnkj cuk;k x;k FkkA buds eulc 2]000 tkr ls ysdj 7]000 tkr rd ds FksA 
 Mw¡xjiqj ca'kokjk v©j fljksgh ds tehankjksa dks eulcnkj cukdj bUg¢a eqxy 'kkgh lsok esa ys fy;k x;k v©j budh Lora= 
jktlÙkk dks lekIr dj fn;kA blh Øe esa gkM+k o mn;iqj ds jktkvksa dks eulc nsdj buds }kjk 'kkflr {ks= eqxy 
lkezkT; esa feyk fy, x;sA vdcj ds 12 lwcksa esa ls 4 lwck ,sls Fks] ftuesa fdlh Hkh jktoa'k ds O;fDr dks eulcnkj ugha 
cuk;k v©j muds {ks= dks eqxy lkezkT; dk Hkkx cukdj ftu LFkkuh; jktkvksa dh Lora= gSfl;r lekIr dj fn;s x;sA os 
lwck ekyok] fcgkj] fnYyh rFkk  vo/k15FksA 
6. oSokfgd laca/kksa dk lw=ikr % 
ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk LFkkfir fd;s x;s eqxy&jktiwr oSokfgd lEcU/k rFkk eulc O;oLFkk dks ykxw djus tSlh uhfr vius 
lkezkT; dks LFkkf;Ro iznku djus ls izsfjr FksA blds fy;s mlus jktiwrksa dks eulcnkj cukdj v©j muls oSokfgd lEcU/k 
LFkkfir djds ,d prqj jktuhfrK dh Hkkafr jktiwrksa dks viuk v©j vius lkezkT; ds fy;s fgrs'kh cuk fy;k FkkA vdcj us 
jktiwrksa ds lkFk oSokfgd lEcU/k LFkkfir djds dsUæ o jkT;ksa ds chp pys vk jgs lEHkkfor [krjs dks Hkh yEcs le; ds 
fy, Vky fn;k FkkA tSlk fd Ã'ojhizlkn ds fooj.k ls fofnr gksrk fd Hkkjr esa dsUækfHkeq[k v©j dsUækfoeq[k 'kfDr;ksa ds 
chp tks la?k"kZ pyk vk jgk Fkk] mls vdcj eqxy&jktiwr oSokfgd lEcU/k ls lekIr fd;k FkkA16 

vdcj dh bl uhfr us ns'kt¼iSnkb'kh½ vfHktkr oxZ¼jktiwr oxZ½ v©j rSewjh jktoa'k o vQxkuksa ls feydj cus bls u;s 
xBtksM+ us eqxy lkezkT; ds fy;s cuus okys fdlh ukikd xBtksM+ dh laHkkouk dks lekIr dj fn;k] ,slh n'kk esa foæksgh 
vehj pkgdj foækg ugha ldrs Fks] lkFk gh lkFk jktiwrksa ds lkFk oSokfgd lEcU/kksa ds dkj.k gh jktiwr eqxy jktuhfrd 
fudk; dk ,d vfuok;Z fgLlk cu x;sA blh dk ifj.kke Fkk fd ikn'kkg vdcj us ,d le; vius iq= nfu;ky ds 
ikyu&iks"k.k dk nkf;Ro Hkkjey dh ifRu;ksa dks fn;k FkkA oSokfgd lEcU/kksa dh etcwrh ds dkj.k ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk 
xqtjkr lSU; vfHk;ku ¼1572Ã-½ ds le; vkxjk dh j{kk dk mŸkjnkf;Ro Hkh Hkkjey dks fn;k x;k FkkA  
 ikn'kkg vdcj us viuh bl uhfr ds rgr viuh o vius ;qojktksa dh jktiwr ifRu;ksa dks iwjh /kkfeZd Lora=rk iznku dh 
rFkk buds firk o lEcfU/k;ksa dks iw.kZ lEeku nsrs gq;s mPp eulcnkjksa ds oxZ esa 'kkfey fd;k FkkA jktiwr oSokfgd lEcU/kksa 
dks ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk etcwr djuk ,d izdkj ls eulcnkjksa ¼jktiwrksa½ dh LokfeHkfDr vius lkezkT; ds izfr iDdh 
djuk FkkA ,slh fLFkfr esa ikn'kkg vdcj bu lkeUroknh o;oLFkk] ijEijkxr Ã";kZ rFkk jktiwrksa ds chp izfrLi/kkZ dks 
lekIr djus dh vksj /;ku u ns ldkA 
7. Ácy Áfr}Unh jktkvksa dk eqxy 'kklu ds fudV vkuk % 
 ikn'kkg vdcj us eulc O;oLFkk v©j ledkyhu jktuhfr ds rgr eqxy lkezkT; dh izcyre izfr}Unh jktiwrksa dks 
larq"V djus esa lQyrk izkIr dh Fkh D;ksafd vdcj Lo;a bl ckr ls vPNh rjg ifjfpr Fkk fd 16oha lnh ds fgUnqLrku esa 
jktiwr jktoa'k gh ,slk jktoa'k gS] tks eqxy lkezkT; ds fy;s lEHkkfor [krjk mRiUu dj ldrk gSA vdcj ds nknk ckcj 
dks Hkh lcls cM+h v©j dfBure pqu©rh jktiwr oa'kt jk.kk lkaxk ls gh feyh FkhA 
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 vdcj us jktiwrksa dks eulcnkj cukdj bu jktkvksa ds HkkX;ksa dks eqxy jktoa'k ls tksM+ fn;kA;s jktiwr jktk¼jk.kk] jkor½ 
Hkh eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr jktLo nsus okys jkT;ksa dh Js.kh esa 'kkfey gks x;s] blds vykok iM+kslh jkT;ksa ls ;q) }kjk 
>xM+s dk fu.kZ; djus ds vf/kdkj ls oafpr gksus ds vykok t:jr iM+us ij fu'fpr la[;k esa l'kDr lSU; eqxy lkezkT; 
ds fy, Hkstus dks ok/; gq;s vFkkZr bu jkT;ksa ds vkUrfjd ekeyksa esa gLr{ksi ds vykok lkjs vf/kdkj ikn'kkg vdcj esa 
lekfgr gks x;sA eulc O;oLFkk dk lh/kk ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd eqxy lkezkT; dks vkfFkZd [kpZ fd;s fcuk gh jktLo o 
lSU; lgk;rk miyC/k gksus yxh blds lkFk&lkFk jktk eku flag tSls dq'ky lsukifr Hkh eqxyksa dks miyC/k gks x;s] tks fd 
rSewjh oa'ktksa dslsukifr;ksa ls fdlh Hkh izdkj de u FksA jktiwr jktkvksa dh jktxn~nh dk ekeyk ikn'kkg ds gkFk igq¡pus ds 
dkj.k fdlh dks Hkh mÙkjkf/kdkjh cuk;k tk ldrk FkkA tSlk fd chdkusj ds mÙkjkf/kdkjh ds ekeys esa fd;k x;kA blh 
izdkj vkEcsj dh xn~nh ij jktk eku flag ds ikS= egkflag ds mÙkjkf/kdkjh dks Lohdkj ugha fd;k x;kA dqy feykdj 
eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr eulcnkj cu tkus ls jktiwrksa dh psruk vc eqxy ikn'kkg dh vuqdEik izkIr djus ds LokFkZ esa 
fufgr gks x;h rFkk vc ;s jktiwr vius {ks= fo'ks"k rd gh lhfer gks x;s FksA 
8. dqN LFkkuh; jktkvksa dk eqxy laÁHkqrk ds fo:) gksuk % 
 eqxy eulcnkj v©j ledkyhu jktuhfr dk ,d ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd 16oha lnh ds e/; rd fgUnqLrku ds {ks=h; 
¼LFkkuh;½ jktkvksa] tehankjks dh vius&vius {ks= esa tks Lora= lÙkk Fkh vkSj og eqxyksa dh v/khurk fdlh Hkh dher ij 
Lohdkj djus dks rS;kj u FksA ;s LFkkuh; jktk volj feyrs gh foæksg dj nsrs FksA dgha&dgha rks ;s v©j buds 
mÙkjkf/kdkjh [kqys foæksg ij mrk: gks tkrs Fks rFkk eqxyksa dk lkeuk djus ds fy;s ;s ¼LFkkuh; tehankj½ 'kfDr'kkyh jktk 
fdlh ,d dks [kqyk leFkZu ns nsrs Fks tSlk fd xqtjkr lwck ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa us eqxy laizHkqrk ds fo:) lqYrku eqt¶Qj 
xqtjkrh dks viuk iw.kZ leFkZu fn;k FkkA eqxyksa dh lkezkT;oknh uhfr ds dkj.k yxHkx izR;sd lwck esa LFkkuh; vehjksa us 
le; vuqdwy gksus ij foæksg fd;kA bu fonzksg ds vUrxZr xqtjkr lwck ds dPN] uokuxj] twukx<+ o Ãnj {ks= esa LFkkuh; 
vehjksa us foæksg fd;kA blh izdkj caxky] fcgkj lwck esa eqxyksa dh bl uhfr dk fojks/k fd;k x;kA iatkc lwck ds igkM+h 
tehankjksa ¼LFkkuh; jktkvksa½ us eqxy laizHkqrk dk fojks/k fd;kA lwck eqYrku ds vUrxZr fd'rokj ¼d'ehj½ ds vkbck pd v©j 
gqlSu pd eqxyksa ls vius jkT; okfil ikus dks yxkrkj iz;Ru'khy jgsaA iatkc lwck ds vUrxZr LFkkuh; vehjksa us cM+s iSekus 
ij eqxy laizHkqrk ds f[kykQ foæksg fd;kA ;s LFkkuh; vehj dkaxjk v©j tkEew ds lÙkk/kkjh ifjokj tkEoky rFkk dksp oa'k 
ls lEcfU/kr Fks] bUgksaus vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 35osa o"kZ ¼1590&91Ã-½ esa eqxyksa dh laizHkqrk ds fo:) [kqyk foæksg fd;kA 
blh izdkj iatkc lwck esa Hkh vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 47 os o"kZ ¼1602&3Ã-½ esa tkEew] uxjdksV v©j ekÅ esa eqxyksa ds 
f[kykQ foæksg ds fy;s ;gk¡ ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa ds leFkZu ls [kqyk foæksg fd;k x;k] blds vykok vU; lwcksa esa eqxyksa ds 
f[kykQ [kqyk foæksg fd;k x;kA vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 30osa o"kZ ¼1585&96Ã-½ vehu [kk¡ xksjh ¼twukx<+½ eqxyksa dh 
v/khurk Lohdkj dh ysfdu blds mÙkjkf/kdkjh n©yr [kk¡ us eqxyksa ds f[kykQ [kqyk foæksg fd;kA 
 lwck vtesj ds vUrxZr M¡wxjiqj ds jkoy lkgley] ca'kokjk ds vxzlsu v©j tky©j ds xtuh [kk¡ ds mÙkjkf/kdkjh us eqxy 
laizHkqrk ds fo:) la?k"kZ fd;kA oLrqr% fdlh LFkkuh; jktk }kjk v/khurk Lohdkj djus dk ;g vFkZ ugha Fkk] fd mlds 
mÙkjkf/kdkjh Hkh eqxyksa dk v/khurk Lohdkj djsaxsA vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 26osa o"kZ esa lwck fnYyh ds vUrxZr dqekÅ¡ 
v©j caxky lwck ds HkkVh esa cM+s iSekus ij LFkkuh; jktkvksa us eqxyksa ds f[kykQ foæksg fd;k FkkA 
 viuh laizHkqrk cpk;s j[kus ds fy, ftu LFkkuh; jktkvksa v©j eqxyksa ds chp 'kg v©j ekr dk [ksy vdcj ds iwjs 'kklu 
dky rd pyrk jgkA muesa izeq[k LFkkuh; jktk fuEu gS&¼d½ tkEEkw ds diwj pUæ us eqxyksa ds fy;s dksÃ ijs'kkuh mRiUu 
ugha dh ysfdu blds mÙkjkf/kdkjh ijl jke us vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 13osa o"kZ ¼1568&69Ã-½ esa eqxyksa ds fo:) foæksg 
fd;k] blds ckn ijl jke dk iq= o mÙkjkf/kdkjh us eqxyksa ls [kqyk foæksg fd;kA ¼[k½ vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 30osa o"kZ 
¼1585&86Ã-½ esa tljksVk ds jk; Hkkuckj us eqxyksa dh v/khurk Lohdkj dh ysfdu blds mÙkjkf/kdkjh o iq= jk;ckcw us 
vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 37oas o"kZ ¼1592&93Ã-½ esa eqxyksa ds f[kykQ foæksg fd;kA ¼x½ uxjdksV ds jktk /keZ pUæ us 
vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds izFke o"kZ ¼1556&57Ã-½ esa eqxyksa dh v/khurk Lohdkj dh ysfdu blds mÙkjkf/kdkfj;ksa esa t;pUn] 
ch/khpUn v©j f=yksd pUn us eqxyksa ds f[kykQ [kqyk foæksg fd;kA ¼?k½ xqysj ds jke pUn ds mÙkjkf/kdkjh o iq= txnh'k 
pUn us eqxy LkaizHkqrk dks vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 35osa o"kZ¼1590&91Ã-½ esa dM+h pqu©rh nhA ¼³½ vfu:/k pUn ds iq= 
xksih pUn ¼tloky½ vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 35oas o"kZ ¼1590&91ÃZ½ esa eqxyksa ds fo:) foæksg fd;k ¼p½ ekÅ ds r[reky 
ds iq= dk mÙkjkf/kdkjh jktk cklq us 'kkgh LkaizHkqrk dks ckj&ckj pqu©rh nhA 
9. eqxy'kklu esa LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks egRoiw.kZ in nsuk % 
ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk viuk;h x;h eulc O;oLFkk dk ,d ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; vehjksa ;k jktkvksa 
¼ftuesa jktiwr o Hkkjrh; eqlyeku vehj 'kkfey Fks½ dks eulcnkj cukus ls ;g eqxy iz'kklu esa mPp in ij igq¡p x;sA 
;s in igys ckcj v©j mlds iq= gqek;w¡ ds le; rSewjh ¼Ãjkuh&rqjkuh o vQxkuh½ mejk oxZ ds fy;s gh lqjf{kr gksrs FksA 
vdcj us vius le; esa loksZPp eulc ¼;qojktksa dks fn;s tkus okys eulc dks NksM+dj½ fetkZ vtht dksdk dks fn;k rFkk 
;gh eulc jktk eku flag dks fn;k x;kA17 

fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks rSewjh vehjksa dh Hkkafr Hkh vius lkezkT; esa vdcj us rhu&rhu lwcksa ¼caxky] fcgkj RkFkk 
dkcqy½ dh lwcsnkjh iznku dh x;h FkhA dPNokgk oa'k ds jktk Hkkjey ij ikn'kkg bruk fQnk gks x;k fd ,d le; rks 
ikn'kkg us vius nw/keq¡g iq= jktdqekj nfy;ky dh j{kk dk Hkkj Hkkjey dh ifRu;ksa dks l©aik Fkk] tks mldh jktiwrksa ij 
vPNs fo'okl djus dk ,d mnkgj.k FkkA blds vfrfjDr xqtjkr vfHk;ku ¼1572Ã-½ ds n©jku vkxjk dh j{kk dh ftEesnkjh 
Hkh Hkkjey dks gh ikn'kkg vdcj us l©aih FkhA18ikn'kkg vdcj us fgUnqLrku ds vehjksa ¼fo'ks"kdj jktiwrksa ½ dks oru 
tkxhjsa iznku dh A bu oru tkxhjksa ij buds mÙkjkf/kdkjh dk iSr̀d vf/kdkj gksrk Fkk] ;|fi bUgsa nh tkus okyhtkxhjsa 
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'kkgh Qjeku ds }kjk dHkh Hkh okfil yh tk ldrh FkhA fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks rSewjh vehjksa ds leku egRo 
feyus ls eqxy lkezkT; esa ,d lqLi"V] lkaLÑfrd ǹf"Vdks.k viukus v©j iz'kklu esa mPp LRkjh; dq'kyrk dk dk;Z djus 
dh ijEijk dk lw=ikr gqvkA 
 jktiwr 'kkldksa dks osru tkxhj muds eulc ds vk/kkj ij fu/kkZfjr osru ds cnys nh tkrh FkhA budh vuqekfur vk; 
eulc ds fu/kkZfjr osru dk ,d Hkkx gksrh FkhA oru tkxhj dh vk; dks vk/kkj ekudj eulc ds osru dh ckdh jde dks 
iwjk djus ds fy;s budks nwljh tkxhjsa iznku dh tkrh FkhA 
 vdcj dss 'kklu dky ds 26os o"kZ ¼1582Ã-½ esa eqxy iz'kklu dss dsUæ esa 9 fgUnqLrkuh jktk izeq[k inksa ij vklhu Fks 
ftuesa jktk VksMjey] jk; nqxkZ] jk; lqtZu] ywudju] vldju] txey vkfn izeq[k FksA 1586Ã- esa eqxy lkezkT; ds 12 
lwcksa ds iz'kkldh; vf/kdkfj;ksa ds rgr jktiwrksa dks nhoku] gkfde v©j ehjc['kh tSls egRoiw.kZ in fn;s x;s FkssA jktk 
VksMjey dks nhoku ds lkFk&lkFk ykgksj dh lwcsnkjh Hkh nh x;h FkhA rkjk pUn dks flU/k ¼dkcqy½ esa c['kh cuk;k] blhØe 
esa jktk txUukFk] vtesj ds jk; nqxkZ v©j jktk vldju dks vkxjk dk gkfde cuk;k x;kA 
10. Á'kklfud rU= esa O;kid cnyko % 
 ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk eulc O;oLFkk ykxw djus dk ,d ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd bl eulc O;oLFkk eqxy iz'kklu dh vk/kkj 
LrEHk bdkÃ mejk laxBu fotkrh; laxBu esa cny x;k D;ksafd fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks 'kkfey djus ls bl 
iz'kklfud miØe esa Ãjkuh] rwjkuh ¼rSewjh½] vQxkuh v©j fgUnqLrku ds vehjksa ¼LFkkuh; jktkvksa½ dk lekos'k gks x;k] tks 
vdcj ls igys bl vfHktu ¼mejk½ oxZ dh lajpuk esa Ãjkuh&rwjkuh o vQxkuksa mejk dk ,dkf/kdkj gksrk FkkA bl eulc 
O;oLFkk ls fgUnqLrku esa okLrfod feyk&tqyk mejk oxZ ¼'kkld oxZ½ dk mn; gqvk D;ksafd eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr gh bls 
O;ogkfjd :Ikiznku fd;k x;k FkkA blds ihNs eq[; dkj.k ;g Fkk fd ikn'kkg vdcj bl rF; dks Hkyh Hkk¡fr le> pqdk 
Fkk fd 16oha lnh ds fgUnqLrku esa 'kklu djus ds fy, ;gka ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa ¼tehankjksa½ dks eqxy 'kklu rU= dk 
vfuok;Z vax cukuk vfr vko';d gSA 
 
11-lfg".kqrkiw.kZ uhfr dk lqHkkjaHk % 
vdcj }kjk izkjaHk dh x;h bl eulc O;oLFkk us ns'k esa lcds lkFk lfg".kqrkiw.kZ uhfr viukus dks izsfjr fd;k D;ksafd 
ikn'kkg us fgUnqLrku esa eqxy 'kklu dks lqpk: :Ik ls pykus ds fy, ;gk¡ ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa ¼tehankjksa½ dks eulcnkj 
cuk;k FkkA eulcnkj cukrs le; bl rF; dk fo'ks"k /;ku j[kk fd eulc nsus ls O;fDr dh ;ksX;rk Hkh cuh jgsA ,slh 
fLFkfr esa ;g t:jh gks x;k Fkk fd ikn'kkg vdcj ,d ,slh egRoiw.kZ uhfr dks lapkfyr djs] ftlls fdlh dh /kkfeZd 
Hkkouk dks Bsl u igq¡psA lcds lkFk lfg".kqrkiw.kZ uhfr dks viukus ds ckjs esa ikn'kkg vdcj dk dguk Fkk& 
“;s fofHkUu leqnk; [kqnkÃ [ktkus gS] tks [kqnk us gekjs gokys fd;s gSA blh :Ik esa gesa muls eqgCcr Hkh djuh pkfg,A gesa 
bl ckr ij iwjk Hkjkslk gksuk pkfg;s fd gj /keZ dks ml [kqnk dh jger gkfly gSA rg&fny ls gesa bl ckr dh dksf'k'k 
djuh pkfg;s fd ge lqyg&,&dqy ds gjs&Hkjs ckx ds veu pSu ls Qk;nk mBk;sA [kqnk fcuk dksÃ HksnHkko fd;s lHkh 
bUlkuksa ij jger dh okfj'k djrk gSA gqDejkukjksa dks] tks /kjrh ij Ã'oj ds uqekbUns gSaA dHkh bl mlwy ls eqag ugha 
eksM+uk pkfg;sA”lcds lkFk lfg".kqrkiw.kZ uhfr viukus dk gh ifj.kke Fkk fd eqxy 'kklu esa fefJr 'kkld oxZ dk mn; 
gqvk v©j fof'k"V 'kkldksa esa ls fdlh vfr [kkl leqnk; ¼rSewjh½ ds izHkko esa of̀) ij fojke yx x;kA 
11. LFkkuh; jktkvksa }kjk vius Áfrfuf/k;ksa dk 'kkgh njokj esa Hkstuk % 
        ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk LFkkfir eulc O;oLFkk dk ifj.kke ;g gqvk fd ikn'kkg v©j mlds 'kklu ds izfr oQknkjh 
fn[kkus ds fy;s LFkkuh; jktiwr v©j eqfLye jktk 'kkgh njckj esa vius iq= ;k fdlh HkkÃ&cU/kq dks vius izfrfuf/k ds :Ik 
esa Hkst nsrs FksA 'kkgh njckj esa bu LFkkuh; jktkvksa ds }kjk cU/kd ds :Ik esa Hksts x;s izfrfuf/k;ksa dh lwph yEch feyrh gSaA 
tgk¡xhj ds 'kklu dky ds izkjEHk esa ykgksj lwck ds igkM+h vehjksa ¼LFkkuh; jktkvksa½ ds 32 izfrfuf/k cU/kd ds :Ik esa eqxy 
njckj es FksA19ikn'kkg vdcj ds le; esokM+ izeq[k jk.kk Hkh vius iq= vej flag dk izfrfuf/k ds :Ik esa 'kkgh njckj esa 
Hkstus dks jkth gks x;k FkkA 
12. Ekqxy lezkV] jktdqekj rFkk vU; mejk ds lEeku esa of̀) % 
  eulc O;oLFkk ykxw gksus ls eqxy ikn'kkg] jktdqekj v©j buds lsukifr ds O;fDrxr lEeku esa of̀) gqÃA esokM+ izeq[k 
jk.kk izrki }kjk ikn'kkg vdcj dk lEeku izn'kZu djus ds fy;s vius iq= vej flag dks 'kkghnjckj'kkgh Hkstus dk mYys[k 
feyrk gSA20 HkkVk ds jktk jke pUæ us ikn'kkg ds izfr lEeku fn[kkus ds fy;s vius iq= dks'kkghnjckj Hkstfn;k FkkA tc 
vdcj vius 'kklu dky ds 28 osa o"kZ ¼1583Ã-½ bykgkckn ds ikl ds lSU; vfHk;ku ij Fkk] rc jktk jke pUæ us ikn'kkg 
ds lEeku esa :fp ugha yhA ckn esa vc mlds jkT; ij vkØe.k djus dh /kedh nh x;h] rcog ikn'kkg ds lEeku esa 
viuh lsuk ds lkFk vk;kA blh izdkj jktk e/kqdj us ;qojkt eqjkn dk lEeku ekyok vkrs le; fd;k x;kA21ikn'kkg 
vdcj dk vkne [kk¡ xD[kj ds }kjk O;fDrxr lEeku fd;k x;k] tc mlds vk/ks jkT; dks ys fy;k x;kA rc xD[kj 
vehj le;&le; ij ikn'kkg ds izfr lEeku iznf'kZr djus ds fy;s 'kkgh njckj vkrs jgsA dkykUrj esa vkne [kk¡ us viuk 
ok;nk ugha fuHkk;kA mM+hlk ds jktk jke pUæ us eqxy lsukifr ekuflag dk lEeku çn'kZu djus ds fy;s viuscsVs dks Hkstk] 
ysfdu ckn esa mlds jkT; ij vkØe.k eqxy lsuk us dj fn;k] dkj.k crk;k x;k fd eqxy lsukifr dk mfpr lEeku ugha 
fd;k x;k ijUrq tc ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk lSU; vfHk;ku dks jksdstkus dh lwpuk feyus ij jke pUæ us vius iq= dks 
lsukifr eku flag dk lEeku djus ds fy;s Hkst fn;kA22 tcfd ,d vU; ekeys esa ;qojkt eqjkn }kjk jktk e/kqdj cqUnsyk 
ds jkT; ij vkØe.k djus ds fy;s ikn'kkg dh eqjkn dks QVdkj Hkh >syuh iM+h FkhA23 
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ikn'kkg vdcj us vius 'kklu dky ds 37osa o"kZ ¼1592&93Ã-½ esa O;fDrxr lEeku iznf'kZr djus ds fy, esokM+ ds jktk 
NwV ns nh x;h D;ksafd ikn'kkg esokM+ jkT; dh fLFkfr le> pqdk FkkA 
 LFkkuh; jktk ikn'kkg v©j ;qojkt dk O;fDrxr lEeku çnf'kZr djus ds fy;s viuk çfrfuf/k Hkst nsrs Fks v©j ikn'kkg ls 
;g ekax djrs Fks fd eqxy lkezkT; dk mPp çfrfu/k gekjs jkT; esa Hkst fn;k tk;sA LFkkuh; jktkvksa dk ;g vuqjks/k 
lkekU;r% eku fy;k tkrk FkkA 
13- egRoiw.kZ is'kd'k ¼migkj½ dks iznku djuk % 
Ekqxy ikn'kkg ds utnhd igqp¡us ds fy;s LFkkuh; jktk ikn'kkg dks is'kd'k ¼egRoiw.kZ migkj½ nsrs Fks] ftlls fd eqxyksa 
dh foLrkjoknh uhfr ls cpk tk ldsA ;s LFkkuh; jktk vius&vius jkT;ksa ls ewY;oku vkHkw"k.k ¼dherh ghjksa ls cus gq;s½] 
f'kdkjh tkuojksa] ?kksM+ksa v©j ;q) ds gkfFk;ksa dks Hkstrs FksA lwckykgksj ds vUrxZr d'ehj ds igkM+h jktkvksa }kjk f'kdkjh 
tkuojksa ¼tks ghjksa o jRuksa ds cus gksrs Fks½ dks is'kd'k ds :Ik esa Hkstrs Fks] tcfd fcgkj] caxky v©j mM+hlk ds LFkkuh; 
jktkvksa }kjk lkekU;r% gkfFk;ksa dks is'kd'k ds :Ik esa Hkstk tkrk FkkA tc dHkh&dHkh ;g is'kd'k ds :Ik esa udn /ku dks 
Hkstrs FksA HkkVk ds jktk jke pUæ 1583&84 Ã- esa 'kkgh ç'kklu dks ds'k ds :Ik esa is'kd'k Hksth rFkk bl jktk us 120 
gkfFk;ksa v©j 50]000 #i;s ds yky jRu] is'kd'k ds :Ik esa fn;sA24 vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 30os o"kZ ¼1585&86Ã-½ esa 
fljksgh ¼vtesj lwck½ ds 'kkld us lkezkT; }kjk r; dh x;h is'kd'k dks vnk fd;k FkkA25 oLrqr%fdls fdruh eqxy 
lkezkT; ds fy;s is'kd'k nsuh gS] ;g 'kkgh ç'kklu gh r; djrk FkkA 
     Ekqxy ç'kklu dks is'kd'k nsus dk dkj.k ;g Hkh Fkk fd ;s LFkkuh; jktk eqxy ç'kklu dks vius&vius jkT;ksa ls 
jktLo ds Lo:Ik tks is'kd'k nsrs FksAog tek dk gh ,d Hkkx gksrk FkkA dksdjk ds jktk us eqxy 'kklu dks HkwjktLo 
¼'kklu }kjk fu/kkZfjr fd;k Hkwfe yxku½26 vnk fd;k x;kA lkekU;r% ;g is'kd'k eqxy ç'kklu yxkrkj dks Hksth tkrh 
FkhA ;g is'kd'k LFkkuh; jktkvksa] muds iq=ksa ;k jktiwrksa }kjk O;fDrxr lEeku esa ml le; nh tkrh Fkh] tc ;s lEcfU/kr 
LFkkuh; ds jkT; ds lehi lSU; vfHk;ku ij gksrs Fks vkSj ;g is'kd'k eqxy lsuk ds c<+rs ncko dks de djus ds fy;s gksrh 
FkhA Tkek LFkkuh; jktkvksa }kjk o"kZ esa ,d ckj gh HkwjktLo Lo:Ik eqxy 'kklu dks nh tkrh Fkh] tcfd is'kd'k eqxy 
'kklu dks LFkkuh; jktkvksa }kjk fdlh le; fo'ks"k ij nh tkrh Fkh] ftlls mudk jkT; eqxy lkezkT; ls vyx cuk jgsA 
14- loksZPprk ds fl)kUr dk fodkl % 
ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk viuk;h xÃ bl eulc O;oLFkk ds vUrxZr ledkyhu jktuhfr dk ,d egRoiw.kZ çHkko ;g iM+k fd 
eqxyksa }kjk yxHkx lEiw.kZ if'peksÙkj fgUnqLrku dks vius vf/kdkj esa dj fy;k x;k v©j LFkkuh; jktkvksa dks viuh lqfo/kk 
vuqlkj eulc forfjr fd;s ftlds dkj.k buds iSr̀d tkxhjksa ¼{ks=ksa½ esa eqxy “kkld us yxHkx lHkh vf/kdkj çkIr dj 
fy;s ftlds ifj.kkeLo:Ik viuh bPNkuqlkj ikn'kkg fdlh Hkh LFkkuh; jktk mlds jkT; esa tc pkgs gLr{ksi dj ldrk 
FkkA blls eqxy laçHkqrk ds vUrxZr  loksZPprk ds fl)kUr dk fodkl gqvk vkSj loksZPprk ds bl fl)kUr dks ikn'kkg 
mÙkjkf/kdkfj;ksa us 18oha 'krkCnh rd cuk;s j[kk FkkA 
15- LFkkuh; jktkvksa dk fofHkUu laoxksZa esa c¡Vuk % 
   eqxy eulc v©j ledkyhu jktuhfr ds rgr 61 LFkkuh; jktkvksa ¼tehankj] jktk] jk;]jkor vkfn½ dks eulcnkj 
cuk;k x;k] blesa ls 40 eulcnkj vtesj lwck ds 'kkldh; ifjokj ls lEcfU/kr Fks] ftuesa 27 eulcnkj dPNokgk oa'k ds 
FksA 'ks"k 13 Hkh eulcnkj Hkh blh lwck ¼tks/kiqj] chdkusj v©j gkM+k ds jkB©j] esokM+ ds fll©fn;k v©j tky©j ds vQxku½ 
ds FksA27 cps gq;s 21 eulcnkj eqxy lkezkT; ds fofHkUu Hkkxksa ls lacaf/kr FksA ykgksj lwck ds vUrxZr 7 eulcnkjksa esa 6 
eulcnkj xD[kj oa'k ls gh lEcfU/kr FksA28 dPNokgk v©j xD[kj oa'k ds eulcnkjksa ds lkFk vU; oa'k ds eulcnkjksa dh 
vis{kk vf/kd mnkjrk iw.kZ O;ogkj ikn'kkg }kjk fd;k x;kA 
 vtesj lwck ds vUrxZr lcls igys mu dPNokgksa dks eulc fn;s x;s] ftUgksaus eqxyksa dh lg"kZ v/khurk Lohdkj dh FkhA 
gkM+k ds jkB©jksa us eqxyksa dh çHkqlRrk dk vkaf'kd çfrjks/k djrs gq;s 'kkgh lsok esa tkuk Lohdkj fd;k v©j eulc çkIr 
fd;sA blhØe esa deky [kk¡ xD[kj us vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds çkjfEHkd fnuksa esa LosPNk ls 'kkgh lsok esa 'kkfey gksuk 
Lohdkj fd;k FkkA ;g lc eqxy lkezkT; ds fy;s fu.kkZ;d i{k Fkk D;ksafd bl le; pkjksa vksj ls vQxkuksa }kjk eqxyksa dks 
pqu©rh fey jgh FkhA29 dPNokgksa] xD[kjksa v©j dqN lhek rd jkB©jksa dks vdcj ds 'kklu ds çkjfEHkd o"kksZa esa mnkjrkiw.kZ 
eulc fn;s x;sA dPNokgksa ds ckjs esa ikn'kkg vdcj dk ekuuk Fkk fd ;g vkdkj esa cgqr cM+s¼vusd jkT;ksa ls lacaf/kr 
gksuk½ gSa v©j lsuk ds fy;s mi;qZDr gaS] ,slk gh xD[kj oa'k ds ckjs esa Hkh vdcj dk fopkj Fkk fd buesa cgknqjh v©j 
Ãekunkjh lsdk;Z djus dh yxu Hkjh gq;h gSA vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds çkjfEHkd fnuksa esa deky [kk¡ xD[kj us ikn'kkg ds 
fy, oQknkjh ds lkFk vQxkuksa ls ;q) yM+k Fkk] ;gh dkj.k Fkk fd mlds oa'k ds tehankjksa dks eulc fn;s x;s FksA 
 eulcnkj ij 'kkgh lsokvksa dk dkQh mŸkjkf/kdkjh gksrk FkkA ;s vko';drk ds vuqlkj eqxyksa dks lsuk miyC/k djkrs FksA 
T;knkrj eulcnkj 'kkgh lSU; vfHk;ku ij vius jkT; ls nwj pys tkrs FksA eulc O;oLFkk esa foLrkj gksus ls bUgsa vPNh 
tkxhjsa feyus yxhA buesa ls dqN tkxhj eulcnkjksa dks oru tkxhj ds :Ik esa eqxy lkezkT; ds fofHkUu Hkkxksa esa nh tkrh 
FkhA izFke laoxZ ds vUrxZr dPNokgksa v©j jkB©jksa dks blh çdkj dh oru tkxhjsa eulc ds :Ik esa feyh gqÃ FkhA ;s 
eulcnkj eqxy ç'kklu esa lgk;d ds :Ik esa dk;Z djrs FksA buesa jkB©j o dPNokgksa dks ç'kklu ls egRoiw.kZ ftEesnkjh 
nh x;h] bl oa'k ¼dPNokgksa½ ds eulcnkjksa ls 3 dks fofHkUu lwcs dk nhoku cuk;k rFkk dPNokgk oa'k ds 6 eulcnkjksa dks 
,d gh le; fofHkUu lwcksa dk lwcsnkj fu;qDr fd;k FkkA 
 f}rh; laoxZ ds vUrxZr os LFkkuh; jktk Fks] tks 'kkgh lsuk esa 'kkfey rks gq;s ysfdu mUgsa eulc ugha fn;s x;s blesa 
jkt©jh] dkaxjk] tloku] tkEew] xqysj] unkÅ¡] Hkheokj] vejdksV] eksohZ] gyokn] ukouxj] vyheksgu] y[ku©j] pEikju] 
mTtSuh;] fx/k©j][kMxiqj] dksdjk rFkk fo'kuiqj ds jktk 'kkfey Fks] ftUgksaus vkRe leiZ.k djrs gq;s 'kkgh lsok çkIr dhA 
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lkekU;r% buds jkT; lhekorhZ lwcksa ds vUrxZr vkrs gSA ch/kh pUn dkaxjk dk jktk Fkk] ftls eulc ugha fn;k x;k v©j 
og eqxy lsok esa FkkA fcgkj ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa us 'kkgh vfHk;ku ds le; fcgkj] caxky v©j mM+hlk esa eqxyksa dh lsok dhA 
iatkc ds LFkkuh; jktkvksaus iatkc v©j d'ehj esa eqxy lSU; vfHk;ku esa lsok dhA tc ;s eulcnkj 'kkgh lSU; lsok esa ugha 
gksrs Fks] rc ;s 'kkgh 'kklu ds fy;s oQknkjh fn[kkus ds fy, ;qojktksa rFkk vU; ofj"B eqxy vf/kdkfj;ksa dks cgqewY; lkeku 
dks is'kd'k ds :Ik esa nsrs FksA 
  rhljs laoxZ esa os LFkkuh; tehankj jktk Fks% ftUgksaus u 'kkgh lsok izkIr dh v©j u gh eqxy 'kklu esa eulc çkIr fd;sA 
bl Øe esa frCcr&,&[kqnZ] frCcr&,&dyku] ekÅ] dPN] Ãnj] Mawxjiqj] oa'kokjk] fljksgh ds LFkkuh; jktk çeq[k FksA 
oLrqr% LFkkuh; jktk rhu laoxZ esa caVs gq;s Fks&çFke laoxZ esa os LFkkuh; jktk ftUgksaus eqxy 'kklu esa eulc çkIr djds 
'kkgh lsok dhA 
f}rh; laoxZ esa os LFkkuh; jktk ftUgksaus 'kkgh lsok dh o eulc çkIr ugha fd;sA 
rhljs laoxZ esa os LFkkuh; jktk Fks] ftUgksaus u eulc çkIr fd;s v©j u gh eqxy lsok esa x;sA 
16- jktiwrksa ds yykV ¼ek¡Fks½ ij Vhdk yxkuk % 
eulc O;oLFkk v©j ledkyhu jktuhfr dk ,d Ikfj.kke ;g gqvk fd fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa¼fo'ks"kdj jktiwrksa½ v©j 
eqxy jktoa'k ds lEcU/k vkil esa dkQh ?kfu"B gks x;s D;ksafd bUgsa eulc çnku djus ls ikn'kkg mUk jktiwrksa dks 
jktxn~nhfnykus esa lgk;rk djrs Fks] tks ikn'kkg v©j mldh laçHkqrk esa iw.kZ LokfeHkfDr j[ksA ,slk djuk ikn'kkg viuh 
lokZsPprk dk çrhd ekurs FksA blh uhfr ds rgr ikn'kkg vdcj us fdlh jktiwr jktk dh èR;q gksus ij mlds 
mÙkjkf/kdkjh ds yykV ¼ekFks½ ij Vhdk yxkus dh jLe ¼ijEijk½ 'kq: dh Fkh] tks ckn esa eqxy lkezT; dh ,d pfpZr 
ijEijk cu x;hA bl ijEijk esa er̀ jktk }kjk euksuhfr mRrjkf/kdkjh ds yykV ij Vhdk yxk;k tkrk Fkk ;k fQj mlds 
vHkko esa jktk ds T;s"B iq= dks jktxn~nh nsus ds fy;s mlds yykV ij Vhdk yxk;k tkrk FkkA fooknxzLr mRrjkf/kdkjh 
ds ekeys esa vFkok euksuhfr mÙkjkf/kdkjh dh LokfeHkfDr esa lansg gksus dh fLFkfr esa eqxy ikn'kkg }kjk vius fo'okl ik= 
O;fDr ds yykV ij Vhdk yxk fn;k tkrk Fkk] tSlk fd chdkusj ds jk; jktflag }kjk euksuhfr lwj flag dks Vhdk u 
yxkdj nyir flag ds yykV ij jktxn~nh dk Vhdk yxk;k x;k] ysfdu tc nyir flag eqxy laçHkqRkk dk fojks/kh gks 
x;k] rc 'kkgh lgk;rk ls lqj flag ds yykV ij chdkusj dh jktxn~nh dk Vhdk yxk;k x;k FkkA 
17- jk"Vªh; jktRo dh ladYiuk % 
ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk eulc O;oLFkk ykxw djus dk lVhd ifj.kke ;g fudyk fd fgUnqLrku ds jktiwrksa] Hkkjrh; eqlyekuksa 
vQxkuksa] Ãjkfu;ksa v©j e/;orhZ ,f'k;k ewy dss eqlyekuksa dks eulcnkj cukdj vdcj ,d fLFkj v©j lqnh?kZthoh lkezkT; 
dh LFkkiuk djus esa lQy jgkA ikn'kkg dh viuh eulc O;oLFkk ds rgr eqxy ç'kklu esa bu lHkh mejk dks ç'kklfud 
n{krk çkIr gqÃ] blls ikn'kkg vdcj dks eqxy lkezkT; dh etcwr vk/kkjf'kyk [kM+h djus esa vklkuh gq;hA bl eulc 
O;oLFkk ds rgr eqxy lkezkT; ds ç'kklu esa fofHkUu 'kfDRk;ksa dks ,d tqV djus esa ikn'kkg vdcj dksegkjr gkfly gqÃ 
D;ksafd ikn'kkg vdcj dh bl uhfr us mPp Lrjh; ;ks)kvksa v©j fofHkUu ewy okys vfHktkr oxkZsa ds mejk(vehjksads egRo 
dks cjkcj ij yk fn;kA 
 ikn'kkg vdcj us jk"Vªh; jktRo dh ladYiuk ds rgr vius lkezzkT; esa ekud flDdksa dks izkjaHk fd;k] ftlls e©fnzd 
ç.kkyh dk ,dhdj.k gqvkA bldk lh/kk çHkko ;g iM+k fd fgUnqLrku ds nks HkkSxksfyd ekud fcUnq mRrj o nf{k.k esa <+kys 
tkus okys vyx&vyx flDds ¼pk¡nh] lksus½ dh txg ,d gh çdkj dh eqnzk dk çpyu gqvk vkSj vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds 
vUr rd nf{k.k fgUnqLrku esa lksus ds flDdksa dh txg pk¡nh ds flDdksa ds çpyu us tksj idM+k v©j nf{k.k fgUnqLrku esa 
vdcj ds 'kklu dky ds vkf[kjh o"kkZsa ¼1596&1605Ã-½ esa pkanh ds flDds <kyus ds Vd'kkysa dh la[;k 0 ls c<dj 03 gks 
x;kAvdcj ds 'kklu dky dh  
fu"d"kZ 
eqxy eulc O;oLFkk v©j ledkyhu jktuhfr ¼1556&1605Ã-½ ds rgr ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; o 
'kfDr'kkyh jktkvksa dks eqxy eulcnkj cukus ls eqxy lkezkT; dks tks etcwr vk/kkj LrEHk çnku fd;k] mlls eqxy 
lkezkT; dk ,d vk/kkj LRkaHk eqxyksa ds gkFk jgk] rks nwljk vk/kkj LRkEHk fgUnqLrku ds LFkkuh; o 'kfDr'kkyh jktkvksa 
¼fo'ks"kdj jktiwr jktk½ ds gkFk jgkA ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk ;gk¡ ds LFkkuh; jktkvksa ¼fo'ks"kdj jktiwr jktk½ ls LFkkfir 
fd;s x;s oSokfgd lEcU/kksa ls eqxy lkezkT; ds dkj.k gh tgk¡xhj o 'kkgtgk¡ tSls oSHko'kkyh ikn'kkg feysA ikn'kkg vdcj 
dh bl uhfr ls eqxy&Hkkjrh; laLÑfr dk vk/kkj LrEHk rS;kj gqvk] ftlus vf[ky Hkkjrh; ç'kklfud <+k¡pk dk;e fd;kA 
ikn'kkg vdcj }kjk lcdks lkFk ysdj pyus dh uhfr lqyg&,&dqy ¼loZrksUeq[kh 'kkfUr o ln~Hkko½ uhfr us 16oha lnh ds 
fgUnqLrku esa lkekU; okrkoj.k rS;kj fd;k] ftldsdkj.k ikn'kkg vdcj dk fofHkUu NksVs&NksVs jkT;ksa esa foHkkftr 16oha 
lnh ds fgUnqLrku esa eqxy lkezkT; dh etcwr uhao j[kus ds lkFk&lkFk ;gk¡ ds yksxksa esa jk"Vªh;rk dh Hkkouk dk lw=ukr 
djus dk ,d lQyrk vxzxkeh dne FkkA 
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Abstract 
It is the value education which has the capacity to transform a diseased mind 
into a fresh, innocent, healthy, natural and attentive mind. The transformed 
mind is capable of higher sensitivity and heightened level of perception. This 
leads to fulfilment of the evolutionary role in life. The chaotic conditions 
observed in almost all spheres of our life therefore, today values in our 
education system are earnestly required. If contemporary education is to be 
value-based, it can never be done without the teachers themselves 
understanding, appreciating and upholding the life-sustaining moral values. If 
one cannot practice these values, one should not dream of teaching as a job. 
Effective teaching is a mission and vision for life and for prosperity for a nation. 
A comparative and correlational study was conducted to know values among 
teacher educators in relation to their self-concept.  The population for the 
present study comprised of teacher educators working in teacher education 
colleges located in Faridabad district of Haryana state. The sample for the 
present study consisted of 100 (50 male and 50 female) teacher educators 
teaching to B.Ed. course in teacher education colleges located in Faridabad 
district of Haryana state was drawn randomly from ten teacher education 
colleges. The findings of the study show that there is no significant difference 
between values of male and female teacher educators at 0.05 level of 
significance. The number of the male and the female teacher educators differed 
almost in every level of self-concept, but this difference is very small. A 
significant correlation was found between self-concept and values of the teacher 
educators working in teacher education colleges located at Faridabad district of 
Haryana.  
 
Keywords: Self-concept, Values, Teacher Educators. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Teacher Education plays pivotal role in process of making value based teachers 
and teachers are the nation builders.  A nation can progress if the teachers of 
that nation are dedicated having high moral value. A teacher’s behaviour can 
make or mar a student’s life. In spite of the importance of teachers, they have 
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their particular place and position in the society. There are various factors, 
which affect them and in due course affect their work. Such factors are internal 
and external. Among so many factors, values and self-concept of teacher 
educators affect their work and effectiveness. Values play an important role in 
the life of an individual. The values of teacher educators are the chief 
determinant of their behaviour. Different types of values like theoretical, social, 
political, aesthetic, religious and economic etc. act as a motivating force in the 
behaviour of an individual. In the current scenario, education has a pivotal role 
to play in the economic and social development of any nation. Bearing in mind 
the importance of education it is the need of the hour to promote values and 
self-concept of teacher educators which form the concrete foundation for the 
country’s progress.  
At present, our education system is largely involved in preparing the younger 
generation of developing their cognitive domains. But lack of value education 
has been an important factor in the global scenario of growing violence and 
terrorism, pollution and ecological imbalances. The gradual experiment research 
and statistical evidence brought to light the facts that besides, cognitive, 
affective and environmental aspects of personality self-concept also play a vital 
role in developing personality of an individual. In the recent years, there has 
been a growing realization of self-concept for understanding and predicting 
human behaviour. Without proper understanding of self, the understanding of 
human behaviour remains incomplete and inaccurate. Self-concept is what an 
individual thinks of himself which is the core of his personality. The 
development of a right kind of self-concept is very essential to ensure the 
development of a right kind of personality. According to Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan, vital dynamism, intellectual efficiency and spiritual direction 
are the three things together constitute the proper aim of education. Moral and 
spiritual training is an essential part of education. it is said by Rabindranath 
Tagore that, “Education must aim at the development of moral, spiritual and 
ethical values and we should seek them in our own heritage as well as in other 
cultures and civilizations it should be such that Indians do not lose sight of their 
rich heritage – their thought must be rooted to the ideals set forth in the great 
writings and works of our sages, poets and philosophers, the noble goals and 
high values set forth in our precious culture must be adhered to”. 
 
VALUES 
Value literally means something that has a price, something precious, dear and 
worthwhile. In other words, values are a set of rules and regulations of 
behaviour. In the words of Dewey, “the value means primarily to price, to 
esteem, to appraise and to estimate”. Values are regarded as desirable, 
important, and held in high esteem by a particular society in which a person 
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lives. Thus values give meaning and strength to a person’s character by 
occupying a central place in his life. Values reflect one’s personal attitudes and 
judgements, decisions and choices behaviour and relationships, dreams and 
vision. Values influence our thoughts, feelings and actions which guide us to do 
the right things. But values may differ from one society to the other. 
Value education means inculcating a sense of humanism which teaches us to 
preserve whatever is good and worthwhile in what was inherited from our 
culture. It helps us to accept respect, the attitude and behaviour of those who 
differ from us. Value education does not mean value imposition or 
indoctrination. Value education helps oneself and one’s relation to society that 
makes one peaceful in his personality and adds peace to the society. According 
to Gandhiji, real education does not consist in packing the brain with 
information facts and figures, or in passing examinations by reading the 
prescribed number of books, but by developing the right character. 
Value education makes the youth powerful. They contribute a great deal to the 
national reconstruction and national development. Therefore, The Education 
Commission (1964 – 66) and the National Policy on Education (NPE – 1986) 
stressed the importance of value oriented education in our country. The 
Ramamurthy Committee Report (1990) recommended that the imparting of 
value education should be an integral part of the entire educational process. 
In the article, “Values in the Modern Indian Education Thought “rightly 
observes: plain living and high thinking is becoming an outdated nation. 
Increase of one’s needs and desires and the efforts to fulfil them all has become 
the philosophy of life and education in the modern world”. 
 The teacher educators should expose the traditional values and ethics of 
education through teacher education programmes. They should not confine to 
their job to a mere matter of completing syllabus and following the curriculum. 
There should be a platform for teacher educators to deliberate on any sensitive 
issues or topics as and when the need arises. They should also expose the ideas 
of accepting modernization, globalization and liberalization from the academic 
point of view. They should inculcate these values among pupil teachers while 
imparting their duties for which they are meant. According to Allport (1969), 
“Anything that yields a satisfaction or provides a mean for such satisfaction is 
designated as value”. In the present study, theoretical, economic, political, 
social, aesthetic and religious values are taken into consideration. 
 
SELF-CONCEPT 
Self-concept is defined as the sum total of person’s perceptions about his /her 
physical, social, temperamental and academic competence. It covers beliefs, 
convictions and values the person holds. It also includes attitudes of himself or 
herself as a person, his/her worth, his or her right to have his/ her own feelings 
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and thoughts and making his /her own decisions (Sood 2006). 
Self-concept is the self-image of an individual which he perceives of himself 
which includes an individual’s judgment of his own assets-liabilities, strengths-
weaknesses as well as talents and deficiencies which he perceives within 
himself. Self-concept is the self-perception of one’s-own personality structure as 
a whole. It personifies his self-image as he visualizes himself. With his 
perspectives and limitations, the self-concept is that what the person thinks what 
he is regardless of what others think of him that what he is and what he is not. 
An individual’s self-concept is his self-understanding, self-estimation and an 
assessment of his own personality as a total human being in all possible respects 
and aspects. 
Self-concept is not innate, but is developed or constructed by the individual 
through interaction with the environment and reflecting on that interaction. This 
dynamic aspect of self-concept is important because it indicates that it can be 
modified or changed. Franken (1994). Self-concept is not a substance but a 
process in which a conversation between the “I” and “ME” takes place. The 
“ME” is the more or less integrated set of attitudes and ideas of other people 
which we have built together as our conscious experience and from which we 
also choose roles to represent our own ideas of ourselves (Uma Devi et al., 
1998). 
The development of adequate personality has been found to be closely related to 
the development of adequate self-concept. According to Lewin, the self-concept 
is represented by a life space region which determines present belief about the 
self. The term “life space” is a psychological concept to be distinguished from 
physical space. It includes the individual’s universe of personal experience as a 
space in which he moves.  
The self-concept has been defined in different ways by different psychologists. 
A few of them are given below; 
James (1950),  “A man’s self is the sum total of all that he can call his, not only 
his body and psychic powers, but his clothes and his house, his wife and 
children his ancestors and friends, his reputation and works, his lands and horses 
and yatch and bank account.  
Sartain et al (1958), “The individual’s beliefs about the kind of person he is 
(and he is not) may be called his self-picture”. 
Jourard (1963) adds that the self-concept comprises of all the beliefs the 
individual holds concerning what kind of person he is; i.e. conclusions 
concerning his modal or typical reaction patterns to typical life situations. 
Paderson (1965) defines self-concept as “An organized configuration of 
perception beliefs, feelings, attitudes and values which the individual view as a 
part of characteristic of himself. 
Saraswat and Gaur (1981) defined self-concept as “The individual’s way of 
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looking at himself. It also signifies his way of thinking, feeling and behaving.  
 
 
NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
The teacher occupies the pivot role in an effective and efficient education 
system. In order to inculcate values in the students, the teachers should 
themselves have natural value fixation/orientation in them. If the teacher’s 
behaviour is value-oriented his power to influence the student increases 
tremendously towards right direction. Effective and productive learning on the 
part of the students can be achieved by employing teachers with desirable 
attitudes, values and beliefs for shaping the behaviour of the students in desired 
direction.  
India has been subjected to lot of transformation as a result of many foreign 
invasions, many cultural sub groups changed the way of living though and 
values of India, a glance of political, philosophical, historical, political and 
social aspects revealed that there was a major shift of values orientation from  
past to present day. 
Self-concept which originally was considered to be the key stone in non-
directive counseling by Rogers, is now taken as of major importance in the field 
of education also, because it is observed that self-concept has close connections 
with some personal aspects like learning, motivation, attitudes, perception and 
adjustment which determine the academic and other success of the individual in 
and out of the school, college or institution. The development of personality is 
very much linked with the kind of self-concept an individual cherishes. 
Development of self-concept lays the foundation of personality. Healthy 
personality growth was defined in terms of the degree of congruence between 
the real self (what the person really is) and the ideal self (what he aspires to be). 
Self-concept is considered to be the most significant factor in human life as 
everyone is continuously striving towards self-actualization, self-realization, 
and self enhancement and is constantly wishing to avoid self-condemnation and 
self-lowering experiences. As the self-concept develops it brings with it a 
unique perspective of viewing one’s relationship to one’s world. What a person 
perceives and how he interprets what he perceives is conditioned by his concept 
of self. 
Hence the present study was carried on to study the values of teacher educators 
in relation to their self-concept. The present study is very important as it 
examines how a teacher educator performs his/her duty is much dependent on 
his/her values. In the light of above context, the investigators decided to study 
values of teacher educators in relation to their self -concept. 
 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
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The title of the study is given as: “A Comparative Study of Values among 
Teacher Educators in Relation to Their Self-Concept”. 
 
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the values of teacher educators. 
2. To compare the values of male and female teacher educators.  
3. To study the self -concept of teacher educators. 
4. To compare the self-concept of male and female teacher educators.  
5. To investigate relationship between values and self-concept of teacher 

educators 
 
HYPOTHESES 
In the present study the following null hypothesis had been tested. 
1. There exists no significant difference in the values between male and female 

teacher educators.  
2. There is no significant difference between the self-concept of the male and 

female teacher educators. 
3. There is no significant correlation between values and self-concept of 

teacher educators. 
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
According to Fred Kerlinger (1924), “Research design is the plan, structure 
and strategy of investigation conceived so as to obtain answers to research 
questions and control variances”. Research design set up the framework for the 
whole study. According to McMillan (1989), the design describes the procedure 
for conducting the study, including when, from whom and under what condition 
the data will be obtained.  The study is descriptive which is correlational in 
nature.           
Population: The population for the present study comprised of teacher 
educators working in teacher education colleges located in Faridabad district of 
Haryana state. 
Sample: The sample for the present study consisted of 100 teacher educators 
teaching to B.Ed. course in in teacher education colleges located in Faridabad 
district. There was equal number of male and female teacher educators selected 
by random sampling technique.   
 
TOOLS USED 
The tools used in the present study are as given below; 
1. Teacher Value Inventory (1994) by Dr. (Mrs.) Harbhajan L. Singh and Dr. 

S.P. Ahulwalia. 
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2. The “Self-concept Inventory” developed by Dr. Raj Kumar Saraswat. 
 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED 
Mean, Standard Deviation, t-Test and correlation coefficient were calculated for 
analyzing and interpretation of the data. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 
calculated to know relation between value and self-concept of the teacher 
educators teaching to teacher education colleges. 
 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Due to paucity of time the present study was delimited to; 

1. Teachers working in teacher education colleges only.  
2. Both male and female teachers working in teacher education colleges. 
3. Teacher education colleges located at Faridabad district of Haryana 

only.  
 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
The data were analysed by calculating Mean, Standard Deviation, t-Test and 
correlation coefficient as given below; 
Comparison of Values between Male and Female Teacher Educators 
Table 1 shows the t-ratios of values between male and female teacher Educators 
as given below; 

Table 1: Comparison between Values of Male and Female Teacher 
Educators 
Group N Mean S.D. ‘t’-

ratio 
Remarks 

Male Teacher 
Educators 50 23.76 5.47 

0.83 Insignificant Female Teacher 
Educators 50 24.62 4.91 

The t-ratio between the mean scores of values of male and female teacher 
educators was calculated to be 0.83 which is statistically not significant at 0.05 
and 0.01 level of significance. Thus, it can be concluded that there exists no 
significant difference between values of male and female teacher educators with 
respect to their values. Hence, the hypothesis that there is no significant 
difference between values of male and female teacher educators is accepted. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the male and female teacher educators do not 
differ in their total values.  
 
Comparison of Self-concept between Male and Female Teacher Educators 
The descriptive statistics i.e. number of teacher educators, the mean and 
standard deviation of the score of self-concept of teacher educators is given 
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below. The table-2 also shows the t-ratio between the male and the female 
teacher educators with respect to their self-concept.  
 

Table 2:  Comparison of  the Self-Concept between Male and Female Teacher Educators 
Variables N Mean S. D. t-value Remarks 
Male Teacher Educators 50 131.66 55.17 0.16 Insignificant Female Teacher Educators  50 133.44 52.82 

 
The calculated t-ratio between  scores of self-concept of male  and the female 
teacher educators   was found to be 0.16 which is less than 1.96 significant at 
0.05 level and 2.59 significant at 0.01 level of significance. Thus, it is concluded 
that there was no significant difference between self-concept of male and female 
teacher educators. There is low degree of difference of self-concept between the 
male and the female teacher Educators. Female teacher educators had a little bit 
more positive self-concept. 
 
Correlation between Values and Self-Concept of Teacher Educators 
Table -3 shows the coefficient of correlation between the self- concept and 
values of teacher educators.  

Table 3: Correlation Between  Self – Concept and Values of Teacher 
Educators 
Variables N Mean S. D. Correlati

on 
coefficient 

Remarks 

Self-concept 10
0 132.55 53.74 

0.92 Significa
nt Values 10

0 24.19 5.19 
The calculated coefficient of correlation (r) between scores of self-concept and 
values of teacher educators was found to be 0.92 which is significant at 0.05 
level and 0.01 level of significance. Thus, it can be concluded that there was 
significant correlation between self-concept and values of the teacher educators 
working in teacher education colleges located at Faridabad district of Haryana. 
So the null hypothesis is rejected. 
 
MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
 No significant difference was found between values of male and female 

teacher educators at 0.05 and 0.01 level of significance.  
 The number of the male and the female teacher educators differed almost all 

levels and all dimensions of self-concept. The results are in accordance with 
the Taygi and Kaur (2001) who reported that respondents in general have 
positive self-concept towards themselves.  
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 There was no significant difference between self-concept of male and 
female teacher educators located at Faridabad district of Haryana. A slight 
difference was observed between self-concept of the male and the female 
teacher educators which is statistically not significant. Female teacher 
educators had a little bit more positive self-concept. 

 A significant correlation was found between self-concept and values of the 
teacher educators working in teacher education colleges located at 
Faridabad district of Haryana.  

 In the present study female teacher educators had higher Self-concepts 
which might have made them to feel worth and competent about 
themselves, whereas male teachers had poor self-concept compared to 
female teachers which ultimately led to lower values. 

 
CONCLUSION 
The findings of the study show that there does not exist a significant relationship 
between theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social and political values of teacher 
educators. For religious values male and female teacher educators differ 
significantly and for other values no significant difference was found between 
them. The study has provided evidence to show that there is a positive 
relationship between values and the Self-concept of teacher educators working 
in Teacher education colleges’ in Faridabad. However, the study did not reveal 
any statistically significant difference between the self-concept of male and 
female teacher educators of Teacher education colleges.  This finding provides 
evidence to suggest that when both male and female teacher educators are given 
equal opportunities and support in colleges, both sexes will see themselves as 
academically capable and competent and will thus strive to work hard to achieve 
their educational goals. It is very important that teacher educators should 
express their affectionate nature so that students can feel free to exchange their 
ideas, view and feelings with them. 
 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
Based on the findings of the current study, some of the suggestions for further 
research in the area of values and self-concept are identified as follows: 
1. Due to paucity of the time, money and energy, the present study has been 

confirmed to the teacher educators of Faridabad only. Hence, conclusions 
drawn from the study are applicable to teachers of teacher education 
colleges of Faridabad only. The study can be extended at state or national 
level. 

2. Further researches may be taken upon a wider population of in other states 
or comparing the values and self –concept of government and private 
colleges’ students and teachers in order to make broader generalization 
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about values and Self-concept. 
3. The present study has been conducted on teacher educators. Similar studies 

may be conducted at different levels of schooling and college. 
4. The similar study can be extended to a larger sample and for longer span of 

time. In the present study the investigator studied only the influence of 
values on Self-concept and vice versa. Further researches may include other 
variables like level of aspiration, mental health and academic motivation. 

5. Studies may be conducted on specific classroom environment like science, 
commerce and arts class room environment.  

6. A similar study may be undertaken to cover the other age groups/standard of 
children drawn from the population.  

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
 The finding of the study supports the view that self-concept correlates 

positively with values of teacher educators. Individuals with high self-
concepts are more likely than those with low self-concept to study hard in 
order to perform well academically.  

 The interaction of teachers should be such that they are intended to 
encourage, suggest, assure and reinforce students that they are academically 
capable and can do well if they work harder. These words of encouragement 
are likely to have an impact on the self-belief of the students making them 
see themselves as academically competent and capable, and thus strive to 
study hard in order to perform well academically.  

 Gender difference in the self-concept of teachers was not found in the study. 
Male and female teacher educators had the same level of self-concept. To 
sustain this level of self-concept in the students, parents, teachers and the 
society as a whole should see both male and female teacher educators as 
equal competitors in education and should extend equal attention and 
opportunities to both sexes.  

 Any form of gender bias or stereotype in the education sector that favours 
any of the sexes should be avoided. 
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Abstract 
Horticulture Productions in Bangalore has a unique demand in India. 
Horticultural waste refers to tree trunks and branches, plant parts and trimmings 
generated during the maintenance and pruning of trees and plants all over in 
district. Wastes recycling can bring tremendous benefits to agriculture and land 
management in long run. The use of earthworms in the degradation of various 
types of wastes is continuing from the past for so many years. 
Vermicomposting is a bio-conversion process which is widely being used for 
solid waste management. In this bio-conversion of horticulture waste process, 
earthworms feed on the organic waste to produce more cocoons, vermicomposts 
and vermiwash as product.The process can be completed by 90 days using 
earthwormEudrilus Eugenia. Vermicompost and vermiwash can be used for all 
crops as bio-fertilizers.Vermicomposting can be used for solid waste 
management and the production of bio-fertilizers. 
 
Keywords: Horticulture waste; Earthworm; Vermicompost; Vermiwash; Plant 
growth; 
 
Introduction: 
Administration of Horticulture waste has become one of the biggest problems 
that we are facing today. Vermicomposting is the better option to tackle with 
this problem. Vermicomposting is a non-thermophilic, boioxidative process that 
involves earthworms and associated microbes. Vermicomposting is the process 
of conversion of organic wastes by earthworms to valuable humus like material 
which is used as a natural soil conditioner. Vermicomposting is environment 
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friendly and cost effective technique for solid waste management. 
Vermicomposting serves two main purposes for the welfare of humans as it 
helps in the degradation of solid waste and the cast produced during this process 
is used as a natural fertilizer. Vermicompost is a finely divided, peat like 
material with high porosity, good aeration, drainage, water holding capacity, 
microbial activity, and excellent nutrient status and buffering capacity thereby 
ensuring the required physiochemical characters congenial for soil fertility and 
plant growth. Vermicompost enhances soil biodiversity by promoting the 
beneficial microbes which in turn enhances plant growth directly by production 
of plant growth-regulating hormones and enzymes and indirectly by controlling 
plant pathogens, nematodes and other pests, thereby enhancing plant health and 
minimizing the yield loss. Due to its innate biological, biochemical and 
physiochemical properties, vermicomposts may be used to promote sustainable 
agriculture and also for the safe management of organic wastes which may 
otherwise pose serious threat to life and environment. The enhancement of plant 
growth by vermicomposts may not only be nutritional, but due to its content of 
biologically active plant growth-influencing substances. Vermicompost plays a 
major role in improving growth and yield of different field crops, vegetables, 
flower and fruit crops 
 
Research Methods or Methodology:  
A substantial amount of horticultural waste is generated from tree trucks and 
branches during the pruning process as part of periodic maintenance of trees 
and plants. Horticultural debris Collected from landscape maintenance 
contractors. The city does not collect waste that has been cut by private 
contractors. About 20 metric tons (MT) waste from horticulture generated in the 
city also ends up dumped unprocessed at the already overflowing landfill. The 
biomass decomposes gradually thereby steadily releasing nutrients to the soil. 
The earthworms Eudrilus Eugenia were collected from ICAR, Bangalore. 
 
Experimental Procedure: 
The experiment was carried with Horticulture waste + cow dung + soil+ 
Earthworm (Eudrilus Eugenia -1 kg). The research were undertaken to study the 
role of and Eudrilus Eugenia respectively on the quality of vermicompost 
produced. This was studied in terms of various parameters such as pH, EC, 
moisture content, TOC, TKN and C: N ratio. The effects of vermicompost and 
vermiwash on various plants have been studied. Vermicompost and vermiwash 
influence on plants such as marigold and mango Graft has been examined.  
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Vermicompost Technology: 
Horticulture Wastes and Eisenia Foetida earthworm species were used for the 
waste degradation process. Chambers with dimension of 5cm length, 1.5m 
width and 1.5 m height were constructed for the preparation of compost. The 
chamber was covered by jute bags. One layer of Horticulture waste were spread 
over the ground in the chamber followed by soil and then the cow dung slurry 
equal to 20% weight of biomass was sprinkled. The mixtures were turned over 
manually everyday for 15 days in order to eliminate volatile substances that are 
toxic to the earthworms. After 15 days, 1 kg of Eudrilus Eugenia earthworms 
were introduced into Chambers. The moisture content was maintained at 60–
76% throughout the study period by periodic sprinkling of adequate quantities 
of water. Stop watering before one week of harvest. Heap the compost .The 
material is sieved in 3 mm sieve, the material passed through the sieve is called 
as vermicompost which is stored in a polythene bags. Cocoons are collected 
after sieving. Recomposting is done in the same pit or bed. Similar to the above 
described.  For draining of vermiwash a hole was provided which was 
connected to a tank with PVC pipes in order to use the vermiwash can be 
utilized as liquid manure.  After twelfth weeks the samples were taken and were 
analyzed of various parameters such as pH, EC, moisture content, TOC, TKN 
and C: N ratio. The effects of vermicompost and vermiwash on various plants 
have been studied 
 
Vermiwash:  
Vermiwash is a leach ate that is produced during the vermicomposting process 
and is dark brown in color. It is a collection of excretory and secretory products 
of earthworms, along with major micronutrients of the soil and soil organic 
molecules that are useful for plants. It is applied as foliar spray. This is 
transported to the leaf, shoots and other parts of the plants in the natural 
ecosystem.It contain various enzymes cocktail of protease, amylase, unease and 
phosphatase. These are beneficial for growth and development of plant and 
stimulate the yield and productivity of crops and also microbial study of 
vermiwash found that nitrogen fixing bacteria like Azotobacter, Agrobacterium 
and Rhizobium and some phosphate solublizing bacteria are also found in 
vermiwash. 
 
Benefits of Vermiwash an Effective Biopesticide: 
Vermiwash acts as a plant tonic and helps to reduce many plant diseases. A 
mixture of vermiwash (1litre) with cow urine (1litre) in 10 liters of water acts as 
biopesticide and liquid manure. 
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Results: 
The pH and EC of samples were recorded by a digital pH meter and 
conductivity meter, respectively. These values were recorded continuously 
throughout the experimental period. Total N was estimated by the Kjeldahl 
method. Total organic carbon was measured by the method of Nelson and 
Sommer.Total potassium was determined after digesting the sample in diacidic 
mixture (HNO3: HClO4 = 4:1, v/v), by flame photometer (Elica, CL 22 D, 
Hyderabad, India).Total phosphorus was analyzed using the calorimeter method 
with molybdenum in sulphuric acid. 
 
Table 1Physicochemical analysis of Horticulture waste based 
Vermicompost 

S.No Parameters Initial value 
(%) 

Vermicompost 
Values In 

Percentage (%) 
1 PH 7.2 5.8 
2 Electrical conductivity( 

EC) 
3.50 3.01 

3 Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
(TKN) 

0.46 0.57 

4 Total Phosphorus (TP) 0.04 0.29 
5 Total Potassium (TK) 0.38 0.47 
6 Total organic carbon 

(TOC) 
22.3 9.8 

7 Carbon Nitrogen Ratio 
(C:N) 

51.6 21.23 

 
Earthworms play an important role in maintaining soil fertility through 
vermicomposting. In the present study, The lowering of pH due to production of 
CO2 which was an acidic gas and when it came in contact with water it might 
had formed carbonic acid, due to which pH had decreased. Generally there was 
an important decrease in EC, which is superlative for plant growth. With a low 
EC, the Organic fertilizers releases the mineral salts gradually, which is 
adequate for plant escalation. There was a noticeable reduction in the TOC and 
TOM in the final vermicompost prepared from waste using Eudrilus Eugenia 
and Eisenia foetida. It is due to the microbial respiration. The N content 
percentage increase might instigate from the addition of nitrogen through the 
earthworm itself in the form of mucus, nitrogenous execratory substance, 
growth stimulating harmones and enzymes. Phosphorus increased by the closing 
stages of the process owed to the mineralization of organic matter. Increase in K 
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possibly due to the direct action of earthworm guts and indirectly by the 
simulation of micro flora. Moreover, the Increase in earthworm population 
might also be attributed to the C: N ratio decreasing with time. Decline of C: N 
ratio to less than 20 indicates an advanced degree of organic matter stabilization 
and reflects a satisfactory degree of maturity of organic waste. 
 
Application of Vermicompost &Vermiwash to Crops: 
Vermicompost can be used for all crops such as agricultural, horticultural, 
ornamental, and vegetable etc. 
 
Table 2 General rate of vermicompost application in different crops 

 
But generally, vermicompost is recommended for high value vegetables and 
fruit crops.  
 

 
Figure 1: Growth of Marigold Grafts using     Figure 2: Growth of Marigold Grafts  
Organic Fertilizer                                                                    using Chemical Fertilizer  
 
Vermicompost plays a major role in improving growth and yield of different 
field crops, vegetables, flower and fruit crops. Compared to inorganic fertilizer, 
organic manure is readily available to the farmers and the cost is also 

crops Rate  
Field crops 3-5 t/ha 
Vegetable crops 5-7 t/ha 
Fruit crops 3-5 kg/tree 
Flower crops 100 g/pot 
Nursery bed and lawns 1-2 kg/m2 
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low. Various reports suggested that worm worked waste and their excretory 
products can induce excellent plant growth (Kaur et al, 2015). It is a well known 
fact that organic fertilizers provide nutrients to the plants in adequate amount 
for optimum growth of plant and may increase the uptake of nutrients, 
assimilation capacity and the hormonal activity. As for plant growth, 
vermicompost helps to speed up the growth cycle right from germination 
leading to increased yield. 
 

 
Figure 3: Growth of Mango Grafts           Figure 4: Growth of Mango 
Grafts  
using Organic Fertilizer                                           using Chemical Fertilizer 
 
This study showed that increases in growth and yield at low amounts of 
vermicompost in the potting medium could probably be due to improvement in 
the physicochemical Properties of the container medium, increase in enzymatic 
activity, increases in microbial multiplicity and activity, nutritional factors and 
plant growth regulators. 
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Figure 5: Growth of Brinjal as Potted plant using Vermicompost as a 
fertilizer 
 
Discussion: 
It is completed that Eudrilus Eugenia is more efficient in bioconversion of 
horticultural waste into nutrient rich vermicomposts. Worm castings, which are 
product from vermicomposting, also hold moisture better than plain soil and 
contain worm mucus which allows for the prevention of nutrients being washed 
away at first watering. In this way both the purpose of improved indoor climate 
as well as organic farming is achieved. Thus, Vermicomposting was proved to 
be a better technology than that of sole composting. Recycling of Solid Wastes 
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in to Organic fertilizers using low cost treatment: Vermi-composting (Londhe 
and Bhosle, 2015).Vermicomposting appears to be the most promising as high 
value bio-fertilizer which not only increases the plant growth and productivity 
by nutrient supply but is also cost effective and pollution free. (Nisha Jain, 
2016) reported that Effect of vermicomposts on plant growth and its 
relationship with soil properties. Earthworms feed on the waste and their gut act 
as the bioreactor where the vermicasts are produced. These vermicasts are also 
termed VC and are rich in NPK and micronutrients. Vermicompost can be used 
for all crops agricultural, horticultural, and ornamental and vegetables at any 
stage of the crop. It will reduce the requirement of more land for disposal of 
fruits and vegetable wastes in near future. It helps to create better environments, 
thus reduce ecological risk. (Ravimycin et al., 2016). 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Vermicompost is the best way of disposing waste coming from Horticulture 
waste. Through this process no chemicals; no any reaction needed to convert 
these wastes into manure. On analysis of the data the following conclusions 
were made; the results from the Vermicompost analysis had revealed that the 
Horticulture waste can be converted into usable form with its nutrient release. 
The compost which is rich in microorganism enhances the plant growth 
hormones. This is an eco friendly and cost effective method. It is an ideal 
method for the management of solid waste. To conclude hold promise to play a 
significant role in protecting environment as it uses waste as raw material and in 
building up of soil fertility and improving soil health for sustainable agriculture. 
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Abstract 
This study reveals the small tea growers as a key feature in tea industry of Assam. Assam is the 
state of India which contribute to economic development of India. Assam is known as miniature of 
India which identify from diverse culture, race, language and especially introduce from tea 
production practice. The small tea growers are indirectly product of tea industry. The tea growers 
try to practice tea production from the followers of the big tea industry. The small tea growers are 
known as those growers who try to utilize homestead land, economic profit and productive tea 
quality to selling marketing practice. The small tea growers want to produce quality tea leaves but 
they face various problems regarding this cultivation practice.  The main problems of small tea 
growers including from land, labourers, tea agent, maharis, tea price, marketing pattern and other 
activities. Besides various problems in tea cultivation, the small tea growers are seen future 
opportunities behind this cultivation.  
 
KEY WORDS: Small Tea Growers, problems, prospects, tea industry, production 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The identification of tea industry indirectly introduce from small tea growers. The small tea 
growers are significant key to develop tea industry. The tea agricultural systems are sign from 
small tea growers. The small tea growers are identifying from Tea Board of India from the 
expectation tea cultivation practices, which is more than 75 bigha (Ten Hectare).  The small tea 
growers are developed from three reasons- i) fulfill expected target of tea industry, ii) try to create 
a relationship within international market and iii) quality tea production. After the independence of 
India, the scenario of small tea growers is uprising in Indian tea cultivation.     
The term tea as defined in Tea Act, 1953, tea means the plant Camellia Sinensis as well as varieties 
of the product known commercially as tea made from leaves of the plant Camellia Sinensis. The tea 
seeds include seeds, roots, stumps, cuttings, buds and any living portion of the plant Camellia 
Sinensis that is used to propagate the plant. (Chakravorty 1997:06) 
Tea originated in China about 3000 years ago and it was first cultivated in South- East China. The 
word ‘tea’ is derived from ‘t’ e’ of Chinese Fukien Dialect. (Baruah, 2006: 23) Tea originated in 
China and it became popular as a beverage in many European countries, particularly in the United 
Kingdom. Mitra (2010:13)  writes that a Chinese emperor ShehNung, accidentally discovered tea 
in 2737 BC when a leaf of tea drooped into his bowl of hot boiling water while he was in the 
garden near tea plant.  An Arabian Merchant named Soliman travelled to China about 850 A.D and 
in an account of his travels described the use of tea in that country. (Gordon 1971:20) The East 
India Company traded tea and imported huge quantities to London for internal consumption in the 
17th and 18th century as tea was very popular among the British. (Baruah, 2006:1). 
The discovery of indigenous tea in Assam in 1823 led to the origin of the tea industry in India. A 
local Assamese nobleman ManiramDewan, who later worked in the Assam Company for some 
time, discovered the tea plant of Assam. India started tea cultivation in 1834 after the Tea 
Committee of Lord William Bentinck decided to encourage planned cultivation of tea.   
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  Tea is considered an important crop in India. India is the second biggest foreign earner and it 
exports tea to about 85 countries. The tea as a plantation industry was developed in the British 
colonial period. The Tea industry is a labour intensive industry because employees (labourers) play 
a major role in the tea industry.   
In India, tea is grown in different regions. Banerjee and Banerjee write that ‘The tea grown in 
different regions of India like Assam, Darjeeling, Tripura, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Karnataka, Orissa, 
Nagaland, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Manipur, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Bihar 
and Uttaranchal have a distinct class.’( Banerjee and Banerjee, 2008: 1)  Assam is the pioneer of 
tea production and known as the ‘Garden of the Tea World’. (Srigupta, 2009:63) Different types of 
tea like- Orthodox tea, green tea, instant tea, CTC tea are found in India.  
The tea is a significant part of the Indian agricultural system. India is the world's largest producer, 
consumer and exporter of tea. It is a rurally based agro-industry. "The tea sector of India … serves 
as major livelihood opportunities for its countrymen; therefore the role of tea industry is 
significant" (Das, 2014:1). Out of 4907104 tonnes of tea produced in the world, India produces 
1200410 tons (2013), which is about 24.46 per cent of the world tea production. Assam produces 
about 629050 tones (2013) which are about 52.4 per cent of Indian tea production. 
     The concept of small tea cultivation came into existence when Kenya in the 1950s had decided 
to produce tea for export. The Kenyan successful experience had created a model of small tea 
growers in developing & underdeveloped countries. Since then, there has been a steady shift in tea 
cultivation from big plantation to smallholdings. (Borah 2013:81)  
             The origin of Small Tea Cultivation is a recent phenomenon in Indian tea production. It is 
related to homestead tea garden and agro-based cultivation. The decline of quality tea leaves and 
production of tea estate sector is the main factor to the development of small tea cultivation in 
India. 
 Farmer-based tea cultivation in India started in the 1930s in Nilgiris mainly by Bagada 
community. ( Hayami and Damodarani2004:5) In Kerala, small tea gardens are concentrated in the 
districts of Kottayam and Idukki. A majority of small tea gardens in these districts came into 
existence in 1950. (Ganguli2013:8)The small tea plantation emerged in the early 1960s in India & 
these were mainly concentrated in South Indian states of Tamil Nadu, Kerala & Karnataka. 
(Hayami and Damodarani 2004:5) It was only late1980's or early 1990's, the cultivation spread to 
the other tea producing states of India like- Assam & West Bengal. The Government based on 
Eight Five-Year plan (1992-1997) emphasised on increasing the small cultivation in India. It 
encouraged landless labourersand unemployed youth to take up tea cultivation in the tea growing 
areas of India. (Borah: 2013:81) In 1998, the small tea gardens are found in Kangra valley of 
Himachal Pradesh.   
     It is significant that the rise of small tea growers in India is primarily due to the failure of the tea 
industry to meet the expected growth target & decline in demand in international market, quality 
being one of the factors. (Barua 2015:88) 
          The small tea cultivation is a new development process in Assam.  The advent of Small Tea 
Growers in Assam started with the small tea plantation carried out in the district of Golaghat in 
1986 heralding a new era in plantation history of Assam. In 1978, Someswar Bora, the then 
minister of Agriculture and co-operative of Assam from Janata party announced freedom to 
establish tea garden movement in Assam. His pioneering role in encouraging homestead tea 
growing earned him the title ‘Father' of small tea garden in Assam. (Neog 2009:12)  

Tea became a farmer's crop, ushering in new avenues for employment. The abundance of 
uplands, availability of proven agro-technologically skilled labour, established and assured green 
leaf market, advantages of a long-term plantation crop in comparison to the other seasonal 
agricultural crops, blessings of suitable soil, climate were some of the factors that encouraged the 
small and marginal farmers as well as the unemployed to take up tea plantation. The growth of this 
sector was phenomenal as it assumed a form of socio-economic revolution within a short period 
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and served as a vehicle of social transformation in the state. It led to the establishment of a large 
number of tea factories in the small-scale industrial sector, which also opened up employed 
opportunities in the tea estate. (Neog, 2009:13) It is a new agricultural livelihood opportunity for 
people of Assam. The small tea cultivation helps begin entrepreneurship of Assam.  
   Definition of Small Tea Growers (STGs): 
Small Tea Growers (STGs) is a significant part of tea production system. A Small Tea Growers, as 
defined by the Tea Board of India, is one whose holding does not exceed ten hectares. (Reddy and 
Bhowmik, 1989:145) The Government of Assam considers only those growers as small tea 
growers with a maximum tea holding size at 30 bighas(4.0 hectare). (Neog, 2009:13) Production of 
Small Tea Growers of Assam is estimated at 220168 tones (2013) which are around 35 per cent of 
the total tea production of Assam. (Barbora 2014:181) A small grower is the owner and worker of 
their small tea garden. The growers try to produce green tea leaves, manufacturing and selling their 
green tea leaves.  

The small tea cultivation is identified from the structure of small tea growers, labourers, 
middleman (tea agent) and maharis (supervisor). The labourers, middleman and maharis are 
connected to help the growers indifferent activities such as- plucking green tea leaves, cleaning the 
garden, spraying the garden, cutting waste leaves, transportation facilities and selling green tea 
leaves.  The maharisroles are found to help the small tea growers who are unable to maintain tea 
garden from them. 
The small tea growers in Sivasagar district of Assam are help to inclusive development of small tea 
cultivation. The Sivasagar district is significant to characterized third position regarding Gross 
Value Output of tea cultivation in Assam. The present study reveals the problems of small tea 
growers in Sivasagar district of Assam. The future opportunities is finding regarding small tea 
cultivation practice in Assam, which is important to from sociological viewpoint. 
This study mainly focus on small tea growers which taken an important role in tea cultivation 
practices in Assam. The small tea growers face lots of problem in small tea cultivation which is 
important to know from sociological perspective. This study concerned on prospects of small tea 
cultivation in Assam.  
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

i. To study the problems of small tea growers in study area 
ii. To highlights prospects of small tea cultivation in Assam 

MATEIAL AND METHODS 
This study tries to explore the new data regarding small tea growers from Sivasagar district of 

Assam. The Sivasagar district is selected for present study because the small tea growers taken 
major role in tea cultivation. The primary data are help to collect new data, which is possible from 
interview schedule and observation method. The secondary data is preferred as important material 
such as- books, journal, newspaper, official document etc. are help to know the resource of small 
tea growers.The Sivasagar subdivision is selected for study which significant contributor of tea 
cultivationin Sivasagar district. The purposive sampling is use for collecting new data. Total 100 of 
respondent’s areopinion about the challenge of small tea cultivation practices in Assam.Directory 
of Small Tea Growers (Volume- IV, 2014) mention there is total 10,116 number of registered small 
tea growers found in Sivasagar district. Therefore, it should be necessary to study on small tea 
growers in Assam.   

 
ANALYSIS:  

Tea is a significant sector of the Indian agricultural system. The tea industry is playing 
role as an agro based industry in India. The Small Tea Growers are an integral part of the tea 
industry. The STGs contribute 35 per cent of total production in Assam. The Small Tea Growers of 
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Sivasagar District plays a significant role in tea production of Assam. The small tea growers face 
various problems in small tea cultivation. 

 
PROBLEMS OF SMALL TEA GROWERS (STGs): 
Problems faced in price of green tea leaves:The fluctuating price of green tea leaves is the main 
problem of Small Tea Growers in Sivasagar district of Assam. In this study it is found that the 
average price of green tea leaves is seen a changing nature. Generally, the green tea leaves are 
plucked from the month of March to December. In these months, the prices of green tea leaves 
fluctuate season wise. The small tea growers mention that in the month of March to August the 
price of tea leaves seen at average 17-20 rupees. After the month October to December, the price of 
green tea leaves falls down to 7-14 rupees.  The tea leaves price is not fixed in all plucking times. It 
hampers the small tea growers in the cultivation system.   
Land-related problem: The small tea growers face land-related problems in small tea cultivation. 
In this study, STGs face problem of no-permitted pattas land,problem for lease land and problem 
for lack of scientific idea about land use for tea cultivation. In this study, the tea growers are 
suffering from an interstate dispute of land used. It hampers in the production of small tea 
cultivation.    
Lack of awareness regarding Tea Board of India registration: Lack of awareness regarding the 
registration of Tea Board of India is another problem of Small Tea Growers in Sivasagar district of 
Assam. The maximum respondents have lack of awareness regarding the registration of Tea Board 
of India. It is significant that without the registrations of Tea Board of India, the STGs are not 
getting different facilities from this institution and other government scheme and policies. Lack of 
awareness about the registration of Tea Board of India, the STGs is not developing small tea 
cultivation in a scientific way.  
Labourers problem: About the respondents opinion, it reveals that the STGs in Sivasagar district 
of Assam face certain problems form labourers. It is found that thelabourers are creating a problem 
for lack of interest in work while labourers are highly demanding pay for plucking tea leaves. For 
excessive drinking habit of the labourers, the small tea growers face problem in small tea 
cultivation. The scarcity of labourer for tea garden works is another problem face by STGs 
respondents. It shows that the STGs face problem for the labourers have the habit of taking money 
in advance for tea leaves plucking. Absenteeism is another problem faced by STGs in Sivasagar 
district. Due to unskilled workers, the STGs face problem in small tea cultivation. 
Middleman (tea agents) problem: Middleman or tea agent is an important part of small tea 
cultivation. In this study, the small tea growers are face problems from middleman. It is found that 
the small tea growers are suffering from tea agents for no fixed price of green tea leaves. The cause 
of theft of green tea leaves is the problem for small tea growers. It shows that STGs face problem 
form the tea agent for lack of interest in work. On the other hand, STGs respondent face problem 
from middleman because they are not interested in giving advance pay to the respondents and this 
respondents face problem for the low price of green tea leaves.  
Maharis problem:   In this study, the STGs face problems from maharis. It is seen that the STGs 
face problem for lack of maintaining tea garden. The respondents are face problems for demanding 
high wages in small tea cultivation. It shows that the STGs are face problems for no regular 
attendance in work. 
Problems faced in oversupply of green tea leaves:In this study, the STGs face problems for an 
oversupply of green tea leaves. In peak season, the production of tea leaves highly grow. When 
Bought Leaves Tea Factories (BLTF), tea estate and tea agents refuse to collect oversupply of 
green tea leaves the STGs face problem for selling tea leaves. 
Health problem:The STGs face health- related problem from small tea cultivation. The Small Tea 
Growers are faced health related problem for lack of proper using pesticide, insecticide in tea 
garden. The STGs have seen lack of awareness about cultivating an organic method of cultivation.  
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Lack of awareness about planning and schemes: Lack of awareness among the various schemes 
and planning for upgrading small tea cultivation the small tea growers are deprived of different 
facilities. The Tea Board of India and government facilitate various schemes such as- family 
scheme, group insurance scheme, and Nehru award for student, education scheme, accident 
insurance, subsidy etc. for small tea growers. It shows that the lack of awareness for the registration 
of ea Board of India the STGs are not benefited from these facilities.  
Lack of awareness for environment conservation: TheSTGs discuss on environment 
conservation. It is found that the respondents are found lack of awareness about scientific method 
of cultivation, the respondent are seen lack of awareness about organic method of cultivation while 
they face problem for ecological imbalance. Due to environmental degradation, the respondents are 
faced problem in small tea cultivation.   
Financial problem:The STGs in Sivasagar district are faced financial problem. Different problem 
including-lack of financial support from Tea Board of India, institutional credit, not getting 
advance pay from tea agent, low price of tea leaves etc. problems are faced by the STGs.  
Entrepreneurship problem: During the study, it is found that the entrepreneurship problem is 
seen behind small tea growers in Sivasagar district. Different problem such as- insufficient capital, 
problem for weak management, marketing problem,poor infrastructural facilities are major 
problems related with small tea growers. 
Information deficit regarding tea: The Small Tea Growers in Sivasagar district of Assam are face 
problems for information deficit regarding tea. The tea growers are deprived from different 
information such as- training, policies, schemes, subsidies and up gradation towards small tea 
cultivation. 
Marketing of green tea leaves: It is found that to sell green tea leaves the STGs are depend on big 
tea garden, Bought Leaf Tea Factories (BLTF) and tea agents. They have no right to choose for 
marketing of green tea leaves. Therefore, the STGs are deprived of their market price in tea 
production. The small tea growers are face problem to market price because a gaping relationship 
found between producer and buyers. There is no bargaining power of STGs on market price of 
green tea leaves.  
Lack of awareness in chemical using: The Small Tea Growers are not aware to using the 
chemical. The small tea growers are mainly concerned about quantity tea leaves not quality tea 
leaves. They are using chemicals directed by sellers and labourers. They are not getting 
information from Tea Board of India. It hampers on organic tea cultivation. The sustainability of 
green tea leaves are less found in small tea cultivation.  
Problems of Labourers:  
The tea is the product of the labourers. The labourers in the tea industry has a vital and significant 
role in the development and progress of the tea industry. The labourers are faced different problems 
in small tea cultivation.  
The study reveals the types of labourer in small tea cultivation of Sivasagar district. In this study, 
four types of labourer are found- temporary labourers, permanent labourers, contract labourers and 
family labourers. The labourers are faced different problems in small tea cultivation. These are- 
Low wages for work: It is found that, the labourers in small tea cultivation face main problems for 
low wages. The average rupees of wages are given 80-150 rupees as daily wages. Thelabourers are 
answered that the small tea growers do not give sufficient wages for a labourers. The basic needs of 
labourers are not fulfilled form minimum wages. The opinion is found that the average rupees of 
wages are given for male labourer is 150-200 rupees and the female labourer wages are given as 
80-150 rupees. The differentiate prices are found between male and female labourers. The 
labourers are paid low wages in comparison to another sector.  
No permanent employment:The labourers in Sivasagar district of Assam face the problem of no 
permanent employment in small tea cultivation. The small tea growers employ the labourers during 
only plucking season. A small group of labourers is engaged in peak season. It seen that during the 
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month of March to November they involve in plucking tea leaves, managing tea garden, spraying 
pesticide, cleaning the garden and so on other activities. On the other hand, in the months of 
December to February the small tea growers are not engaged in their work. Therefore, the labourers 
face problem in permanent settlement.  
Lack of bonus facilities: The labourers are opinion that the small tea growers are not interested to 
give bonus in different festivals and occasion. The big tea garden labourers are paid bonus during 
festivals and the extra amount in festival time. Lack of bonus facilities the laborers are not 
interested to work in small tea cultivation.    
Poor living condition: The labourers face problem for the poor living condition. The labourers are 
not able to fulfill the basic needs of daily life due to lack of sufficient wages. The labourers are 
living in unhygienic condition, low economy and poor socio-economic status which given 
indirectly dissatisfaction in their work. 
Lack of proper facility given:The labourers in the study area face problem for no proper facilities 
taken in small tea cultivation. The small tea growers are not giving different facilities to labourers. 
The health benefit, family facilities, food, shelter etc. are not given in small tea cultivation. It is 
significant that, the Plantation Labour Act, 1951 are not applicable in small tea cultivation. The 
facilities of Plantation Labour Act, 1951 is not getting by the labourers in small tea cultivation. 
Problem face from STGs behavior:The labourers face problem in adjustment from STGs 
behavior. The dominant roles of STGs create problems for labourersin working time.     
Poverty: Poverty is another problem faced by the labourers in Sivasagar district of Assam.  The 
poverty is seen due to lack of fulfillment in minimum needs of life. The absolute poverty concept is 
related to the labourers of small tea cultivation.  
Health Problem: The health problem is important problem of labourers. Due to poor working 
condition, highly using pesticide, chemicals, unhygienic condition etc. are responsible for the 
health problem of the labourers.  The health related problem like- skin problem, back pain, 
hypertension, anemia are faced by labourers in small tea cultivation. Women and children of 
working classes face the nutritional problems. The high using of alcohol is also responsible for 
health disease.   
Lack of health benefit scheme: The small tea growers do not take steps regarding health benefit 
scheme for laourers.  The Plantation labour act, 1951does not benefit the labourers in small tea 
cultivation. The maternity benefit, child care, health secure schemes are not taken for labourers in 
small tea cultivation. The maternity benefit, childcare facilities are not offered in working time.  
Gender biasness: The gender biasness problem is faced mainly the women labourers. Regarding 
income, wages, social behavior, status etc. the women labourer face gender bias problem. The low 
wages is the main problem faced by women labourer in small tea cultivation.  
Educational problem:The educational problem is another problem of labourer. The maximum 
labourers are seen with low literacy level. They are not interested in education. Sometimes, the 
labourers are not interested to take education for their children.  
Communication problem: Communication problem is another problem of the labourers. The 
communication process between labourers and small tea growers is not too good. A 
communication gap is seen between labourers and STGs.  
Family problem:The workers of small tea cultivation face family related problem. Some workers 
do not fulfill the basic needs of family such as- food, shelter, firewood etc. are not fulfilled by some 
workers. The workers face problems including economic necessities of family members, education 
problem etc. Sometimes, the spousal conflicts are seen between the workers in small tea 
cultivation.  
Problem faced to maintain of social life: The workers of small tea cultivation face problem to 
maintain a social life. The labourers are face problem in maintaining their social life. Due to low 
wages, they are not able to maintain their social life. The labourers are seen isolated from society. 
Sometimes, the social status problems are also faced the labourers in small tea cultivation.  
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Uncertainty about their job: The labourers in small tea cultivation face problem of uncertainty 
about their job. The owners of the small tea cultivation are not giving assurance in working time. 
The workers participation is seen in the peak season of tea cultivation. The casual workers are 
working only with the owner’s permission. This less assurance about their job is another problem 
faced by labourers in tea cultivation.  
Problem faced in social security:The labourers in small tea cultivation face problem in social 
security. The labourers are excluded from social security. The economic, social, educational 
securities are less seen in worker section of small tea cultivation.   
Problem faced in life chances: The term life chances refer to the opportunities of individual to 
improve their quality of life. The labourers face problem to procure goods, inner satisfaction, and 
fulfill the basic needs of human life. The basic elements of life chances like higher education, 
health benefits, social position, status, power are seen less getting by labourers in small tea 
cultivation.   
Problems of Middleman (Tea Agents) 
The middleman is another important part in small tea cultivation. Middleman engaged in tea 
business operate as brokers as well as an agent. The middleman helps in selling tea leaves of small 
tea growers. There are various problem faced by middleman, such as- 
Sale low quality tea leaves: The tea agents face problem for sale low quality tea leaves. 
Sometimes, the small tea growers are selling low- quality tea leaves. When tea agents buy low 
quality tea leaves from small tea growers, they face problem in selling. The bought leaf tea 
factories and tea estate refuse to accept low quality tea leaves. The STGs are seen less aware of tea 
leaves plucking.  
Problem in oversupply green leaves: It is significant that, the middleman are selling their tea leaf 
with an agreement between factories and tea estate. When the brokers oversupply the green tea 
leaves, the factories refuse to collect this tea leaves. Therefore, the tea agents face problem in 
oversupply the green tea leaves. The tea agents face problem for lack of storage facility.      
Demanding advance pay:  The tea agents face problem for demanding advance rupees by Small 
Tea Growers. The STGs demand advance rupees for maintain garden and other activities. When 
the STGs highly demand advance rupees, the brokers face problem in there.  
Lack of interest from STGs sides: Sometimes the behavior of STGs creates a problem for 
middleman in the tea business. 
Economic problem:  The middleman face economic problem in the small tea business. It is seen 
that due to selling low quality tea leaves, demanding advance rupees by STGs, irregular pay from 
factories and tea estate etc. middleman face problem in there.  
Family problem: The middleman face problem in family maintain. Lack of financial support the 
tea agents are face family problem.  
Communication problem: The tea agents are facing communication problem. The tea agents are 
the mediator between factories and tea growers. The factories and tea estate give basic knowledge 
to middleman about tea cultivation. The small tea growers are not interested to communicate with 
middleman regarding the matter of price of tea leaves, using plant protection code. Therefore, the 
tea agents face problem for poor communication between STGs and factories. 
Uncertainty about their job: The tea agents are working as a contractual activity. The tea agent is 
selling and buying tea leaves for one or two year agreement between factories and STGs. The tea 
agents are not permanent in this occupation. It is seen as a dynamic nature.  
Problems of Maharis in small tea cultivation 
The maharis in small tea cultivation face problems in Sivasagar district. It is found that the maharis 
face problem for STGs behaviors. The behavior of STGs is not good. It is seen that the respondents 
face problems for low wages. In small tea cultivation, the STGs are not giving satisfied wages to 
maharis. For the low wages, maharis are also not interested in work.  It is found that 
respondent’sare face financial problem and supervisor are not trained from Tea Board and other 
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government, which creates a problem in management of small tea cultivation. The maharis face 
problem for improper maintain of families. 
PROSPECTS OF SMALL TEA GROWERS 
The small tea cultivation is an integral part of the tea industry of Assam. The small tea cultivation 
takes a role in new way of life in Assam. The Assam land, climate, monsoon season are suitable for 
tea cultivation. Therefore, the small tea growers are interested homestead tea garden in the rural 
area. The economic scenario of Assam has been changed from this cultivation. The upgrading 
nature of small tea cultivation started in Assam after 1978. The homestead tea garden concept helps 
in rural development of Assam. The agricultural scenario of Assam changes from this cultivation. 
It gives sustainable livelihood for the young generation. The entrepreneurship natures of rural and 
urban youth are growing from this cultivation. The financial support is increasing from this 
cultivation. The small tea growers are integral part of a green revolution in Assam. The Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) is increased from this cultivation. The small tea growers in Sivasagar 
district contribute a significant part in foreign exchange earned through the export system.  The 
small tea cultivation encourage the farmers to utilize unused and investment of their own land. The 
small tea cultivation encourages benefited small tea grower’s families, labourer, middleman, 
supervisor from this cultivation. The mini industry, micro industry, nursery are growth from this 
cultivation. The small tea growers of Assam contribute to national income development. The small 
tea growers help to increase tea with pioneering efforts. The schemes and policies are taken a role 
in the growth of small tea cultivation in Assam. The small tea growers play role in agro industry in 
Assam.        
The concept of green marketing practices started after liberalization era in India. The green 
marketing practice is related to phosphate free, recyclable, ozone friendly and eco friendly nature. 
The small tea grower helps in practices of green marketing. In the liberalization era, the 
environmental sustainability consciousness started through green marketing practices.  The small 
tea growers cultivate different types of tea habit. There are seen a way of opportunities to 
channelize the marketing process through green tea cultivation. The small tea cultivation practices 
are the way for starting environment green consciousness.   
Organic small tea cultivation gets the benefit to small tea growers. Organic tea cultivation is related 
to handmade tea cultivation. The organic tea is related as green tea. A large number of profits are 
seen from this cultivation. The organic tea cultivation gives opportunities to the foreign export 
system. The organic tea cultivation is useful for increase antioxidant and soil fertility.   
The concept of environmentally friendly is premise focused on the environment, no harm to the 
environment, and interaction with the environment. It creates a relationship between the 
environment and nature. The small tea grower is one of the agents of saving eco friendly nature. 
The small tea grower helps prevent the environment and human health benefit. The small tea 
growers have taken a small step towards environmental nature. In a rural area, environmental 
friendly awareness is growing up from small tea cultivation.  
  The small tea cultivation plays a pivotal role to solve the unemployment problem. The 
unemployed youth of rural and urban area take the step from this cultivation. Different way like-
establishment of mini and micro tea industry, selling tea leaves, tea agent etc. source help to solve 
the unemployment problem. The unemployed youth of rural and urban area are setting up financial 
support from this cultivation.  
Borah(2011:40) in his article mention entrepreneurship as the process of assembling necessary 
factors of production consisting on human, physical and human resources and doing in an efficient 
manner. A successful entrepreneurship aims at the cost management in the production process 
leading to the profit maximization in the business. It helps to a better outcome of the 
entrepreneurial ability of a group of local youth. The rural economy is increasing through 
entrepreneurship development.   
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Rural development refers to the process of infrastructure development. The small tea cultivation 
has an impact on the rural economy. The small tea growers help to bring changes in the rural area 
of Assam. It is seen as a significant contributor to develop rural economy. The socio-economic 
development of the rural economy is seen from this cultivation.     
Drinking the beverage tea has been considered a health promoting habit. Tea plant Camellia 
Sinensis has been cultivated for thousands of years and its leaves have been used for medicinal 
purposes. Tea is used as a popular beverage worldwide and its ingredients are now finding 
medicinal benefits. The drinking habit of tea helps to prevent diseases like- cancer, human health, 
anti diabetic, cardiovascular, heart disease. The organic tea and green tea are beneficial for human 
health.   
The Tea Board of India approves for setting up mini and micro factories. The Tea Board of India 
gives subsidy for registered small tea growers. It helps to increase quality tea leaves. The Tea 
Board of India defined micro factories as with capacity up to 200 KGs made tea production per 
day. The mini factories defined below 500 KGs made tea production per day. The Tea Board 
certified the small tea growers to set up factories and selling tea leaves. It gives opportunities to 
improve plucking standards, economic benefit, less transportation. It also gives self-employment 
opportunities for small tea growers.    
The small tea cultivation gets opportunities to practice of two or more crop in the same land. It is a 
way of poly culture. The mix cropping cultivation includes in small tea cultivation like- battle nut, 
neem, medicinal trees, coconut tree, mango tree, black peeper are the tree of income opportunities 
related with small tea cultivation. The multiple cropping systems help to benefit the tea growers 
from different cropping. The land is also used for growing commercial and market channel. The 
mixed crops help to get regular income. The small tea cultivation is helpful to grow up multi-crop 
cultivation in the specific area.  
The small tea cultivation helps to channelize the marketing system from own business. The small 
tea growers give opportunities for developing marketing practice. The small tea growers develop 
their marketing channel and packing system through own brand. The tea bag, selling green tea, 
white tea, black tea etc. are the way for packaging and marketing of Assam tea. The Tea Board, 
Tea Auction centre, Assam Agricultural University are the agent to channelize the business of 
small tea growers in Assam.   
The dimension of empowerment is related to psychological, social, economic and political factors. 
The small tea cultivation empowered many people in rural area. It provides self-employment 
opportunities to educated and uneducated youth of the rural and urban area. The economic, social, 
education empowerment is interrelated with this cultivation. The self -employment opportunities 
are related to this cultivation. It also gives opportunities in income, training and skill development.  
The small tea cultivation practices help more than 10,0000 people give opportunities to economic 
development.  
The idea of utilization of unused land is related to small tea cultivation. The small tea cultivation 
helps to utilize land for tea cultivation. Different types of unused land are used to utilize for this 
cultivation.  The grazing land, wasteland etc. unused land are utilized for economic benefit. The 
ecological changes are seen from this cultivation. The sustainable land use concept is linked with 
small tea cultivation.   
The small tea growers have taken initial steps to bring green revolution practices in Assam. Green 
revolution helps to change of agricultural practices. The high yielding practice, goods, modern 
machinery, irrigation facility, quality production help to change in agricultural production. It helps 
in economic benefit. The green revolution helps in improving agricultural practices.   
Sustainable livelihood refers to the enhancement of people’s capacities to secure their own 
livelihood. It helps to comprise capabilities and activities for a living. It benefits human life and 
ecological conservation. It helps in economic up- gradation. The poverty eradication is also related 
with sustainable livelihood. It is a way of capabilities, activities for a means of living. It provides 
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livelihood opportunities for future generation. The local and global level development is related 
with this cultivation. Sustainable rural livelihood practices are related to there. The natural capital, 
economic capital, human capital, social capital strategies are pursuit from livelihood opportunities.  
The educated youth, ex-service man, unemployed youth have opportunities to start small-scale 
industry through small tea cultivation. The small tea industry and bought leaf factories are 
developed from small tea cultivation.  
The globalization process gives opportunities to open up the economy with the world economy. 
The Assam tea occupies a new trend in the international market. The small tea cultivation helps to 
increase the market of international import and export system. The small tea growers contribute 
their business to foreign countries. The small tea growers help to create a relationship with foreign 
companies, foreign market and better production. The small tea growers help to fulfil national and 
international demand for green tea leaves. The organic tea, black tea production of Assam is seen 
in a high demand in international market.  
The small tea growers play a vital role for the tea market. The tea cultivation practice gives 
opportunities to develop tea market. The small tea cultivation help to increase market oriented 
business. The small tea growers are concerned with the market to sell their product.   
The small tea cultivation is one of the ways of social change. It helps to change the socio-economic 
status of growers. The cultivation system helps in better livelihood opportunities, social style, and 
prestige change. The small tea cultivation helps economic support to growers. 
Small tea growers are an agent of socio-economic development in a particular region. The small tea 
cultivation plays role in the reduction of poverty, employment opportunities. The small tea industry 
plays vital role in the global economy as well as national economy. The small-scale industry helps 
to build up financial support. It helps directly as well as indirectly as financial support. The small 
tea cultivation gives directly as well as indirectly economic benefit to small tea growers. It gives 
economic support to small tea growers. The financial potentialities are related to this cultivation.     
The small tea cultivation gives indirectly an opportunity in educational support. The human 
resource development scheme had taken by  the Tea Board of India for educational support of tea 
grower’s children. It gives better opportunities in educational development. Different schemes like-
HRD scheme are taken for students benefit.  
The small tea cultivation helps in human development. The social, economic, educational status are 
changed and developed from this cultivation. It gives income opportunities.  
The small tea cultivation helps in structural changes of rural industrialization process. The rural 
industrialization refers to the acquiring process industry in the rural area. The small tea cultivation 
is the way of attraction to young generation to grow up industry in the rural area.   
The small-scale industry provides income opportunities to build up financial support. It helps 
directly as well as indirectly financial support.  
     The small tea of Assam is a way of chances for tourist attraction. The beauty of green tea nature 
attracts tourists to travel in Assam. The small tea growers help to conserve the environment of 
Assam. The tourist and foreigners visit to taste different types of tea.  
CONCLUSION: 
The small tea growers in Sivasagar district of Assam faced certain problems in small tea cultivation 
practice. The main problems of STGs are seen for no fixed price in green tea leaves. The majority 
of respondents are not getting sufficient prices for tea leaves. The land related problem such as- 
pattas problem, lease land, interstate dispute, lack of scientific idea about land use are problems 
faced by small tea growers. The major land related problem is seen for lack of idea about scientific 
method of cultivation. The majority of respondents are seen less aware the registration of Tea 
Board India.Majority of small tea growers faces the labourer problems. The major problem of 
labourer side is a scarcity of labourer and high demanding price for plucking tea leaves. The 
middleman problem is faced by STGs for mainly no fixed price rate and the low price given for tea 
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leaves. On the other hand, the maharis problem is mainly seen for demanding high wages to 
supervise tea garden. 
The small tea growers face problem for an oversupply of green tea leaves, lack of awareness for 
planning and schemes, environment conservation, financial problem, entrepreneurship problem, 
chemical using, marketing of tea green tea leaves etc. The health related problem is another 
problem faced by small tea growers. 
    Different kind of labourers problem are found like- low wages, no schemes benefit, economic 
problem, health problem, educational problem, communication problem, problem in family 
maintain, gender bias problem are faced by labourers in small tea cultivation.  
 Majority of middleman problem is related with demanding advance pay by STGs, lack of 
awareness regarding tea leaves plucking etc.Majority of maharis face problem for finance and low 
wages given by small tea growers.  
The small tea cultivation has opportunities for change in the rural scenario of Assam. The future 
opportunities are reflected in this tea cultivation. The small tea cultivation helps to benefit the tea 
growers in different way. The future opportunities like- green marketing practice, bio tea 
cultivation, environment friendly nature help to grow a relationship between men and the 
environment are seen in small tea cultivation of Assam. The rural development, entrepreneurship 
development, employment opportunities, for rural and urban youth, education facilities, human 
development, financial support are related to small tea cultivation. The establishments of mini and 
micro factories help in a market benefit for young people. The rural industrialization nature is 
improving from this cultivation. The national income, gross domestic product, tourism industry are 
developed from this cultivation. The majority of respondents are concerned with the utilization of 
their unused land, which is important for development of Assam.   
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Abstract 
The year 2006 marked a significant event in the lives of the forest villagers of India, as in 
that particular year the Scheduled Tribes and Forest Dwellers Act came into existence 
which is also popularly known as the Forest Rights Act (FRA) 2006. The FRA 2006 
came into existence with a significant attempt to undo the historical injustices with the 
forest communities, to which they were subjected to since colonial time. The FRA 2006 
can best be defined as a piece of legislation which has made an attempt to recognize the 
customary rights of the forest dependent people, who have been residing in the forest 
lands for generations and still does not poses legal land rights over their land. But saddest 
thing is that despite the existence of the FRA in India, in many parts of the country the 
forest villagers are still struggling for getting their land rights. Within this context this 
research paper brings to light the plights of the inhabitants of the post-1950 forest 
villages of Assam. 
 
Key Words: Forest Land, Forest Villager, Land Rights, FRA 2006, Jokai Reserve Forest 
 
I. Introduction 
The origin of the forest villages in India can be traced back to its colonial era. The forest 
villages are not the types of forest land like the reserved forest rather they were the 
administrative category which facilitated the colonial masters in carrying out the forestry 
work by supplying forest labourers. Thus forest villages can also be defined as hamlets 
established by the Britisherswithin the reserved forest area for uninterrupted labour 
supply for forestry work. Interestingly those colonial established forest villages are still 
found in many parts of the reserved forest areas of the post independent Indian state but 
those particular villages have lost their significance which they used to enjoy during the 
colonial period. It was because, after Independence the forest administration of India 
turned into less labour intensive. Therefore the needs of labourers for forestry work 
gradually reduced which ultimately leads to diminishing the significance of the forest 
villages. At present in India there exists 2,474 number of forest villages amongst which 
the state of Assam has 499. In case of Assam however some of the forest villages came 
up in the post 1950 period. Thus along with the colonial established forest villages, 
Assam has witnessed the emergence of forest villages in the post colonial period also 
under some special circumstances. The great earthquake which took place in Assam in 
the year of 1950 resulted into the tragic incidences of flood, soil erosion which ultimately 
rendered a large number of its people landless.Thus in the 1950s the demand for land by 
the landless peasants reached a higher level of politicization and it became the core 
agenda of the legislative debates of Assam Legislative Assembly during that period.It 
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was estimated that by the end of 1951, there were more than one lakh peasants in Jorhat 
sub division who had applied for land.Those landless peasants were moving from place 
to place in search of land and many local leaders were emerged to take initiative in the 
mobilization of those peasants. Under such conditions the government of Assam came 
under tremendous pressure to take the policy of distributing land amongst those landless 
peasants and due to the absence of enough revenue land the reserved forest areas were 
mainly targeted for resettling those people. As a result many human settlements came up 
throughout the reserved forest areas of Assam in the form of ‘forest villages’. It was 
estimated that during that particular period 37,290 bighas (approx) of forest land had 
been distributed amongst the 6,300 landless peasants and thistrend of forest land 
occupation continued till the 1970s without any uniform pattern of land occupation.It 
must to note here that like the other forest villages of the country, in those lately came up 
forest villages of Assam also the absence of legal land rights has always been a major 
burning issue, as it makes their life uncertain and vulnerable to eviction. Therefore the 
coming of FRA in the year of 2006 has been perceived by those villagers as a major 
relief in terms of getting their legal land rights. But their journey of getting land rights 
under the act is seems to be full of hurdles and here the case of non ScheduledTribe (ST) 
forest villagers is worse in comparison to their ST counterpart. 
 
II. Historical Background of the FRA 2006 
The FRA 2006 in India has had its origin in the large scale eviction campaign which was 
carried out in the country in May 2002. In 1995, T N Godavarman Thirumulpod filed a 
PIL in the Supreme Court of India to protect the Nilgris from the deforestation caused by 
the illegal timber felling.In this case the Supreme Court gave its judgment in the year of 
1996 and ordered all the state governments to take measures for checking deforestation in 
their respective states. In compliance to the judgment of the Supreme Court, the Ministry 
of Environment & Forest (MoEF) issued an order to all the state governments to evict the 
post 1980 settlements in the forest areas.This unilateral decision of the MoEF resulted 
into a brutal eviction campaign in the country. It rendered a large number of forest 
villagers of India homeless. It was estimated that between 150,000 to 300,000 families 
were evicted in India during this eviction campaign.Such tragic incident had ultimately 
resulted into a massive uproar in the country. The political parties also took interest in 
this issue and made every effort to won the support of the forest villagers. 
In May 2004 the Congress led UPA formed the government at the centre and included the 
issue of the land right of the forest villagers in its common minimum programme. The 
programme clearly stated that the eviction would be stopped in the country and 
accordingly the MoEF also issued a letter to all the state governments to stop the eviction 
process of the forest villagers till their land rights had been settled.But such arrangements 
were not enough as soon after this order of MoEF, 180 huts were burnt down in Madhya 
Pradesh in the year of 2005. Therefore under such circumstances the need for drafting a 
specific bill on the land rights of the forest villagers was greatly realized and accordingly 
the task of drafting the bill was entrusted upon the Ministry of Tribal Affairs (MoTA) 
and finally in the year of 2006 the FRA came into existence. It must to note here that, 
though the FRA 2006 for the first time makes legal arrangement for granting land rights 
to the forest villagers, but the act is not welcomed by the some sections of the society. 
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Particularly the wildlife conservationists of the country are more skeptical about this act. 
During the drafting of the act also, they strongly protested against it. Nevertheless despite 
facing so many hurdles the FRA 2006 became operative in the country and legal land 
rights are now distributed under this act. As per the government report the land titles 
distributed under the FRA 2006 during the period of 2012 -2015 are given in the 
following table: 

 
Table: Number of the land titles distributed under the FRA 2006 during 

2012-2015 
Year No of land rights distributed 
2012 12,79,076 
2013 14,18,078 
2014 15,56,676 
2015 16,85,907 
*Source: Retrieved from, 
 http://pib.nic.in/newsite/printrelease.aspx?relid=123516,on 1/2/2016 
 
However though the land rights are distributed under the FRA 2006, but it cannot be 
considered as a triumph for all the forest villagers of the country. Because so far the 
implementation of the FRA has done till now, it comes to notice that only the tribal forest 
villagers are given upper hand in getting their land rights under the act. Interestingly the 
FRA 2006 comprises the rights of both the ST forest dwellers and the non ST forest 
dwellers (Other Traditional Forest Dwellers), but some of the states like West 
Bengal,Uttarakhand etc. have continued to push the act as a tribal scheme and so initiated 
the process to implement the act only in tribal districts.Thus though the FRA 2006 makes 
an attempt to undo the historical injustices with the forest dwellers, but it seems to be a 
half hearted approach. The following case study which was carried out in the forest 
villages of Jokai reserved forest of Assam has thrown light on many conflicting issues 
relating to FRA which needs serious attention. 
 
III. Land Rights Distribution in the Jokai Forest Villages of Assam under the FRA 
2006 
The Jokai reserved forest is located 15 kilometer distance from the Dibrugarh town of 
Assam. This particular reserved forest has attached with a Jokai Botanical Garden. In 
Jokai reserved forest there are in total six forest villages as per the official record. All of 
them were established after the great earthquake of Assam in 1950. The detailed 
information of those six forest villages of Jokai reserved forest area has been given 
below: 
 
Table: List of the forest villages of Jokai Reserved Forest 

Name of the forest villages Year of constitution of 
forest    Village 

Recorded population. 

Actrisghoria Kumar forest 
village 

1955 329 Nos 
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SaitrisghoriaKaibarta forest 
village 

1957 615 Nos 

SataisghoriaKaibarta forest 
Village 

1953 568 Nos 

NaghoriaKaiborta Forest 
Village 

1958 180 Nos 

Baroghoria forest village Not available Not available 
BisghoriaKachari forest 
village 

1955 212 Nos 

*Source: Government of Assam, report on reserve forest and forest villages. 
It must to note here that amongst the six forest villages of Jokai reserved forest the 
Baroghoria and Bisghoria forest villages are identified as ST forest villages as both of 
them comprises of ST villagers. On the other side Saitrisghoriakaibarta forest village, 
Sataisghoriakaibarta forest village and Naghoriakaibarta forest village are mainly 
comprises of the people belonging to the OTFD community. 
Like the other parts of the country in the forest villages of Jokai also the task of 
distributing land rights to the forest villagers has been taken place under the FRA 2006 
and it is the Sub Divisional Level Office (SDLC) of Dibrugarh district which has been 
authorized to implement the act.As per the information given by the membersof the 
SDLCthe procedure of granting the land rights to the inhabitants of the forest villages of 
Dibrugarh district including the Jokai reserved forest has followed the same process as 
has been mentioned in the FRA 2006. At first a meeting of Gram Sabha will be convened 
in a forest village, in which the land rights are going to be distributed. At that meeting 
Forest Rights Committee (FRC) has been constituted by the villagers of that particular 
village. The committee will act as a mediator between the villagers and government 
officials in facilitating the implementation of the Act. After that the people from the 
circular office will go to that respective village and take measurement of the land of each 
householder. After that the whole issue will be discussed at the SDLC level. In Dibrugarh 
district the SDLC comprises the Sub Divisional Level Officer as a chairman, the Welfare 
Officer as a member secretary, the Assistant Conservator of forest as a member and two 
other members from any Village Panchayat nearby of those forest villages. After 
discussion the decision of the SDLC will be sent to the District Level Commission 
(DLC) which will take the final decision on granting land rights to the forest villagers. 
The DLC of Dibrugarh district comprises of Deputy Commissioner of Dibrugarh district 
as a chairman, Project Director of Integrated Tribal Development Programme (ITDP) as 
a member secretary, Divisional Forest Officer (DFO) of the Dibrugarh district and 
Panchayat President of any two villages. 
Till now in Jokai reserved forest only two forest villages are granted land rights and 
interestingly those two forest villages are inhabited by the ST people.On the other side 
the remaining four forest villages which are inhabited by the OTFD community are still 
far away from getting their land rights under the act. It must to note here that in 
Dibrugarh district the whole process of granting the land rights has been running under 
the ITDP project which implies that the act has mainly taken as a tribal development 
programme and therefore the ST forest villagers are given more preference over the 
OTFD community. Apart from it the criteria of 75 years of residential proof as enshrined 
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in the FRA adding more plight to the miserable situation of the OTFD community of 
Jokai reserved forest areas. Section 2(o) part of the act has defined the OTFD as that 
community who have been residing in forest land for three generations prior to 13th 
December, 2005 and dependent on forest land for bona fide livelihood needs. In other 
words people belonging to the OTFD category have to provide 75 years of residential 
proof (prior to 13th December, 2005) for claiming land rights in the forest land. But since 
the forest villages of Jokai came into existence in the post 1950 period, therefore till 2005 
those villages have completed only 55 years of settlement. Therefore the non tribal forest 
villagers of the Jokai reserved forest are disqualified under the Act for claiming the land 
rights as it has sought for 75 years of residential proof. It makes one thing clear that 
during the time of framing this particular criterion for the OTFD category, the specific 
cases of the post 1950 forest villages of Assam did not taken into consideration. 
Therefore though for the first time FRA 2006 deals with the land rights issue of the forest 
villagers but it become exclusive with regard to the OTFD community of Jokai reserved 
forest of Assam. 
 
Conclusion 
It seems to be very ironical that the FRA itself mentions about both ST and non ST forest 
villagers as a claimant to the legal land rights on the forest land but on implementing 
ground the act has mainly taken as a tribal act. Assam is also not exception to this trend, 
as here also only the tribal forest villagers are able to getting their land rights and no 
effort has been taken for granting land rights to the OTFD community. However apart 
from the non tribal forest villages of Jokai, the situation is more or less same in case of 
the other non tribal  forest villages of Assam also e.g. in Namerireserved forest area only 
the tribal forest villages namely Dharikati, Eraliloga, Bogijuli and Sotai have got land 
ownership certificates under the FRA 2006.Thus the implementation of the FRA 2006 in 
Assam can said to be bias towards the tribal forest villagers like some other parts of the 
country. Thus as soon as possible such discriminatory attitude towards the non tribal 
forest villagers of the state should be eliminated and the provision of 75 years of 
settlement proof needs to be redefined as it bears no relevancy in case of the OTFD 
community of post 1950 forest villages of Assam. 
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Abstract 
The weaving  industries form a major part of composing  production, employment and 
trade in many developing countries. These  industries are important in economic and 
social terms, in the short-run by providing incomes, jobs, especially for women, and 
foreign currency receipts and in the longrun by providing countries the opportunity for 
constant  economic development in those countries with appropriate policies and 
institutions to amplify the dynamic effects of weaving. Many  academicians and 
researchers have done lots of work regarding the productivity of these industries by using 
different  methods of estimation of the  analysis.This paper attempts to study various 
literatures regarding the productivity of weaving industries to find out whether the 
productivity of these industries increase or decrease.The study attempts to review various 
works on the productivity of weaving industries from various countries of the 
world,various states of India,various districts of Assam and specially Lakhimpur 
,Dhemaji and Golaghat districts.As the Mishings are the perfect weavers among the  
indigenous people of Assam ,so the study try to concentrate the performances  of 
weaving industries of the Mishings. 
 
Key words : amplify, dynamic, productivity, literature review, weaving industries.  
 
Introduction: 
Nowadays,productivity is an important issue for the industries. In weaving industries 
,productivity has a great influence on cloth production.It is a big challenge to optimizing 
the output in this sector.To achieve this goal, the role of the weavers of these industries  
has a great importance.These have been well recognised in these literatures.The 
Mishingwomen of Assam are engaged in weaving industries since time immemorial.The 
classic uses of designs,unique colour combinations,selection of decorative designs 
prominently characterize the Mishingclothes.There have been many attempts across the 
globe to study the productivity of weaving industries and the Mishing weavers,specially 
women, participation in this sector. 
The  Mishings  are an autochthonous inhabitants  of Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. 
According to 2011 census,the population of Mishing in Assam is 6,80,424.They live 10 
districts of Assam ,namely, Lakhimpur ,Dhemaji, Golaghat, Tinsukia, Sivasagar, Majuli, 
Charaideo,Sunitpur,Jorhat and Dibrugarhand in the three districts of Arunachal 
Pradesh.The Mishing women are excellent weavers.They weave variety of cloths in a 
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year. Nowadays, Mishing clothes are domestically and internationally popular  are highly 
demanded by the people. 
There are various works that has been done by many academicians, and researchers 
regarding the productivity of the weaving industries and the performance of the weavers 
of mishings by using different methodology, statistical tools  etc. This paper attempts to 
study various analytical tools regarding the productivity of the weaving industries as well 
as the performances of the  weavers through the literature reviews. 
Conception of productivity: 
In the production process the productivity means ,output per unit of input employed 
.Productivity can be measured in various ways.In factories ,productivity might  be 
measured based on the number of hours it takes to produce a good and in service 
industries productivity might be measured based on the income generated by an 
employee  divided by his or her salary.In an organization productivity is the ratio of 
output and input. 
Productivity=  
Where, output is the quantity of production and input is the form of resources.(i.e.land 
,wages of labour, prices of capital etc.) 
There are various methods of improving productivity.These are: 
(a)Increase output while input remains same. 
(b)Decrease input while output remains same. 
(c) Increase input  resulting in a very large increase in output. 
(d) Decrease  input by a very large amount  with a resultant small reduction in output. 
Importance of productivity: 

 
 
Description of the study: 
There have been many attempts across the world to study the productivity of weaving 
industries and the performances of the weavers and some of these are well 
documented.In this context this paper attempts to review various literatures of the 
productivity of weaving industries. 
Farah Naz1, Hafsa Khan2 and  Madeeha Syyed3(2017),in their article “Productivity and 
Efficiency Analysis of Pakistani Textile Industry using Malmquist Productivity Index 
Approach ‘ analysed productivity performance of the Pakistan’s textile manufacturing 
industry using firm-level panel data of a total of 64 firms for the period 2011-2015. 
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Moreover, the sources of expansion and compression in output are acknowledged  for the 
whole textile industry as well as for the three sub sectors comprising of 35 firms from 
spinning, 21 from composite and 8 from weaving textile sector.They have evaluated the 
total factor productivity of the textile sector by using DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) 
and also identifying the components which play a significant role in the growth of 
productivity .According to their study, total factor productivity growth of composite, 
spinning and weaving textile sectors are not presenting skewed distribution. Moreover, 
the component of technological change had a negative impact on spinning textile sector 
and technical efficiency and technological change, both, had a positive impact on the 
productivity of composite and weaving textile sectors. Finally their study found that, the 
spinning textile sector has no contribution in the productivity growth. This study also 
contributed  information to the decision makers and policy makers about the allocation, 
acquisition and anticipation of the resources. 
 
Muhammad Asif Umar JavedJarral(2010), Masters in Applied Textile Management At 
Swedish school of textiles, in his book, ‘’To study how to improve the productivity of 
yarn and fabric production in a production mill’’,mentioned that, that there are many 
factors by which we can improve productivity.According to them, productivity increases 
with a variation in a raw material staple length and machine efficiency ,which is directly 
dependent on the staple length of a raw material.  This studywas  based on , the spinning 
and weaving sector of Pakistan Textile Industry.Both secondary and primary data were 
collected for this study.This study was conducted,  one of the most renowned textile mills 
in the textile industry of Azad Kashmir, Pakistan,that is  situated 18 km from Mirpur on 
Bang Canal Road Mangla. This mill was established in 1976 by Azad Kashmir 
Government but later on his rights was undertaken by Mr.Ch.Saeed, chief executive 
Azad Group of Companies and former President of federation of Pakistan Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry (FPCCI).  In this mill Cotton is processed as Raw Material & 
wide range of counts are produced normally ranges from 10s to 52s carded.This study 
was conducted on the basis of  Flow Chart of Yarn manufacturing process :   

 
 
 In ‘’Productivity, Technology and Industrial Development’’- A Case Study in Textiles, 
Howard Pack ,Published for the World Bank, OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS (1987), 
had  its origins in the need to make informed choices about the desirability of proposed 
industrial projects in developing countries.This book tried to study, various productivity 
performances of developing countries by using different methods for analysis.In chapter 
2, ‘’Technical and Economic Issues in Cotton Textile Production’’, found that, it is 
difficult to find out  any simple relation between total-factor intensity and the importance 
of particular goods in the consumption baskets of different income groups .On the other 
hand,at the same time, , the choice of technology, at least in spinning and weaving, 
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significantly affects the direct employment generated by a given investment.For these 
Analysis ,the researcher used, 
(a) Total factor productivity method: 

By using, the functional relation ,Q = e 
Where,  Q =output per spindle hour for a given count of yarn depending on the 
speed,  
R= at which spindles rotate per minute,  
T =the numbers of twists,  inserted per inch, and the hourly rate of spindle 
utilization, 
 e= known among textile technologists as machine, or spindle, efficiency 

(b) Factor substitution:  
As breakage rates rise above a desired level, firms may try  to maintain spindle 
efficiency by adding spinners to existing frames, a practice that reduces the time it 
takes to notice and repair a broken yarn.Hence, achievable levels of efficiency (the 
percentage of time during which a spindle is spinning) can be calculated from 
standard machine interference tables; they depend on the number of end breaks, b, 
the machine-worker ratio, k, patrol speed, p (the time it takes the spinner to walk 
around the set of frames he or she is tending), and rest time. 
 Given the spindle-labour ratio initially adopted,  b and p, are the potential level of 
spindle efficiency that can be calculated.  
 The relationship between k, b, p, and e grants  choices to be made about factor 
proportions even after a specific type of equipment has been installed.  
Hence,the expression for the optimal spindle assignment per worker (K/L) = k  
that a cost-minimizing firm would choose can be shown to be 
 k = 2w rbp⁄  
where w is the hourly wage and r the hourly user cost of a spindle. 

(c) The Production Function.: 
This  discussion can be summarized in a simplified engineering relationship 
describing the output of the spinning process as 

                                                                      Q = A qe, (b, L) 
Where, Q = output per hour per set of ring frames,  
A = set of engineering constants,  
R = spindle speed,  
T = twists per inch,  
e ="normal" efficiency  achievable,  
 b =end breaks per hour   
(L = quantity of labour 
 q =measures the impact of all procedures that reduce operating efficiency to less than 
normal levels.       
A. N. M. Masudur Rahman& Md. Ruhul Amin  .Ahsanullah University of Science and 
Technology 141-142, Love Road, Tejgaon I/A, Dhaka-1208, Bangladesh.(2011),in their 
article, ‘’EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS IN RAPIER LOOM’’,published in ‘’International 
Journal of Basic & Applied Sciences IJBAS-IJENS Vol: 11 No: 03’’used,   various 
parameters such as weaver’s skillness,  loom speed, weave structure, pick density and 
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R.H%, loom allocation per weaver, size take up %, tension on warp etc. to study 
efficiency of rapier loom  . 
Their study  found  that the cost of actual weaving operation in mills with modern 
preparatory machines and automatic looms about 60%- 65% of the total cost for 
conversion of yarn into fabric. That  means , a small increase in loom shed efficiency via 
productivity will result in considerable reduction of manufacturing cost and more 
importantly an increase in efficiency will bring in additional realization on the extra 
fabric available. Moreover,for a medium size average mill, an increase of 2% in loom 
shed productivity can increase the annual cash flow by about Tk. Ten lakhs. 
For this study ,the researchers used the following materials : 
No. of looms used: 20  
Weft insertion type: Rapier  
Loom type: Flexible rapier. 
 Loom maker: PROMATECH S.P.A, ITALY.   
 Loom model: THEMA SUPER EXCEL.  
Loom speed: 450-575 r.p.m 
Reed width: 66"-67"  
Reed space: 64"-65"  
Weft Selection  8colors pick with programmable microprocessor.   
Shed Formation  Electronic dobby (STAUBLI).  
Weft Stop Motion  Electronic 8 hole weft slide sensor.  
 Warp Detection  Electric dropper pin type with 6 rows.   
Let-Off Electronic let-off system ensuring uniform warp beam tension.  
 Take Up system Electronically controlled.  
Weave type: Plain, Twill, and Satin. 
 Count of yarn: 16 Ne, 20 Ne, 40Ne and 50 Ne combed yarn. 
The researcher used loom efficiency method for this study by using the following 
formula 
Loom Efficiency (%) =      

 
           x 100                                             

Amal S Das, P V Gopinadhan(2016),in their paper, ‘’Productivity Improvement Using 
Industrial Engineering Tools – Case Study Of a Typical Spinning Mill’’ published in , 
International Journal of Engineering Development and Research (www.ijedr.org Volume 
4, Issue 3 | ISSN: 2321-9939),  
Found that,spinning and weaving mill, under the study faces many issues related to 
productivity loss.  The study identified power failure and worker absenteeism as the 
major cause for loss of ,Under this study, DMAIC technique was  used for productivity 
increase with why - why analysis in the analysis stage to find out the root causes of losses 
and  Pareto chart was used to plot various factors that affect productivity. 
VIRAMBHAI S. ZALA,(2010),in his thesis, “A STUDY OF PRODUCTIVITY AND 
FINANCIAL EFFICIENCY OF TEXTILE INDUSTRY OF INDIA” SUBMITTED TO  
SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY,found that, the overall productivity  was improving, so 
the material, labour and overheads had been utilized efficiently by the company during 
the period under study. For the study ,the researcher had  made for the period of six years 
from  accounting year 2002-03 to 2007-08. Researcher had  selected the base  year 2002-
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03. The various statistical techniques had been  used for this study,such as : Chi-square 
test, index numbers, arithmetic mean, standard deviation ,coefficient of variations etc. 
Dr. R. KadharMohideen& P. Muthuraju(2016) in their paper, ‘’AN ANALYSIS OF 
TREND AND GROWTH RATE OF TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN INDIA’’ published in , 
Shanlax International Journal of Commerce,vol.4,issue 3,ISSN 2320-416 found  that, the 
textile exports show the upward trend after 2002. Textile exports during the period 2006, 
2007, 2008 were 19146.04US$ million, 22146.78 US$ million, 21226.34 US$ million 
recording a growth of 9.28%, 15.67%, 4.15% as compared to the corresponding period of 
previous year and  during the period April-September 2010 the textile exports were 
11264.58 US$ million. At aggregate level the cultivated area was 77 in 2002-2003 and it 
has increased to 117, 2011-2012. The production was 136 and it has increased to 325 in 
20112012 and yield rate per hectare also increased from 302 in 2002-2003 to 496 in 
2011-2012.For this analysis,secondary sources of data had been collected from various 
sources. The study was conducted into some selected states of India from period 2002 to 
2012. 
Dr.AlokSen , TanayaChoudhury, Assam University, Silchar, in their paper,’’Present 
status of traditional handloom industry in Cachar District of Assam’’published in 
PARIPEX - INDIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH ,Volume : 4 | Issue : 9 | Sept 2015 
ISSN - 2250-1991,found that, the position of Cachar in respect of handloom production 
is deteriorating day by day. 
For this section of the study,the researcher presented  an overview of handloom in Cachar 
district based on secondary data. Here in Barak valley this traditional handloom textiles 
was exists and also quite a good number of peoples were engaged with this industry. 
 
BhabeshHazarika, KishorGoswami,in their article, ‘’Micro-entrepreneurship 
Development in the Handloom Industry:  An Empirical Analysis Among the Tribal  
Women in Assam’’ analysed  
the factors that affect tribal women to own a handloom microenterprise. The study was 
based   on primary data collected at firm level from two major tribes in Assam, namely 
Bodo and Mishings. The data were collected from five different districts in Assam 
namely Kokrajhar, Baksa, Udalguri, Lakhimpur and Dhemaji and  these districts were  
selected purposively given the commercial concentration of handloom activities among 
the tribal people.  Wheretribal communities were  operating handloom businesses. The 
sample units so defined were interviewed through a semi-structured interview schedule 
covering various aspects of handloom micro-entrepreneurship during December 2012 to 
June 2013 and the study employed a multi-stage sampling method.On the basis of the 
expected utility framework of occupational choice i.e. assuming that the individual ‘i’ 
possesses a random utility function from choosing occupation ‘j’ as mentioned in the 
following equation: 

U = V + e  
Where,(Vij)  is the average utility of individual ‘i’ for any chosen decision given the 
observed characteristics,  
and a random error element (eij) that measures the deviation from the population 
mean,they find that, Women involved in weaving  activities significantly contribute 
towards economic development of a nation and with a rural production base, the 
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handloom industry offers a proper background to analyse the significance of women-
owned micro-enterprises towards local economic development.The study revealed that 
the  involvement in the handloom activities helps the tribal women not only taking up the 
challenge of indulgent  and gender inequality but also making them more empowered. 
Dr.Amrit Paul,in his paper,’’Financial management of Muga silk industry:A study of 
Lakhimpur district of upper Assam’’published in Journal of Modern Management and 
Entrepreneurship,found that thetraditional weaving industries of the study area,required 
aver meagre amount of capital and highly labour intensive and very rewarding 
business.For this study ,he had collected both primary and secondary data from 11000 
households of Lakhimpurdistricts.For analysis the data ,he used table, line 
chart,frequency distribution,mean and chi-square test.This study was carried out from 
2011to 2016. 
SunayanaDutta in her project report  ,’’Livelihood of Mishing Women in the present 
era:A case study of DhakuakhanaLakhimpur’’ submitted in Tata Institute of Social 
Science,Guwahati(2015),  found that weaving was the main source of livelihood of these 
people.They can earn sufficient amount of income from production of these 
industries,that helped Mishing women weavers  toeconomically empowered. For this 
study ,she had collected primary data from 3 Mishing villages of  Dhakuwakhana in  
LakhimpurDistrict,in the period from1st January2014 to 20th January 2014. The analysis 
was descriptive in nature. 
 
Conclusion : 
From the above literature review,we get a clear picture about the productivity of the 
weaving industries. Various methods have been used to analyse the productivity of these 
industries .From various analysis it is seen that productivity, in some cases increases and 
in some cases decreases.Again,productivity determines not only the economic status of 
an area but also the economic empowerment of the women weavers ,specially tribal 
women in the study area,so from the above discussion it is clear that ,higher the 
productivity ,higher will be the women  empowerment and higher economic growth of a 
nation.So, to improve productivity of weaving industries in the weaker sections of a 
nation the government should provide necessary facilities  to these industries as well as 
to the weavers.  
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Abstract 
Pre-school is the education programme for those who is not yet eligible for 
formal education. It is for the child who is below the age of 6 from 3 years of 
age. The benefit of pre- school education for children is lasted  into adulthood. 
It can be helpful for the child brain development like : 5 rs -  read, rhym, 
reward, relationship. But in our country or state i.e. Assam there is a major 
challenges regarding pre-school education. It may be due to the illiteracy of 
parents or negative attitude of parents towards pre-school education. Here in 
this present study the researcher want to identify attitude of parents towards pre-
school education and the facilities, problems and practices done by the pre-
school education institution.  The targeted population in this study included 4 
pre-school education institution 10 parents and 8 employees of Jorhat district of 
Titabor. 
 
1.1. INTODUCTION : 
In India the formal education system is divided into four stages i.e. pre-
primary , primary , secondary and higher education. The primary and 
secondary stages of education isthe doorstep or entry step of higher 
education, and is important for the society for ending the poverty and 
boosting prosperity. As the higher education which provides certificates, 
diplomas or degrees and helps to getting an establishment. In pre-school 
education there is no any kind of such benefits for getting this. The 
elementary education is compulsory and free for the children from the 
age group of 6 years up-to 14 years of age. But in pre-school there is no 
such benefits as the elementary and higher education do. Instead of this 
the pre-school education can helps a child in developing brain, and the 
development of cognitive, emotional and socialization.Also for the 
physically challenged children the pre-school can greatly beneficial.  
In India according to the 2011 census data, there are 164.48 million children of 
0-6 years of age. So for the healthy and sound mental development it is needed 
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to provide them the quality pre- school education. Thus recognising the need of 
the pre-school education a number of constitutional and policyprovision have 
been made such as 86th constitutional amendment which is introduced in article 
21A  on the right to free and compulsory education for the children age group 
of 6-14 years of age. And article 45 to urge the state to provide pre-school 
education for all the children until they complete their age 6 years.  
Although the pre-school education is not recognised as a compulsory provision 
by Right to Education, but RTE urges state to provide free pre-school education 
for children below age 6 years. The 12th five year plan acknowledge the 
importance of pre-school education and improving school preparedness.  
The government of India approved the national earlychildhood education or pre-
school education policy and also includes three national curriculum framework 
and quality of pre-school education. The nodal department of Ministry of 
women and child development is responsible for integrated child development 
services programme covering the 1.4 million Anganwadicentres. The ICDS 
programme includes package of services such as supplementary nutrition, 
immunisation, health check-up, nutrition, health and referral services. Despite 
the recognition of the importance of the pre-school education by the govt of 
India ,the challenges in implementation is still remain. There are still 
sustainable numbers of children are not enrolled in pre-school of India.  Some 
studies related to the learning assessment also showed that literacy skills are 
poor in early primary grades. There are many reasons such as lack of proper 
trained professionals, proper facilities and somehow the lack of literacy and 
negative attitudes of parents towards pre-school. 
 
1.2. CONCEPT OF PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION:  
It is an educational institution for the child who are too youngfor formal 
education.Pre-school education is the school for children who are between  the 
age group of 3 to 6 years of age. Pre-school is also called an early childhood 
care and education programme in which children combine learning with play in 
a programme run by professionally trained teachers. The term pre-school 
education includes two types of education such asgovernment and private run 
pre- school education system. Anganwadi pre-school education is run by the 
govt and the kindergarten, nursery school may run by the private organisation. 
 
1.3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE JORHAT DISTRICT : 
Jorhat is an administrative district of Assam, which is situated in the central part 
of the Brahmaputra valley. The district is bounded by Lakhimpur district on 
north , Nagaland state on the south, sibsagar on the east and Golaghat on the 
west. The district occupied an area of 2,851 square kilometres  (Wikipedia). 
There are six legislative assembly constituencies i.eJorhat, Teok, Mariani, 
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Titabor, Dergoan and Majuli. According to 2011 census the total literacy rate of 
the district is 83.42% of the total population. Earlier there are three (3) sub 
divisions i.e. Jorhat, Titabor, Majuli but now Majuli is declared as a separate 
district of Assam. 
1.4. NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY : 
Pre-school education for children is necessary now a days for sound physical 
and mental health and all round development of children. But for this India is 
still relatively a young place in terms of play school/ pre-school. 
Pre-school education is now considered as beneficial for child’s scholastic and 
non scholastic success. At pre-school they became introduced to numbers, 
colours, shapes and learn to pray and most importantly known to communicate 
with others. Child’s brain development is highest during the first four years of 
life. They can learn the basic capabilities that prepare them for the future 
success in school and life. And most importantly prepare them to get ready for 
primary education. For these a good programme of pre-school with necessary 
equipments and professionally trained teachers are required. Whichislacked in 
our locality. In our society  most of parents considered  that  the pre-school 
education is the official start of their child’s education, instead of some other 
parents may denied that the pre-school education is for only the financially 
well-off families concern. Thus it is necessary to study the pre-school education 
. 
1.5. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 
1.5.1.  To study the facilities provided by the pre-school of Jorhat District. 
 1.5.2.  To identify the current practices of pre-school education of Jorhat 
District. 
 1.5.3. To examine the problems of pre-school education of Jorhat District. 
 1.5.4.  To compare the facilities of govt and private pre-school education of 
Jorhat District. 
 1.5.5.   To study the teaching methods using by the pre-school teachers of 
Jorhat 
District. 
 1.5.6.   To study the attitude of parents towards pre-school education of Jorhat 
District. 
 
2.1. METHODS AND PROCEDURE : 
 
The descriptive methods is used for the present study. The interview schedule 
and observation method is also used for the present study. 
 
3.1. SAMPLE OF THE PRESENT STUDY : 
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For the present study the 4 pre-schools of JorhatDistrict  is used through using 
the purposive sampling technique.  
 

TABLE -THE SAMPLE OF THE PRESENT STUDY . 
SL.NO NAME OF THE PRE-

SCHOOL CENTRE 
MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

1 275 Balijan‘B’ (AWC) 2 3 5 

2 90 Na-chungi AWC 3 5 8 

3 282 No, UjaniGajpuria  
AWC. 

13 1 14 

4 Holy Heart pre-school.    

 TOTAL 18 9 27 
 
4.1. TOOLS USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY : 
In the present study researcher used a self made questionnaire and interview 
schedule for the teachers and parents, and also the observation method is used 
for collection of  the data. 
5.1.. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA :  
Objective no 1:  To Study the facilities provided by the pre-school of Jorhat 
District. 
There are no any basic facilities such as drinking water and toilet facilities are 
provided in the govt undertaking pre-school centre. 
The playing equipments are very limited such as- bal and  toys. The over all 
infrastructure of the pre-school centre is not good. 
Objective no 2: To identify the  current practices done by the pre-school 
education centre of JorhatDisrict. 
The above mentioned pre-school education centre is started from the morning 8 
a.m to the 12 p.m.  The workers and helper were tech them with playing by 
doing. To taught them drawing, Storytelling, and taught them the colour with 
the help of different colouring chart. In between that the meal for the  children 
were provided.  
Objective 3 : To examine the problems faced by the pre-school education 
centre of Jorhat District. 
The majority of the govt pre-school education centres the entire building 
condition is not good. Problems related to the playing equipments .there are 
very limited playing equipments for the children. 
No any toilet facilities and drinking water facilities provided in govt under 
taking pre-school education centre. 
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Problems related to lack of community participation. The parents of the children 
study in pre-school education centre is not aware and interested to send their 
children in to the centre.  
Objective 4 :  To compare the facilities provided  between private and govt 
under taking pre-school education centre. 
In the govt under taking pre-school education centre there are no any drinking 
water facility on the other hand in the private under taking pre-school education 
centre there are a water filtration facility. In the govt pre-school education 
centre there are no any sufficient playing equipments such as- bal and 
toys,instead in the private under taking pre-school education centre there are 
enough playing equipments such as- skipping, ball, toys, colourful artificial 
fruits,  charts, colouring pencils and  different types of outdoor playing  
instruments like- kids cycle, baby swings etc.  
Objective 5 : To study the teaching methods using by the private and govt 
under taking pre-school education centre. 
The govt pre-school education centre using the playing by doing methods, 
taught them to draw, teach them storytelling etc. 
On the other hand in the private under taking pre-school education centre the 
teacher adopt playing by doing method, to draw different things, teach them the 
different colour through their lunch box, i.e. the private undertaking pre-school 
education centre authority ordered children’s parents to provide different colour 
of food in their lunch box. For example to teach the colour of red the authority 
may tell the parents to provide red food like- apple, cherry and anything else 
related to the colour red. They provide proper toilet training to the children. To 
developed the cooperation among the child they give some group activity such 
as playing in a group wise.  
Objective 6 : To study the attitude of parents towards the pre-school education. 
Most of the parents of govt undertaking pre-school education centre can’t agree 
to send their child daily into the pre-school centre. On the other hand among the 
private under taking pre-school centre majority of the parents are agree to send 
their children to pre-school centre everyday. 
Majority of the parents thought that pre-school education can’t help for the child 
motor development, skill and social and emotional development. Most of them 
send their children to pre-school for their day care and due to their daily work 
and due to their job purpose.  
 
6.1. MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY : 
1. Each of the govt pre-school education centre is managed by two employees. 
One is worker and another is helper. 
2. The pre-school education institution is started from 8 am to 12 pm in the 
working days. 
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3. The govt workers and employees get the training separately. 
4. The workers get Job training, refresher training and  Integrated Management 
of new born and childhood illness(IMNCI) training. The IMNCI training is 
organised for 8 days. The refresher training is for worker is organised for 7 
days. 
5. The helper of govt pre-school education get training of cleanliness and 
feeding training.  
6. The workers and helper of govt pre-school education can used different kind 
of techniques and methods to teach the children. Such as for their motor skill 
development and mental health development they can use story telling between 
them. Taught them to some local play for their physical development. 
7. The govt provided the playing equipments to the govt pre-school. Such as :  
balls, skipping, toys etc. 
8. Tor the govt pre-school the food is provided. Such as : Rice, Arti food ( 
packaging food), etc. Here the children which age is between 3 -6 years is 
allowed for food in the pre-school education institution. The govt pre-school 
can provided the child for making food such as khisri, Dalia, boil egg etc. 
9. The attitude of parents in govt pre-school education is very low towards pre-
school education. Their children are very irregular to the govt pre-school 
education centre. Most of the parents in govt undertaking pre-school education 
centre were illiterate. 
 
CONCLUSION : 
From the above discussion regarding the pre-school education of Jorhat District 
, it can be concluded that the overall condition of government pre-school 
education is not good enough. There is no any kind of drinking water facilities 
in the pre-school education institution.  The rate of enrolment is less and 
children are absent most of the working days. The playing equipments are not 
enough for their motor skill and physical development. Very few  govt pre-
school education institution have average infrastructure facilities. The positive  
attitude towards pre-school education is very less among most of the parents.  
It also reveals that the private pre-school have good infrastructure facilities then 
the govt pre-school education institution. The parents of private pre-school is 
aware about their child pre-school education in compare to the govt pre-school 
institution.  
The term pre-school education is not compulsory for entry into the further 
educational stage but it can be beneficial for the whole life for a sound mental 
health and adjustment to the elementary stage. Thus the organisation related to 
the pre-school education system should provide sufficient fund and facilities to 
develop the condition of pre-school education institution.  Some awareness 
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programme is also necessary for the rural areas towards the benefit and 
necessity of the pre-school education.  
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Abstract- 
 In this paper we use power converters to control the inertia occurred in the wind energy system 
which shows the effect on the DCmicrogrid. Among many controlling methods the change rate of 
the DC voltage is very fast under power variation. In this study, a distributed virtual inertia control 
is proposed to enhance the inertia of the DCmicro grid and decrease the change rate of the DC 
voltage. The kinetic energy in the rotor of the permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG)-
based wind turbine, the energy stored in batteries and the energy from the utility grid is used to 
improve the inertia in the DCmicrogrid. By introducing a virtual inertia control coefficient, a 
general expression of the inertial power provided by each controllable power sources is defined. 
The proposed inertia control is simply a first-order inertia loop and is implemented in the grid-
connected converter, the battery interfaced converter and the PMSG interfaced converter, 
respectively. 
The small-signal model of the DCmicro-grid with the proposed inertia control is established. 
Finally, a typical DCmicrogrid is built and simulated in Mat Lab/Simulink, and the effectiveness of 
the proposed control strategy and correctness of the stability analysis are verified. 
Index Terms-DC Micro-grid; Virtual inertia; Battery storage; fuzzy control; Small signal stability. 
 

I. Introduction 
With the increasingly serious problems of energy shortage and environmental pollution, renewable 
energy has attracted more and more concerns. As an effective way to integrate the distributed 
renewable energy sources, microgrids have been widely developed. Microgrids can be generalised 
as ac and DCmicrogrids. Compared to ac microgrids which require multiple ac/DC and DC/ac 
conversions, DCmicrogrids have higher efficiency and reliability. Therefore, they have great 
potential in applications such as future building electrical systems, data centres, and plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles [1, 2]. Distributed energy resources (DER), such as wind, solar photovoltaic, and 
energy storage units, are usually connected to the DCmicrogrid through fast-response power 
electronic converters. Under the classic control strategy of the interface converters [3, 4], the 
kinetic energy stored in the rotor of permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG)-based 
wind turbines and the energy stored in energy storage units cannot be used to slow down the 
dynamics of DC voltage. In the event of load switching or output fluctuations of intermittent DERs, 
dynamic support to the DC voltage can only be provided by DC capacitors [5]. As a result, the DC 
voltage will fluctuate drastically and the stability of the DCmicrogrid will be reduced [6]. To 
address the low inertia issue of DCmicrogrids, several solutions have been proposed. Since the 
inertia of DCmicrogrids is mainly provided by DC capacitors, one straightforward way to increase 
the inertia of DCmicrogrids is to adopt larger capacitors. In DCmicrogrids, electrolytic capacitors 
are usually used as DC capacitors. Due to the disadvantages of electrolytic capacitors, such as 
bulky volume, low power density and short lifespan, larger DC capacitors are not acceptable for the 
scale expansion and application of DCmicrogrids. An approach using super-capacitors to improve 
the inertia of DCmicrogrids is presented in [7]. However, the costs of super capacitors are 
relatively high. Moreover, when the DCmicrogrid is in the steady-state operation, the super 
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capacitors are idle, which decreases their performance– price ratio. It is desirable that the 
enhancement of DCmicrogrid inertia can be achieved through proper control of existing power 
sources.Voltage source converters (VSCs) have been widely used as interfaces between the 
DCmicrogrid and the utility grid. Researches about the virtual inertia control of VSCs mainly focus 
on the frequency regulation of the utility grid or the ACmicrogrid. A well known virtual inertia 
control strategy is to operate VSCs as virtual synchronous generators (VSGs) [8–13]. VSGs show 
the same transient characteristics as those of the synchronous generator by emulating its 
fundamental swing equation. In order to enhance the virtual inertia of DCmicrogrids, a virtual 
inertia 

control strategy of grid-connected VSCs is proposed analogized with VSGs [14]. By 
introducing virtual inertia control, the grid-connected VSC can quickly extract or inject current from 
or to the DCmicrogrid to prevent the sudden change of the DC voltage. However, the proposed 
virtual control can only work when the DCmicrogrid operates in the grid-connected mode. When the 
DCmicrogrid operates in the islanded mode, the grid-connected VSC is out of service, and the inertia 
of the DCmicrogrid cannot be improved. Inspired by the VSG techniques, a virtual capacitor control 
strategy is proposed for DCmicrogrid and applied to the four switches buckboost converter 
interfacing a lithium-ion battery pack in [15]. However, the dynamic performance of the DC voltage 
is not desirable. In order to regulate the DC voltage, converters in the DCmicrogrid often adopt 
power-based or current-based voltage droop control for power sharing [1]. The different operating 
mode of converters can be coordinated using the DC bus signalling approach [16–18]. A virtual 
inertia control strategy based on the variable droop coefficient is proposed in [19, 20] to improve the 
inertia of the DCmicrogrid. In [19], the virtual inertia response is achieved by modifying the droop 
coefficient of the P–V curve. By introducing an arc-tangent function, the virtual inertia control 
ensures that the droop curve swings within the allowable range. In [20], a similar virtual inertia 
control is implemented by modifying the droop coefficient of the admittance-type droop control and 
is compared with the impedance-type droop control. However, both strategies are not suitable for the 
wind power generation units; therefore, the rotational kinetic energy of wind turbine cannot have 
contributed to increasing the inertia of the DCmicrogrid. A virtual inertial control for wind-battery-
based islanded DCmicrogrid is proposed . By adding a high-pass filter, the DC 

 
Fig 1:- Schematic diagram of DCmicrogrid 
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voltage inertia control is introduced to the speed regulation ofPMSG-based wind turbine, and the 
kinetic energy is utilized tosupply inertia to the DCmicrogrid. However, the high-pass filtermay 
bring in high-frequency disturbances and a general inertiacontrol strategy for wind turbines, 
batteries and utility gridinterfaced converters need to be further explored.To address the 
aforementioned challenges, a general virtual inertia control strategy is proposed and implemented 
in the wind turbines, batteries and utility grid interfaced converters in thispaper. The high-pass 
filter is replaced by a first-order inertia loopto avoid high-frequency disturbances. The proposed 
virtual inertia control can improve the inertia of the DCmicrogrid no matter the DC microgrid is 
operating at the grid-connected mode or at theislanding mode.The remaining of the paper is 
organized as follows. Theconfiguration of the DCmicrogrid is introduced briefly in Section 2.Then 
the general virtual inertia control is proposed and implemented in Section 3. In Section 4, the 
small-signal model ofthe DCmicrogrid is built. The stability of the DC micro-grid is analyzed, and 
the range of virtual inertia control coefficient foreach converter is determined. Simulations verify 
the theoretical analysis in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are given inSection 6. 

II. Configuration of DC microgrid 
 
The typical structure of a DCmicrogrid is depicted in Fig. 1 and the DC bus signaling-based 
coordination control strategy is adopted for power sharing among converters [18]. The grid-
connected converter works as the interface between the DCmicrogrid and the utility grid. In this 
paper, the DCmicrogrid is integrated into the utility grid through a grid side VSC (G-VSC). When 
the DCmicrogrid is operating at the grid-connected mode, GVSC maintains the DC voltage in per 
unit within the range of (0.98, 1.02) according to the V–I droop control. Whereas when the output 
current of G-VSC reaches its maximum value or faults occur in the utility grid, G-VSC works in 
the current limiting mode and loses the ability of DC voltage control. The energy storage unit is 
connected to the DCmicrogrid through a battery side DC–DC converter (B-DC). When the DC bus 
voltage in per unit is within the range of (1.02, 1.05) or (0.95, 0.98), which can occur during ac 
faults, islanding or G-VSC reaching its maximum output, B-DC controls the DC voltage according 
to V–I droop control. Two kinds of distributed generations are considered in this paper, PMSG-
based wind turbine and PV, which are connected to the DCmicrogrid through a wind power side 
VSC (W-VSC) and a PV side DC–DC converter (P-DC), respectively. When the DC voltage in per 
unit is within the range of (0.95, 1.05), W-VSC and P-DC operate under MPPT mode to maximize 
the utilization of renewable energy power. When the DC voltage exceeds 1.05 p.u. which can occur 
for high battery state of charge (SOC) conditions, generation curtailment is adapted to maintain the 
stable operation of the DCmicrogrid. When the DC voltage is lower than 0.95 p.u., which can occur 
for low battery SOC conditions, the load unit carries on the load shedding control according to the 
priority to ensure the power balance and power quality of the important load in the DCmicrogrid. 
The load units including ac and DC loads are mainly constant power loads, which are connected to 
the DCmicrogrid through a load-side VSC (L-VSC) and a load-side DC–DC converter (L-DC). 
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Fig 2:Analysis diagram of DCmicrogrid virtual inertia 

III. Virtual inertial control of DCmicrogrid 
i. Virtual inertial analysis of DCmicrogrid: 

A general schematic diagram of power sources connected to the DCmicrogrid through a power 
converter is shown in Fig. 2. According to Fig. 2, with no power change in the DCmicrogrid and no 
additional control added to the converter, the active power balance at the DC link can be expressed 
as  
Pout-Pin=CDCUDC

DC
 

where Pin is the active power output from the converter; Pout is the active power injected into the 
DCmicrogrid; uDC is the DC bus voltage; CDC is the DC capacitor. When the DCmicrogrid 
operates in a steady state, the DC voltage maintains constant, Pin = Pout. Suppose that Pout 
changes by ΔPout, the unbalanced power will cause CDC to discharge or charge to reduce the 
change rate of the DC voltage. Limited by the actual capacity of CDC, the inertia of the 
DCmicrogrid is small, and the DC voltage will fluctuate drastically. However, the controllable 
power source connected to the converter, such as wind turbine, battery or utility grid, has the ability 
to provide additional power to decrease the change rate of the DC voltage under an additional 
inertia control. As shown in Fig. 2, assuming that the inertia power provided to the DCmicrogrid by 
the controllable power source in the event of a sudden power change can be expressed by 
ΔPvir.Hence the power balance at the DC link can be expressed asfollows: 
 
ΔPout = ΔPvir + CDCuDC

duDC
dt

 
 

As can be seen from (2), ΔPout can be balanced by ΔPvir and the discharge power of capacitor 
CDC. Since ΔPvir  is able to take on most unbalanced power, the discharge power of capacitor 
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CDC will be  reduced,  i.e.  for  the  same  ΔPout,  the  change  rate  of  the  DC voltage can be 
reduced and the inertia of the DCmicrogrid is improved. 

Since ΔPvir can improve the inertia of the DCmicrogrid, which is mainly provided by the DC 
capacitor, by emulating the expression of the discharge power of capacitor CDC, ΔPvir  can be 
defined as follows: 

 

 
 
Block diagram of virtual inertia control for G-VSC/B-DC and WVSC 
(a) Virtual inertia control for G-VSC/B-DC, (b) Virtual inertia control W-VSC 
ΔPvir= CviruDC

duDC
dt

 
 
whereCvir is the virtual inertia control coefficient of the converter and can be considered as a 
virtual capacitor. According to (3), ΔPvir can be reasonably adjusted by changing Cvir, and thereby 
the inertia of the DCmicrogrid can be regulated. 
Substituting (3) into (2) yields 
 
ΔPout = CDCuDC + CviruDC  
 
= CDC + CviruDC  
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It can be seen from (4) that the impact of the inertia power ΔPvirontheDCmicrogrid can be 
considered as adding a virtual capacitorCvir parallel with CDC, as the red dash line block shown in 
Fig. 2.Increasing the virtual inertia coefficient Cvir may reduce thedemands of the actual capacitor 
capacity in the DCmicrogrid, whichis beneficial to the operation of DCmicrogrid. 
3.2 Virtual inertia control of DCmicrogrid 
Considering the potential inertia of rotating equipment and energy storage equipment, the virtual 
inertia control for G-VSC, W-VSC and B-DC are presented as follows. 
3.2.1 Virtual inertia control for G-VSC: 
 As a large power source, the utility grid has the ability to provide inertia power quickly under the 
maximum allowable capacity of the grid-connected converter. According to (3), the inertia power 
can be obtained by differentiating the DC voltage. However, signals are easily interfered due to the 
highsensitivity of the differential element to high-frequency interference in the input signal. 
Therefore, the first order inertial loop is adapted to replace the differential loop in this paper. 
Integrating (3), the following expression can be obtained: 
∫ΔPvirGdt= ½*CvirG(u2

DC−u2
DC0)(5) 

whereuDC0 is the DC bus voltage of the previous sample, CvirG is the virtual inertia control 
coefficient of G-VSC, △PvirG is the inertia power provided by G-VSC. Considering that the DC 
bus voltage is in the vicinity of the rated value UDCN, (5) is rearranged as follows:  
∫ΔPvirGdt= −1/2*CvirG [( u2

DCN−u2
DC)− (u2

DCN−u2
DC0 )](6) 

During a sampling period, the virtual inertia power provided by GVSC can be expressed as 
follows: 
ΔPvirG=−1/2*CvirG*(d(u2

DCN−uDC2)/dt) 
≃−CvirG/2T*[ ( U2

DCN−u2
DC)–(U2

DCN−u2
DC0)](7) 

The block diagram of the proposed virtual inertia control for GVSC is depicted in Fig. 3a, where 
the output of the virtual inertia control is added to the output of the droop control and the 
summation of two currents forms the reference current of the inner current controller. 
3.2.2 Virtual inertia control for W-VSC: 
Through the MPPT control of W-VSC, PMSG outputs the maximum wind power. However, there 
is no direct relationship between the rotational speed of the wind turbine and the DC bus voltage, 
which leads to the rotational kinetic energy ‘hidden’ and contributes little to the inertia of the 
DCmicrogrid. According to the rotor motion equation, the change of the output electrical power 
caused by the speed change of the wind turbine rotor is as follows: 
ΔP = PT–PE= 2Hωr*(dωr/dt)(8) 
where PT is the mechanical power of PMSG; PE is the electromagnetic power of PMSG; ωr is the 
rotor speed; H is the inertia time constant defined as a ratio of kinetic energy to the rateDC  
capacity of the wind turbine at rated speed.Assume that the virtual inertia power of W-VSC is 
provided bythe kinetic energy stored in the rotor during the voltage fluctuation of the DCmicrogrid. 
Therefore, by combining (3) with (8), the correlation between the DC voltage fluctuation and the 
rotor speed variation is obtained as follows: 
2Hωr(dωr/dt)= CvirWuDC(duDC/dt)(9) 
whereCvirW is the virtual inertia control coefficient of W-VSC.However, there is a mutual 
interference between the additional 
inertia control and MPPT control. For example, in the case of DCvoltage drop, the electromagnetic 
power is increased by theadditional inertia control according to the change rate of the DCvoltage. 
At this moment, the unbalance between electromagnetic 
power and mechanical power could lead to a decrease of rotor speed, and the active power 
reference value of the MPPT control is 
reduced due to the decrease of the speed, which is undesirable to provide the active power support 
to the system. In order to avoid 
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the contradiction between the rotational speed and the electromagnetic power in these two control 
methods, a method of changing the coefficient of maximum power tracking is introduced into the 
design of inertia control, and hence the change of the wind turbine operating point is realized 
through switching of power tracking curves. 
By integrating (9) and invoking the nominal voltage, the relationship between the wind speed and 
the DC bus voltage is obtained 
On the premise of a constant wind speed and small speed change range, the mechanical power 
captured by the wind turbine is 
considered to be approximately equal. Moreover, the input mechanical power and output 
electromagnetic power are alsobalanced. So, with the equilibrium relations above, it can be easily 
obtained that the wind turbine has the following approximate 
relation at the power balance point when the power tracking coefficient changes where kept is the 
maximum power tracking coefficient of the wind turbine, and kvic is the virtual inertia control 
coefficient.It can be seen from (12) that the proposed control of W-VSC canrespond quickly to the 
voltage disturbance of the DCmicrogrid. Asshown in Fig. 4, when a sudden decrease of DC voltage 
occurs, themaximum power tracking coefficient will shift to the virtual inertiacontrol coefficient to 
increase the output electromagnetic power ofPMSG, and the operating point will switch from A to 
O. Due to the rotational inertia of the rotor of wind turbine, there is a lag in the change of the speed 
which leads to the unbalance between output electromagnetic power and input mechanical power. 
According tothe corresponding relationship between the rotor speed and theoutput electromagnetic 
power in the virtual inertia control curve,the wind turbine reaches a new stable operating point 
(point B) bychanging the rotational speed to release the rotational kinetic energy of the rotor. When 
the bus voltage stabilizes, the operation point returns to A.In addition, to ensure the stable 
operation of the wind turbine during the speed regulation, the limitation of the changing range 
ofthe power tracking curve is considered, which is shown in Fig. 4 asthe curves Pvic_max and 
Pvic_min, and the corresponding virtualinertia control coefficient is given by the following 
equation: 
kvic_min ≤ kvic ≤ kvic_max (13) 
Fig. 3b shows the diagram of the proposed virtual inertia control ofW-VSC. 
3.2.3 Virtual inertia control for B-DC: 
The virtual inertia power supplied by the battery through the additional inertia control of the 
DC/DC converter can be expressed as follows: 
≃−CvirB/2T*[( U2

DCN−u2
DC)−(U2

DCN−u2
DC0)](14) 

whereCvirB is the virtual inertia control coefficient of B-DC, △PvirB is the inertia power provided 
by B-DC. The control structure of the battery with additional virtual inertia control is demonstrated 
in Fig. 3a. Since the voltage threshold is set for the hierarchical control,the battery may be 
uninvolved in the droop control of active power regulation under a DCmicrogrid disturbance. 
However, if the additional virtual inertia control is adopted, the battery can always respond in time 
to the sudden change of the DC voltage and will then provide inertia power to prevent DC bus 
voltage from mutation and improve the efficiency of the battery as well. 
Simulations: 
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy and the correctness of the stability 
analysis results, the following simulations have been carried out in Mat Lab/Simulink. The 
schematic diagram of the studied DCmicrogrid is demonstrated in Fig. 1, which includes a direct-
driven PMSG wind turbine with the rated power 60 kW and rated wind speed 12 m/s, W-VSC with 
the rated capacity 60 kW, a PV array with the rated power 6 kW under standard test conditions: 
temperature 25∘C and insolation intensity 1000 W/m2; P-DC with the rated capacity 10 kW; a 
storage battery with the rated voltage 120 V and rated capacitance 100 Ah, B-DC with the rated 
capacity 30 kW; G-VSC with the rated capacity 30 kW; and DC bus with the rated voltage 400 V. 
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The parameters of the converters and line components in DCmicrogrid are the same with those 
given. 
 

 
5.1 Analysis of virtual inertia control for different converters 
5.1.1 Scenario 1:For a grid-connected DCmicrogrid under the voltage hierarchical coordinated 
control, the following conditions 
in the process of simulation are assumed: the wind speed is 9 m/s, so the power of the wind turbine 
is about 30 kW; the isolation 
intensity is 1000 W/m2 and the temperature is 25∘C, so the power of the PV is about 6 kW; the 
initial load is 42 kW. Under hierarchical control, the power shortage of about 6 kW is all provided 
by the utility grid. At t = 4 s, the load is suddenly increased by 10 kW. The dynamic response of 
DC bus voltage UDC, grid power Pgrid, wind turbine power Pwind and battery power Pbat with 
different Cvir values are shown in Figs. 5a–d, respectively. Waveform 0 in Fig. 5a presents the 
dynamic response curve of UDC under droop control, and the waveforms 0 in Figs. 5b–d give the 
corresponding Pgrid, Pwind and Pbat. As waveform 0 depicts, under droop control only, UDC 
declines quickly as the load increases, and Pgrid increases instantaneously to balance the load 
changes while Pwind and Pbat have no change. Waveform 1 in Fig. 5a presents the dynamic 
response curve of UDC under both droop control and inertia control, in which the inertial control 
coefficients of G-VSC, W-VSC and B-DC are CvirG = 2, CvirW = 2, CvirB = 2, respectively. The 
corresponding Pgrid, Pwind and Pbat are demonstrated as waveform 1 in Figs. 5b–d. Compared 
with waveforms 0, it is obvious that the change rate of DC voltage has slowed down significantly 
as the load increases. 
Under inertia control, not only Pgrid but also Pwind and Pbat increase instantaneously to balance 
the load changes. As can be  seen from the waveforms, the utility grid provides the highest inertia 
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power, followed by the storage battery, while the wind turbine provides the lowest inertia power. 
Waveform 2 in Fig. 5a presents the dynamic response curve of UDC under both droop control and 
inertia control, in which CvirW increases from 2 to 50, while CvirG and CvirB are of the same 
value as those of waveform 1. Waveform 2 in Fig. 5c gives the corresponding Pwind. Compared 
with waveforms 1, the change rate of DC voltage has slowed down further as the inertia power 
provided by the wind turbine increases with a larger CvirW. However, in the process of speed 
recovery, the wind turbine absorbs the same amount of power from the DCmicrogrid, so the 
process should change slowly to avoid secondary disturbances on DC bus voltage. Waveform 3. 
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5.1.2 Scenario 2:The grid-connected DC microgrid being changed to the islanded operation mode, 
the rest is exactly the same asdescribed in scenario 1. About 6 kW power shortage is all provided 
by the storage battery. At t = 4 s, the load is suddenly increased by 10 kW. while Pwind has no 
response. Waveform 1 in Fig. 6a presents the dynamic response curve of UDC under both droop 
control and inertia control, in which CvirW = 50 and CvirB = 2. Waveform 2 in Fig. 6a presents 
the dynamic response curve of UDC under both droop control and inertia control, in which CvirW 
= 10 and CvirB = 8, respectively. The waveforms 1 and 2 in Fig. 6b give the corresponding Pwind 
and Pbat, respectively. Compared with waveforms 0, it is obvious that the voltage drop tendency 
has slowed down significantly when the load increases. Under the action of inertia control, not only 
Pbat but also Pwind increase instantaneously to balance the load changes. Comparing the 
waveforms 1 and 2 in Fig. 6, it can be seen that with a higher CvirW value, the PMSG-based wind 
turbine can provide more inertia power to the DC microgrid; however, an obvious secondary 
voltage disturbance can be seen from waveform 1 due to the speed recovery progress of the PMSG. 
Therefore, a smaller CvirW and a higher CvirB are preferred to obtain a better dynamic response of 
the DC bus voltage as shown in waveform 2. 
 
5.2 System simulation under random load fluctuation 
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In scenario 1, when load randomly fluctuates between 45 and 55 kW, the change of load PLoad and 
the dynamic response of DC voltage UDC are shown in Figs. 7a and b, respectively. In Fig. 7b, the 
black dotted line represents the DC voltage response under the classical droop control, the red solid 
line represents the DC voltage response with the proposed virtual inertialcontrol, and the blue dash 
line represents the voltage boundary of the operation mode change for G-VSC and B-DC. It can be 
seen from the black dotted line that the DC voltage fluctuates intensively under the droop control 
since the inertia power can only be provided by DC capacitors. However, under the proposed 
virtual inertial control, the load change can be balanced not only by the discharging power of DC 
capacitors but also by the inertia power provided by the utility grid, the battery and the PMSG-
based wind turbine. When the inertia power provided by the controllable power sources take on 
most of the load change, the unbalanced power on the DC capacitors is much smaller than that 
under the droop control,thus, the DC voltage fluctuation becomes much smoother. Under the 
voltage hierarchical coordinated control, when the DC voltage is lower than 0.98 p.u., B-DC 
controls the DC voltage under droop control; when the DC voltage is higher than 0.98 p.u., G-VSC 
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controls the DC voltage. Without virtual inertial control, it can be seen from the black dotted line in 
Fig. 7b that the DC voltage fluctuates around 0.98 p.u., which means that the DC voltage control 
will be switched from G-VSC to B-DC frequently. However, when the proposed virtual inertial 
control is adopted, the DC voltage is almost stable at 0.98 p.u. Therefore, the frequency of the DC 
voltage control switching from G-VSC to B-DC will be decreased significantly. 
5.3 System simulation under a sudden change in thedistributed generated power 
In scenario 1, when the temperature and the insolation intensity are suddenly down to 15∘C and 
800 W/m2 at t = 8 s, and the wind speed is suddenly increased to 11 m/s at t = 12 s, the dynamic 
response of the DC voltage UDC and the unbalance power on DC capacitors are shown in Fig. 8. 
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In Fig. 8a, the black dash line and the red solid line represent the DC voltage response without and 
with the proposed virtual inertia control, respectively. In Fig. 8b, the black dash line and the red 
solid line represent the unbalance power on DC capacitors without and with the proposed virtual 
inertia control, respectively. At t = 8 s, the photovoltaic power decreases. When only the droop 
control is adopted, the DC voltage drops quickly, and G-VSC adjusts the power injected into the 
DCmicrogrid to maintain the power balance. 
 
Extension results: 
Extension with fuzzy 
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6 Conclusions 
In this paper, the virtual inertia control of the DCmicrogrid is proposed and the small-signal 
stability analysis is carried out for the DCmicrogrid with virtual inertia control. Conclusions are 
summarised as follows: 

I. Considering the potential of inertial support capability of rotating equipment and storage 
equipment in the DCmicrogrid the virtual inertial control of G-VSC, W-VSC and B-DC, are 
designed to provide a virtual inertial support for the system. Especially, the inertia power 
provided by the utility grid, wind turbine and battery can be adjusted by modifying the 
corresponding coefficient of virtual inertia control. 

II. A small-signal model of the DCmicrogrid is established. The stability of the DCmicrogrid 
with additional virtual inertia control is analysed and the range of the virtual inertia control 
coefficient is determined.  

III. The proposed virtual inertia control is suitable for both ac/DC converters and DC/DC 
converters, and is unconstrained by the voltage hierarchical coordinated control strategy. Once 
the voltage fluctuation occurs, the inertia power provided by the proposed virtual inertia 
control can help to improve the inertia of the system. 
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Abstract 
Power quality is featured as an essential parameter in present day control systems. In addition, 
lattice associated photovoltaic power plants are expanding fundamentally in size and limit. 
Somewhere else, because of the dynamic mix of nonlinear loads in the grid, the main job of a Solar 
Energy Conversion System (SECS) isn't just to catch the most extreme power from sun based yet, 
likewise to guarantee some auxiliary services and improve the quality of power. This paper shows 
a novel methodology devoted to improve the management of dynamic power generation, reactive 
power compensation and power quality of a SECS, while ensuring the likelihood of abusing the 
full limit of the Power Conditioning System (PCS) and the Photovoltaic System (PVS). The 
proposed control algorithm is connected to an extensive scale PVS associated with the grid through 
a cascade of a DC-DC converter and a PWM inverter. This control technique deals with the SECS 
capacity's needs, between principle dynamic power generation, reactive power compensation and 
active filtering in such an approach to ensure a smooth and stable DC voltage and guarantee a 
sinusoidal grid current. Top need is given to the dynamic power generation over power quality 
improvement. At that point, need is given to reactive power compensation over mitigation of 
current harmonics consumed by the non-linear load associated with the Point of Common Coupling 
(PCC). In addition, the entire system maximum points of confinement of active and reactive 
powers have been resolved in the (PQ) control plane based on PVS accessible power, converters 
evaluated power and DC bus voltage smoothness and stability. At long last, adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference system (ANFIS) control system committed to the estimation of the inverter current 
commands is proposed so as to abuse the full limit of the SECS and regard the decided power 
limits. Simulation results affirm the viability and the execution of this control methodology and 
demonstrate that the SECS can work at its full power while the power quality can be improved by 
reactive power compensation and active filtering. 
 
Keywords: Power decoupled control, Harmonic currents, Power quality, Active filtering, Reactive 
power compensation, SECS full power exploitation, ANFIS 
 
I. Introduction: 
Worldwide energy crisis and environmental concerns from customary fossil fuels have pushed 
analysts to elective energy sources which are cleaner, inexhaustible and produce less natural effect 
(Kandemir et al., 2017). Among these elective sources, sunlight based PV energy based generation 
is a standout amongst the most famous and promptly accessible sustainable power sources. 
Specifically, huge scale network associated PVSs have expanded and expected to develop quickly 
in future because of a few preferences, for example, simplicity of establishment, silent operation , 
more secure task with lower operational expenses, and ecological advantage (Liu et al., 2015a; Roy 
and Mahmud, 2017). Regardless of various points of interest of PVSs associated with the utility 
grid through power hardware converters, it is important to control the grid current amid 
typical/broken conditions and guarantee grid synchronization (Lakshmi and Hemamalini, 2016). 
Additionally, it is realized that the broad utilization of present day electronic devices and nonlinear 
burdens prompts the issue of no sinusoidal current and reactive power drawing from the source. 
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This conduct causes voltage distortion that influences different loads associated at the equivalent 
PCC. Thus, the power quality issue has caught expanding consideration in power engineering as of 
late. Note that, the measure of power quality relies on the requirements of the equipment that is 
being provided (Sezen et al., 2014; Arul Murugan and Anbarasan, 2014).  
 
In the literature, a few research considers in the zone of power generation and power quality 
improvement utilizing SECS, have been performed. Concerning the harmonic filtering, passive 
filter is a standout amongst the most utilized devices to address this issue. For instance, Hanif et al. 
(2014) have utilized an active damping technique for LCL filter based grid associated PVSs to 
accomplish powerful dynamic damping for three stage grid associated PV inverters. In Naveena 
and Kuthsiyatjahan (2015), a double-tuned parallel resonant circuit has been proposed to attenuate 
the second and fourth order harmonics at the inverter DC side, improve the power quality and 
increase the system efficiency. In this paper, a modified carrier based modulation technique for the 
current source inverter was utilized to polarize the DC-link inductor by shorting one of the bridge 
converter legs after each dynamic switching cycle. Besides, an improvement strategy is proposed 
by Mishra and Ray (2016) to tune the LCL filter parameters of a photovoltaic fed distributed static 
compensator. In this work, the structure technique incorporates harmonic elimination, power factor 
improvement, and transient behavior enhancement. For another situation displayed in Sakar et al. 
(2017), facilitating limit of a distorted distribution system because of photovoltaic association has 
been tended to. As indicated by this examination, the passive filter is utilized to expand the 
harmonic-constrained facilitating limit which at that point improves the voltage waveforms, and 
power factor, and filters current harmonics. 
 
Somewhere else, the reactive power compensation is basic for the next-generation of grid 
associated PV inverters so as to permit high penetration of PVS. Truth be told, Liu et al. (2015b) 
have demonstrated the impact of optimized reactive power compensation on PVS activity 
execution. This investigation assesses principally the impact of this compensation on system 
reliability and power quality.  
 
What's more, various research papers have managed reactive power capability of photovoltaic 
generation systems. Practically every one of these papers have proposed different control schemes 
in single-phase and three phase network associated PVS to infuse/retain reactive capacity to/from 
the framework through PV inverters without talking about the restrictions of the PVS as far as 
reactive power (Lal et al. 2013; Freddy et al. 2017; Ahmad and Singh, 2018). Notwithstanding, the 
reactive power capacity is liable to a few impediments (coming about because of voltage, current, 
and climatic conditions) that change with the system working point. To address this issue, a few 
investigations have been as of late performed to to analyze and estimate the PVS limits in the (PQ) 
control plane. In Delfino et al. (2009), a kind of capacity diagram of the entire grid associated 
system (PV panel+inverter+transformer) as far as dynamic and reactive power created at the AC 
side has been characterized. Based on an improved model, this examination has been done to 
delimit the focuses set in the (PQ) plane, at steady state without over-rating all the included 
devices. Albarracin and Alonso (2013) have contemplated likewise the reactive power cutoff points 
of PV inverters by thinking about inverter current and voltage breaking points, and PV dynamic 
power limit. In this investigation, the capacity to infuse/assimilate reactive power so as to diminish 
over-voltages when PV generators are disengaged has been tended to. Yet again, the investigation 
is created by considering just PV generator and inverter impediments. Somewhere else, the reactive 
power capacity of PV plants is broke down in Huang et al. (2015). In this paper, the reactive 
intensity of a PVS is thought to be constrained just by the capacity of inverters and inward 
transmission misfortunes (unit transformers, primary transformer and authority lines). So as to 
ascertain the ability of PVS as far as reactive power, the points of confinement of the power factor 
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at the yield of PV inverters have been fixed to±0.85 (that relates to reactive power limits of±0.46 
pu as indicated by the inverter evident power limit). Another examination has been created by 
Cabrera-Tobar et al. (2016) where the PV inverters capacity bends of a PV generator is acquired by 
thinking about factor sun based irradiance, temperature, DC bus voltage level and inverter 
modulation index. For this situation of a direct coupled inverter to the PV generator, impediments 
of current, voltage, dynamic power and reactive power have been considered. The DC input 
voltage is constrained between as far as possible required by the inverter which decrease the scope 
of the PV generator yield control (since there is no DC-DC converter to tune this voltage). 
Moreover, a basic phasor outline of the PV inverter interconnected with the grid has been utilized 
to delimit likewise the entire system capacity as far as reactive power in the (PQ) plane.  
 
Somewhere else, a PVS working in the MPPT mode, associated with a three phase grid and joining 
a shunt Active Power Filter (APF) has been introduced in a few works (Ibrahim et al., 2013; 
Sreerami Reddy and Hameed, 2015; Bouzelata et al., 2015; Bag et al., 2016; Bhole et al., 2017; 
Aboudrar et al., 2017; Tareen et al., 2017). In every one of these works, the PVS is utilized to 
create control from the sun cluster and feed to the grid while the shunt APF is utilized to improve 
the power nature of the photovoltaic generation dependent on d-q hypothesis. Moreover, 
extraordinary control approaches for reactive power compensation and harmonic filtering strategies 
of grid associated PVSs are accounted for in literature. In Renukadevi et al. (2015), harmonic 
filtering and reactive power compensation of a grid associated PVS have been considered. In this 
work, a synchronous reference outline methodology is picked and the grid associated photovoltaic 
generation system is controlled to send dynamic capacity to the grid, compensate harmonics and 
absorb reactive power generated by local loads. In a similar setting of intensity quality 
improvement, Patsalides et al. (2016) have proposed a conventional transient PVS demonstrate that 
can be tuned so as to speak to precisely the dynamic conduct of PVSs for both balanced and 
unbalanced conditions. Harmonics were additionally joined into the model to feature its ability for 
use in total power quality investigations. Hamrounia et al. (2017), have recommended additionally 
a methodology of a grid associated PV control scheme that gives ideal PV power and high caliber 
of current infused into the grid and, along these lines, high power quality. This undertaking has 
been performed by consolidated current control and power control circles. One can likewise refer 
to crafted by NirmalMukundan and Jayapraksh (2017), that has tended to a sun oriented PV 
cascaded h-bridge multilevel inverter utilized in a two phase 3-stage matrix associated PVS to 
guarantee MPPT task and power quality improvement. In this commitment, the system is 
controlled to create dynamic power and improve control nature of the grid by injecting reactive 
power, balancing source currents and supporting harmonic demand of load.  
 
Besides, a hybrid combination of filters utilizing inactive and dynamic channels has been utilized 
for the advancement of power quality. In Patra et al. (2016), the authors have recommended a 
similar evaluation for power quality that can be accomplished with two sorts of circuits; a double 
stage that comprises of a boost based VSI and a single stage grid associated PVS utilizing a Z-
Source Inverter. In this paper, the power quality of signals in both circuits is analyzed during 
transient variations of solar intensity and load conditions, with and without the use of a hybrid 
filter. As can be seen, control quality issues are tended to passive filters and/or more advanced 
filtering technologies. Be that as it may, the shunt APF is the most prevailing and productive 
arrangement against issues of power quality, with receptive power and current sounds pay. Most of 
the above announced arrangements utilize extra devices rather than misusing the system PCS to do 
this task. Moreover, the implication of DC bus voltage stability and smoothness, and current 
commands calculation have not been resolved on-line to work the PVS under its full ability as far 
as dynamic power generation, reactive power compensation and active filtering to allow an to 
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allow a efficient utilization of such systems as far as power generation and power quality 
improvement.  
 
In this paper, an essential decoupled control methodology of dynamic and reactive forces of a vast 
scale PVS (Hokuto super sun powered station) is exhibited and approved by test information of 
Konishi (2014) and Konishi et al. (2011). At that point, the entire system control limit has been 
delimited in the (PQ) control plane based on accessible PVS control; device converters appraised 
forces and DC bus voltage smoothness and dependability for various working conditions. Plus, a 
management strategy is proposed to accomplish an on-line full ability task of SECS as far as power 
generation, reactive power compensation and active filtering of nonlinear load harmonic currents. 
This methodology is utilized to direct the PWM inverter so as to deal with the SECS vitality 
capacity's needs. Top need is given to the dynamic power creation over power quality 
improvement. At that point, need is given to reactive power compensation over mitigation of 
current harmonics absorbed by the non-linear load associated with the PCC.  
 
At last, the maximal ability of the SECS is completely misused (if necessary), with no exaggerating 
of  power electronics converters or danger of DC voltage insecurity, by utilizing a technique that 
computes on-line the inverter order flows based on the conceivable working zone delimited 
already. In rundown, here are the primary commitments of this paper:  
 
• A hierarchical power management procedure that gives top need to dynamic power generation, 
then reactive power compensation and finally active filtering has been proposed.  
 
• The entire system limit as far as dynamic and reactive forces is effectively delimited in the (PQ) 
control plane so as to keep away from the system parts over-rating or potentially insecurity.  
 
• A control technique is created to work on-line the SECS at its full limit of power.  
 
The rest of this paper is composed as pursues. Segment 2 gives an itemized portrayal of the 
considered grid associated huge scale PVS. At that point, Section 3 shows the examined network 
associated PVS including a DC– DC converter, a three phase PWM inverter and a nonlinear load, 
and mathematical modelling of sun powered cells. In Section 4, we examine the system control 
scheme dependent on the utilization of p– q hypothesis to control the SECS for power generation 
and harmonic mitigation, the assurance of the entire system limit confines regarding dynamic and 
reactive powers, and the proposed control methodology used to deal with the SECS vitality 
capacities' needs. The reproduction results are examined in Section 5. At last, Section 6 closes the 
paper by some finishing up comments. 
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Fig. 1.Configuration of Hokuto mega-solar station. 
 
 
2. Description of the studied grid connected PVS 

 Large-scale PVSs have become a major development area for research. The power of 
this kind of energy systems has increased progressively over the last decade with frequent new 
capacity records. As of January 2017, the largest PVS (Longyangxia Dam Solar Park in China) 
power in the world is about 850 MW. Then, one can state the Kamuthi Indian photovoltaic power 
station with a capacity of 648 MW, it was the largest PV power plant in the world in 2016 in front 
of the Topaz Farm of California (550 MW), previous holder of this title (Porrometo, 2017). 

 The large scale PV grid-connected system studied in this article is one of the PVS high 
penetrations into the high voltage transmission grid in Japan. It is the Wakkanai project central 
station PVS. Wakkanai is the northernmost city (Hokuto) in Japan. It is the symbol city of 
renewable energy because there are large wind-farms and this mega-solar station. This station can 
develop a capacity of 1.9 MW. The area of this PVS is of 95.656m2, it is installed on the period 
2006–2010 and performed on three stages; see Fig. 1 (Konishi et al., 2007):  

 The 1st stage was achieved in the period from 2006 to 2007 and is 
characterized by a capacity of 0.6 MW. 

 The 2nd stage with a capacity of 1.2MW was installed in the period 2008–
2009. 

  The 3rd stage is the final step of this project. It is characterized by a power of 
0.1MW and was achieved in the period from late 2009 to early 2010. 

Let us take the 2nd stage, size it again and model its PV generators. This stage contains three PCSs. 
The schematic of each conditioner and its specifications are given by Fig. 2 and Table 1. 
respectively (Konishi et al., 2011). It consists of two choppers of 200 kW each and an inverter 
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Table I 

 
 
3. Modelling of the SECS 
 The synoptic scheme of the studied system is shown in Fig. 3. It is composed of a PV field, a DC–
DC boost chopper, a three-phase PWM inverter and a nonlinear load connected to the PCC of the 
electric grid. Let us now describe and model this PVS. 
 3.1. Photovoltaic generator description  
The PV generator is composed of three fields of 2000 PV modules. The rated power of each PV 
panel is of 200 W. Thus, the output power of each field is about 0.4MW and the total generated PV 
power is 1.2 MW. On the other hand, each PV field includes Ns modules in series and Np parallel 
branches that can be calculated as follows: 

 
WhereVmaxDC is the maximum input voltage of the PCS, (VmaxDC=600 V) and VmaxM is the 
module voltage corresponding to the maximum power operating point (it is equal to 24.5 V in this 
case). Thus, the series modules number is: Ns=25. Afterwards, the total number of parallel 
branches is deduced: Np=80. So, each field of the PVS comprises 80 parallel arms of 25 modules 
in series. This implies that each chopper is powered by a half of the PV field (40 parallel strings of 
25 modules in series). 

 
Fig. 2.Configuration of a 400 kW PCS. 
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Fig. 3.Synoptic scheme of the studied system. 
3.2. Photovoltaic array modelling  
The PV cell is the basic unit of a photovoltaic module; it transforms the sun rays or photons 
directly into electric power. The equivalent circuit of a practical PV cell is shown in Fig. 4 
(RamalingeswaraRao and Srikanth, 2014). It comprises a current source, an anti-parallel diode, a 
series resistance and a shunt resistance. Based on the Shockley and Queisser diode equation, the 
Ipv−Vpv characteristic equation of a PV cell is given by Patra et al. (2016): 

 
WhereIph is the current generated by the incident solar radiation, I0 is the reverse saturation or 
leakage current of the diode; it is given by the following expression 

 
Rs is the intrinsic series resistance of the solar cell, Rp is the equivalent shunt resistance of the solar 
array (its value is usually very larged) and VT is the thermal voltage of the PV module, it is given 
by the following equation: 

 
Where K is the Boltzmann constant (K=1.38×10−23 J/K), q is the electron charge (q=1.6×10−19 
C), Tc is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and n is the diode ideality factor (1 < n < 1.5). 
Elsewhere, the value of the short-circuit current expressed for other conditions of solar intensity 
and temperature is given by Kumar et al. (2012): 
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where Gref, Tref, Iccref are the standard values of solar intensity, cell temperature and short-circuit 
current respectively, and α is a temperature coefficient (A/K). Similarly, the saturation current is 
expressed, for a given temperature level, as (Bouzelata et al., 2015): 

 
PV cells connected in parallel increase the total output current of the PV module whereas cells 
connected in series augment the total output voltage of the cell. 

 
Fig. 4.Equivalent circuit of a PV cell. 

 
 4. Power control and management strategy 
 In 1983, Akagi suggested a new concept called the p–q theory. First, uses the Clarke 
transformation to transfer three-phase voltages and currents from abc coordinate to αβ coordinate 
in order to compensate the harmonics and negative components (Belaidi et al., 2011). The real and 
imaginary instantaneous powers theory is based on time-domain analysis, what makes it valid for 
operation in steady-state and transient regime, as well as for generic voltage and current power 
system waveforms (Sreerami Reddy and Hameed, 2015). The Clarke transformation can be 
expressed for a three phase system (voltage/current/nonlinear load current) as follows (Sreerami 
Reddy and Hameed, 2015; Tahmi et al., 2014): 

 
 
Then, previous (voltage/currents) components in the α-β coordinate are transformed into d-q 
coordinate as shown in the following equations (Ibrahim et al., 2013): 
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Moreover, the instantaneous active and reactive powers delivered to the grid have been calculated 
as follows (Sezen et al., 2014): 
                                             P = vୢiୢ + v୯i୯(14) 
Q =vୢi୯ - v୯iୢ(15) 

Elsewhere, different MPPT methods dedicated to pilot PVSs have been proposed in the 
literature and can be classified into direct and indirect methods. Indirect methods require prior 
knowledge of the PV array characteristics under different irradiance/temperature conditions. In 
contrast, direct methods use voltage and current measurements from the PV array to achieve the 
optimal operation point (Franco et al., 2017). On the other hand, several techniques have been used 
to perform a decoupled control of PVS active and reactive powers injected to the grid such as PI 
controller (which is simple to implement but underperforming and less robust against parametric 
and operating point variation) and advanced strategies (such as sliding mode, adaptive control, 
optimal control) which are high-performing but more complicated. The fuzzy logic control is a 
good between these techniques in terms of effectiveness and robustness. 

 In this paper, a DC-DC converter has been controlled using a fuzzy robust controller 
proposed by Benlarbi et al. (2004) to ensure the MPPT operation for different climatic conditions 
(irradiation and temperature). This technique permits a ‘blind piloting’ of the chopper by adjusting 
its duty cycle; it can replace the well-known pilot cell used for MPPT purposes, see Fig. 5. 
Furthermore, the fuzzy logic technique has been applied to guarantee an effective decoupled 
control of the PVS output active and reactive powers injected into the electrical grid through the 
PWM inverter for different operating conditions. This converter is controlled to ensure also an 
active filtering of the nonlinear load harmonic current. Consequently, the SECS depicted in Fig. 5 
can:  

• Capture a maximum of power from the fluctuating solar energy (MPPT mode). 
 • Inject different levels of active and reactive powers into the grid through a PWM 

inverter. 
 • Compensate reactive power and improve the power quality via current harmonic 

filtering. 
a)ANFIS (Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system): ANFIS is a learning technique with data that 
uses Fuzzy Logic to transform given inputs into a desired output through highly interconnected 
Neural Network, which are weighted to map the numerical inputs into an output. ANFIS combines 
the benefits of the two machine learning techniques (Fuzzy Logic and Neural Network) into a 
single technique. An ANFIS works by applying Neural Network learning methods to tune the 
parameters of a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).  

Using a given input/output mapping data, the ANFIS toolbox constructs a fuzzy 
inference system (FIS), whose membership function parameters are adjusted using either back-
propagation algorithm or combination of back propagation algorithm and least squares type of 
method. This process of learning is called Hybrid Learning technique. This allows fuzzy systems to 
learn from the data they are modeling.  
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1) Procedure for ANFIS: ANFIS require input and output data sets. These input and 
output data sets are taken from the system operating constraints. There are two possible ways to 
collect training data. One is collecting data from the real-time system, another one is from 
simulation by developing an accurate dynamic model for PV module. Collecting data from the real-
time system was very difficult due to the irregular nature of weather and the inability to control the 
weather conditions. Therefore, the training data were collected in this work from simulation after 
the development of dynamic PV module. 

 In addition, Fig. 6 shows the details of the PWM inverter control block of Fig. 5. The 
available power of the PVS (Pmax) and the power reference Pref are used to determine the 
effective power command Pref * of the PWM inverter. Moreover, the reactive command power 
Qref * is determined on the basis of the reactive reference, whilst the whole system capability is 
respected (see Section 4.2.1 for more details). Then, the two fuzzy logic controllers generate dq 
current references idref and iqref. To achieve the active filtering operation these currents 
commands must be added in tandem with harmonic current dq components to be filtering (ildh, 
ilqh). The total references idreft and iqreft are limited by idrefmax and iqrefmax, respectively to 
gives the effective commands of the inverter output currents in the dq frame (idreft* and iqreft*). 
The limitations applied on the current references idreft and iqreft are based on the whole system 
capability in terms of power and the block priority management of different operations (active 
power generation, reactive power compensation and active filtering). This strategy is presented in 
details in Section 4.2. 

 
4.1. Active filtering operation  
There are various methods to identify the harmonic currents of a nonlinear load. Practically, a 
Selective Pass Band Filter (SPBF) or a Low Pass Filter (LPF) can been used to extract the 
harmonic currents components (Boutoubat et al., 2013). Frequency domain compensation, which is 
based on Fourier analysis, is not very used because it requires more real time processing power 
(Prabhakar and Bhattar, 2015). The most classical methods are “instantaneous power theory p-q” or 
“d-q or synchronous detection method”. In our case, the harmonic current components in the (d-q) 
reference frame are obtained after subtracting the LPF outputs (direct current components) from the 
dq currents of the nonlinear load (the whole currents are composed of a fundamental part which is 
constant in the dq frame and a harmonic part), as depicted in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 5. Control scheme of the PWM inverter for power generation and harmonic mitigation. 
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Fig. 6. Control block of the PWM inverter. 

 
Fig. 7.Extraction of the harmonic components of the non-linear load current. 

 
Fig. 8.Power limitations of the SECS. 
 
4.2. SECS capabilities and power quality improvement  
Due to the integration of nonlinear loads in the grid, the SECS is not used only to capture the 
maximum power from the sun, but also to participate in power quality improvement. In this 
section, the whole system power capacity will be delimited in the (PQ) plane to manage the power 
of the PVS and improve its quality within the possible limits.  
4.2.1. Active and reactive power capabilities of the SECS 
 To avoid the over-rating of the SECS components during its control for both MPPT power 
generation and power quality improvement, it is required to know its active and reactive powers 
capabilities. The area of Fig. 8 shows the whole system capabilities in terms of active and reactive 
powers limits that will be respected. The circle centered at the point A with a radius of 420 kVA 
delimits the set of the PWM inverter possible operating points. The two DC-DC converters of the 
system and the PVS rated power (2×200 kW=400 kW) determines the active power maximum limit 
of the system. Moreover, simulation tests have been performed for different active power levels in 
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order to determine the maximal reactive power that can be generated by the system at the output of 
the PWM inverter without destabilizing the DC bus voltage. This limit of reactive power (Qmax) 
delimits the upper edge of the trapezoidal shaded area of Fig. 8. An energetic analysis can be used 
for the delimitation of the whole system reactive power capability in the (PQ) plane. It may be 
performed on the basis of the DC bus voltage energy balance. For a given active power, on can 
express the energy to be stored and given back by the DC bus capacitance per cycle. This energy 
corresponds to a DC bus voltage ripples level. Then, the reactive power that gives a DC bus voltage 
variation (inside the values permitted by the inverter due to its operation according to the grid ac 
voltage) can be taken as the upper limit of reactive power (Qmax). Under the upper limit of 
reactive power, the DC bus voltage remains smooth and stable. Note that, in the case of a pure 
generation of reactive power, the system can inject up to 220 kVAr. So, the shaded area that 
specify the powers limitations of the whole system is determined by the PVS available powers (for 
a temperature of 25 °C and an irradiation of 1000 W//m2), the DC-DC converters rated power 
(2×200 kW), the inverter rated power and the DC bus voltage (600–900 V) smoothness and 
stability. 
 
4.2.2. Management of PVS function’s priorities  
The capability of the SECS in terms of power is characterized by a maximal current modulus Imax 
that can be calculated on the basis of the power limits Plim and Qlim of Fig. 8. One can write: 

 
Where VPCC is the bus-bar RMS voltage, Plim and Qlim are the active and the reactive powers 
limits of the SECS for a given operating point.  

To manage the SECS energy, the first priority is given to active power production over 
power quality improvement. Thus, the maximum value of the available reactive current to be used 
for reactive power compensation and harmonic currents mitigation is calculated from the following 
equation (Gaillard et al., 2009): 

 
In order to exploit the SECS at its full capacity in terms of power, it is proposed in this paper to 
express the total references of the d-q currents for active power production, reactive power 
compensation andharmonic mitigation by the following equations: 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 9. Simulation results of a decoupled power control of the PVS: (a) Active and reactive powers 
in (kW) and (kVAr) respectively, (b) Phase current ia (A) at the output of the inverter. 

 
where k0 is a positive gain which can vary between 0 and 1. Then, the second priority is given to 
compensate the reactive power over harmonic mitigation. Hence, one can distinguish the following 
situations: 
 (a). First, if the reactive current command iqreft verifies: 

 
Then iqreft *=iqreftmax and the SECS operates at its full capacity in terms of power. In this case 
only active power production and reactive power compensation are practically possible (i.e. k0=0). 
And the total PWM inverter current commands are given by: 

 
(b). Second, if the reactive current command iqreft verifies: 

 
Then a portion of reactive current is available and can be used for harmonic filtering. Two cases 
can be distinguished: 
1. The first case occurs for: 

 
In this situation, the PWM inverter can be used for both reactive power compensation and total 
harmonic current filtering (i.e. k0=1) without any over-rating of the system capability. 
Consequently, the total current commands are expressed by the following equations: 

 
2. The second case verifies: 
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The value of k0 can be found by solving this second order equation. Then, the total current 
commands are calculated from Eq. (18). 

 
 
Fig. 10. Characteristics of the studied non linear load: (a) Phase current component ila (A) 
 
5.1. Simulation results of a decoupled power control of the PVS 
To show and validate the decoupled power control performance used to manage the PVS energy in 
terms of decoupling and power limitations, simulation results have been carried out in the same 
experimental tests conditions presented in Konishi, (2014). In this case, the following operating 
points (note that the power levels considered here are evaluated per PCS) of Hokuto mega solar 
plant have been chosen from Fig. 7 of this reference:  
(P=341.67 kW; Q=64.91 kVAr), (P=50 kW; Q=9.5 kVAr) and (P=275 kW; Q=52.25 kVAr).  
These three operating points have been recorded at 13:00, 14:09 and 15:00 respectively (see Fig. 7 
of Konishi (2014)). The PVS powers are controlled by the line current components id and iq, the 
phase angle between the active and reactive powers is chosen equal to φ=10.76° (tgφ=Q/P=0.19), 
(see Fig. 7 of Konishi et al. (2011)) and the switching frequency of the PWM inverter is fixed to 4 
kHz (see Table 1. of Konishi (2014)) as in the experimental conditions. Step changes in the active 
and reactive power commands (Pref, Qref) are introduced and the actual active and reactive powers 
delivered by the inverter are presented in Fig. 9(a). One can note that P and Q track properly their 
commands (Pref, Qref) respectively in the steady state after a rapid transient of few milliseconds. 
Moreover, the current amplitude changes depending on the required apparent power, under 
practically a constant power factor (see Fig. 9(b)). 

 Elsewhere, the grid current THD is calculated for these operating points, see Table 2. 
Note that in all cases, the calculated grid current THD is closer to the experimental measurement 
(THD=2.8%), see Fig. 8 of Konishi (2014).  
5.2. Simulation results of reactive power compensation and harmonic mitigation in the case of 
non-saturated current commands 
 In this section, reactive power compensation and harmonic mitigation, without saturated current 
commands, are studied. A non-linear load of 80 kW is coupled at the PCC; it is supplied by the 
PVS via the PWM inverter and draws harmonic currents continuously. Fig. 10 illustrates the non-
linear load, its fundamental component and the harmonic part which will be compensated by the 
active filtering current. The active power to be injected in the grid is 200 kW and the reactive 
power to be compensated is 100 kVAr (Pref=200 kW and Qref=100 kVAr). Before performing the 
active filtering operation, the DC bus voltage is maintained constant practically and the PVS 
powers track properly their commands (see Fig. 11(b) and (a)). On the other hand, Fig. 11(c) shows 
the current waveform injected in the grid before activating the filtering operation. It is non-
sinusoidal due to the presence of the non linear load. Moreover, Fig. 11(d) shows the harmonic 
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spectrum of this current with a THD of 6.77% for an inverter switching frequency of 4 kHz. Note 
that, the instantaneous d-q currents track adequately their references (see Fig. 11(e, f)). 

Elsewhere, in the case of performing the active filtering operation, one can notice only 
small ripples of the DC bus voltage Vdc as shown in Fig. 12(a). Moreover, Fig. 12(b) and (c) show 
the grid current waveform and its spectrum in this case of active filtering operation. One can 
conclude the filtered grid current and its THD has been successfully reduced under 5% from about 
6.77% to 3.42%) to meet the IEEE std 519-2014. Consequently, the RMS of the 5th and the 7th 
harmonic components have been reduced from about 12.25 A to 1.43 A and from 8.94 A to 1.12 A 
respectively. Not also that, the instantaneous d-q currents track adequately their references, in this 
case of active power production, reactive power compensation and total harmonic currents filtering 
(i.e. k0=1) with some delay at the commutation points of the non linear load characterized by an 
abrupt variation of the current (see Fig. 12(d, e)). 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

 

 
(e) 

 

 
(f) 

 
Fig. 11. Simulation results without active filtering under a non-saturated current command: (a) 
Active and reactive powers injected into the grid P (W), Q (VAr), (b) DC bus voltage Vdc (V), (c) 
Grid current iGa (A), (d) Grid current spectrum, (e) Direct current component id (A) and its 
command, (f) Quadrature current component iq (A) and its command. 

 
 Elsewhere, Fig. 12(f) shows that the current modulus command doesn't exceed its 

maximum limit. In addition, Table 3. summarizes simulation results of the grid current THD with 
and without active filtering, for some operating points corresponding to different active and 
reactive power levels in this case of a non-saturated current command. This shows explicitly the 
importance of the proposed filtering strategy in terms of grid current depollution and power quality 
improvement especially in the case of low injected. 
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 5.3. Simulation results of reactive power compensation and harmonic filtering in the case of 
saturated current commands  

As has been discussed previously (see Section 4.2.2), the current command limit could be 
reached due to the reactive power current command or to the harmonic current command. These 
two situations of saturated current command are studied in the two following sections. • Case 1: 
Saturated current command due to reactive power compensation. 

For an active power of 200 kW, the maximum value of the reactive power which can be 
compensated by the PVS is about 170 kVAr (point B in Fig. 8). To be under the condition of the 
saturated current command, one can choose exactly the maximum reactive power as a command 
(Qref=Qlim=170 kVAr) and a non-linear load (of 80 kW) similar to that of Section 5.2. Figs. 13 
and 14 show the simulation results under a saturated current command without and with active 
filtering respectively. Fig. 13(a) shows the current waveform injected into the grid without active 
filtering, its THD is about 5.98% in this case, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Moreover, this current 
remains almost the same with active filtering, as can be seen in Fig. 14(a). As a result, its THD is 
reduced only from 5.98% to 5.85%; see Fig. 14(b). In this situation, the total rated current 
commands are saturated (see Fig. 14(c)) and the system operates at its full capacity. On the other 
hand, all the 170 kVAr of reactive power has been well compensated, therefore only a small 
portion of harmonic currents can be filtered without over-rating the SECS power capability 
(optimum gain k0 varies between 1 and 0.28), as can be seen in Fig. 14(d). Due to current 
command saturation, THD limit specified in IEEE Std 519-2014 is not met. To improve even more 
the grid current waveform, a coordinated control of the different PCSs (remember that, the 2nd 
stage of Hokuto mega- solar station contains three PCSs, see Fig. 1) of the studied PVS can be used 
to well reduce current harmonics generated by the nonlinear load. For this purpose, let us dispatch 
the reactive power to be compensated between the three PCSs and evaluate again the grid current 
harmonic distortion. Simulation results show that the THD is decreased from 5.85% to 3.75% and 
met the limitation defined by IEEE std 5.19 norm. 
 

 
(a)  

 

 
(b)  
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                                                                         (c) 
 

 
(d)  

 

 
(e)  

 
 

 
(f)  

 
Fig. 12. Simulation results in the case of active filtering under a non-saturated current command: 
(a) DC bus voltage (V), (b) Grid current iGa (A), (c) Grid current spectrum, (d) Direct current 
component id (A) and its command, (e) Quadrature current component iq (A) and its command, f) 
Grid current modulus I (A) and its maximum limit Imax (A). 
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(a)  

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 13. Simulation results without active filtering under a saturated current command due to 
reactive power compensation: (a) Grid current iGa (A), (b) Grid current spectrum. 
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(b) 

 
      (c) 
Fig. 14. Simulation results with active filtering under a saturated current command due to reactive 
power compensation: (a) Grid current iGa (A), (b) Grid current spectrum, (c) Grid current modulus 
I (A) and its maximum limit Imax (A). 
• Case 2: Saturated current command due to harmonic filtering  
To show the ability of the proposed strategy which permits to exploit the full capability of the 
SECS in terms of active filtering, it has been chosen to compensate a reactive power of about 160 
kVAr and to filter harmonic currents of the same non-linear load of Section 5.2. In this case, the 
inverter can compensate the total reactive power because it is less than the system upper limit (170 
kVAr). So, a portion of 10 kVAr is available and can be used for active filtering. This quota of 
reactive power is not enough to compensate the whole harmonic currents without over-rating the 
system limits. In this situation, two cases have been investigated (with and without active filtering, 
see Figs. 15 and 16 respectively). The unfiltered grid current waveform is shown in Fig. 15(a) and 
its harmonic spectrum is shown in Fig. 15(b). In this case, the current THD is about 6.03%.  

Elsewhere, it can be seen that the grid current becomes less distorted when the active 
filtering procedure is activated as shown in Fig. 16(a). In fact, the THD value of the grid current in 
this case is 4.40%, this means 1.63% less than the THD of the non-filtered current, which is an 
important improvement, (see Fig. 16(b)). Note that, the current command is saturated due to 
harmonic filtering and the optimum gain k0 varies between 1 and 0.49, so that to keep the 
instantaneous current lower than its maximal value as shown in Fig. 16(c, d). During this time, the 
full capability, in terms of active filtering of the SECS has achieved. Moreover, some simulation 
results of the grid current THD without active filtering, with active filtering and with active 
filtering whilst taking into account the system limits for different non-linear load values in the case 
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of a saturated current command due to harmonic filtering are summarized in Table 4. This shows a 
relative improvement of the grid current THD while keeping the system operation under its limits. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 15. Simulation results without active filtering under a saturated current command due to 
harmonic filtering: (a) Grid current iGa (A), (b) Grid current spectrum.  
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 16. Simulation results with active filtering under a saturated current command due to harmonic 
filtering: (a) Grid current iGa (A), (b) Grid current spectrum, (c) Grid current modulus I (A) and its 
maximum limit Imax (A) 

Note that, to filter the harmonic currents of a given non-linear load, the proposed 
approach has been successfully applied to pilot the PWM inverter of the PCS in order to exploit the 
full capacity of the SECS. Economically, the use of our approach is better and permits to exploit 
the existing PWM inverter of the PV PCS. But technically, a parallel active filter (the most 
dominant and efficient filter in practice) may give results slightly better than our results since this 
filter is a less powerful converter with higher switching frequency. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel system has been proposed to oversee and improve the power nature of a grid 
associated substantial scale PVS. All the more precisely, ANFIS controller have been utilized to 
ensure a decoupled control of dynamic and reactive powers injected into the grid. The PWM 
inverter is controlled in such an approach to oversee between dynamic power generation and power 
quality improvement without surpassing the entire system control limit. The proposed need control 
square gives top need to dynamic power creation, at that point reactive power compensation and 
finally active filtering. The power ability of the entire system has been delimited in the (PQ) 
control plane (based on the PVS accessible power, the power electronics converters appraised 
control and the DC transport voltage smoothness and solidness) and completely misused without 
over-rating, calculation of an appropriate portion of current commands in order to ensure a better 
active filtering quality and hold the inverter current under its farthest point esteem relating to the 
entire system control limit. Simulation results demonstrate the adequacy and the execution of the 
proposed methodology as far as power generation, reactive power compensation and active 
filtering. 
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Abstract 
This Project presents Particle Swarm Optimization and Incremental 
Conductance-ANN methods is used to find the optimum operating parameters of 
a solar photovoltaic panel under varying atmospheric conditions. A fast and 
dynamic MPPT technique is desirable to track environmental variations without 
losing too much energy gains. In order to track the maximum power, an 
intelligent controller based MPPT algorithm for a standalone PV system is 
presented in this paper. For that purpose, hybrid techniques based Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) and Incremental Conductance  Artificial Neural Network 
(INC-ANN) are proposed and comparative analyses are made. In addition to that, 
mathematical modeling of PV array is analyzed using a single-diode model using 
MATLAB/Simulink environment. It is evident from the results that the control 
scheme based on the hybrid INC-ANN with MPPT method is promising in 
tracking the maximum power with less oscillations under variable climatic 
conditions and load variations compared to other available techniques. 
 
Index Terms: Particle Swarm Optimization, Maximum power point tracking, 
Constant power generation control, PV systems, Perturb and Observe, 
Incremental conductance. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION :  
A rapid growth of industries and population needs energy to maintain the 
economic development. The combustion of fossil fuels to generate electricity is 
one of the largest sources of CO2(is a heat-trapping “greenhouse” gas) 
emissions, which will cause the increasing hazard of global warming and climate 
changes. During the last decade, non-conventional energy sources such as wind, 
solar, bio-mass, geothermal and hydro power showed penetration growth al 
around the world. The absence of CO2emission and free availability made these 
energy sources more attractive in the recent years. Owing to low installation cost 
and sun light throughout the year, solar PV energy system is of high interest and 
most promising energy source for future energy demand. However, it suffers 
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from several drawbacks; most notably, the cost of solar panels is high, while its 
conversion efficiency from sunlight into electricity is low. In ordinary units the 
conversion efficiency can be as low as 12%, whereas in very special setups, it  
can reach a maximum of 42.8% [1]. The power delivered by the PV system is 
intermittent in nature as the power output characteristics largely depend on solar 
irradiations and cell temperature variations.  
 
With the intention of achieving the maximum possible power, load impedance 
should be matches with the source impedance which brought the line near to the 
maximum power point (MPP). For that purpose, a MPPT controller is normally 
integrated into a dc-dc converter control system [2–4]. For the impedance 
matching, MPPT controllers are effectively employed to dynamically adjust the 
duty cycle of dc-dc converter. Dc-dc converter and the controller together are 
then referred to as the MPPT solar charge controller or Power Conditioning Unit. 
In order to achieve the maximum MPP, researchers are going for variety of 
MPPT techniques, which have been proposed in their research. Due to nonlinear 
nature of solar panel which utterly depends upon solar irradiation and cell 
temperature, the researchers put more attention in the MPPT tracking system. 
Various types of MPPT algorithms are developed by the many researchers they 
are hill climbing algorithm, perturb and observe (P&O), constant voltage and 
current method, incremental conductance (INC), artificial intelligent techniques 
like Neural Network(NN), Fuzzy logic control system, and, genetic algorithm 
(GA) [5–10] Particle swarm optimization (PSO)come under optimization 
methods. In fig 1 ,hybrid techniques based Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
and Incremental conductance (INC) Artificial neural networks (INC-ANN) are 
proposed.In the recent literature, hybrid MPPT techniques such as ANN based 
INC, FLC based INC, Neuro-fuzzy based MPPT have been proposed by many 
researchers to track the maximum power efficiently [11–13]. The hybrid system 
also includes optimization techniques such as GA based Fuzzy, PSO based 
Fuzzy and GA based ANN [14–16].The Author in [17] explains the combination 
of traditional P&O with learning automata (LA) optimization to search 
Maximum power point of solar PV system .The traditional MPPT algorithms are 
P&O and INC used by researchers in his research. P&O has some drawbacks 
compared to INC, as its output power may oscillate around the MPP regardless 
of changes in irradiation. Among the different artificial intelligence MPPT 
techniques, PSO gives better performances. The MATLAB/Simulink 
environment is used to analyze and model the dynamic performance of the 
MPPT controller with solar PV system. In order to study the dynamic 
performance of the system and to confirm the analytical findings, the models are 
simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink environment and the results are analyzed. 
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2. PV MODULE ANALYSIS: 
2.1. MATHEMATICAL MODELING USING SINGLE-DIODE MODEL: 
A practical array consists of number of series connected cells is modules which 
increases the system voltage and number of series connected cells is modules 
which increases the system voltage [18]-[19]. 

 
Fig. 1.Schematic diagram of solar PV system with Dc-Dc Cuk converter. 
A basic solar cell comprises the parallel combination of current source a diode as 
shown in Fig. 2. This is called a one-diode model. The mathematical equation 
illustrates the I–V relationship of ideal PV cell, based on the Shockley and 
Queisser (SQ) diode equation, from Fig. 2 as follows: 
I = I − I (1) 
Where 
I = I [exp − 1] (2) 
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) exhibits the I–V relationship of the solar PV cell. 
I = I − I [exp − 1] (3)    There are various models available and 
numerous researches are going on the modeling of solar panel to predict the 
accurate characteristics performance of solar PV model. Among them, two-diode 
model is more accurate and popular. However, it has two exponential terms in 
the mathematical equations and seven unknown parameters. It takes more 
computational time and many more complications are involved to find out these 
parameters. However, B.C.Babu et al. has proposed a novel simplified two-diode 
model with reduced computational burden in addition to negligible series and 
shunt resistances [21]. The present work consists of one-diode model with Rs 
(four parameter model) is considered for modeling the solar panel. 
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Fig. 2.Equivalent circuit of solar PV cell. 

The parallel resistance Rp is considered to have a high value close to infinity, so 
it can be neglected. This model needs calculation of four parameters such as Iph, 
I0, Rs and A. The following mathematical equation describes the I–V 
characteristics of the solar cell in series with Rs 
I = I − I [exp ( ) − 1]  
(4) 
Where, 
q - Electron charge (1.6 × 10-19Coulombs), 
 K - Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10-23Nm/K), 
T - PV Module temperature in Kelvin,  
I0- Reverse saturation current of diode,  
A - Diode ideality constant of diode,  
Iph-Light generated current of PV cell in Ampere, 
Rs- Series Resistance of PV cell, 
 Ns- Number of PV module connected in series, 
I - Output current of PV cell in Ampere 
                  A correlation between reverse saturation current and cell temperature 
will affect the power delivered by the solar panel. Increase in the cell temperature 
T will increase I0and hence, the PV output power will be reduced [22]. The I0 
varies with cell temperature and that can be expressed as 

I = I (
T
T

) exp [
qE
AK

(
1
T
−

1
T

)] 

(5) 
Iph which depends on solar irradiation G and temperature T. 
I = I [1 + a ∗ (T − T )] ∗ G(6) 
The diode ideality factor depends on types of semiconductor materials used by 
the PV technology. The value of”a” only depends on semiconductor materials 
used in the PV technology and is independent of cell temperature and solar 
irradiance. 
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2.2. CUK CONVERTER TOPOLOGY: 
Dc-Dc converter is the heart of the MPPT system. The MPPT utilizes the 
converter to regulate the input voltage at the PV module and maintains the 
operating point of the load at Pmax, when load impedance is equal to PV module 
impedance. The impedance matching can be obtained by continuously varying 
the duty ratio D of power MOSFET. The input resistance of the Cuk converter Ri 
during the continuous conduction mode is given by 

R (CCM)ε[0, ∞]R (CCM) =
2L f

D
 

 
(7) 
Where Leq= L1+ L2and fs– switching frequency 
The input resistance Ri during the discontinuous conduction mode is given by 
R (DCM) = ∗                      (8) 
Based on the above, the Cuk converter is capable of sweeping the entire I–V 
curve of a solar PV module in CCM from open circuit voltage (Voc) to short 
circuit current (Isc) condition. Based on the pair of inductors used in the input 
and output in the Cuk converter, the input current is non-pulsating. Therefore, it 
is convenient to sweep over the I–V curve with less oscillation. Since the Cuk 
converter has the advantages of continuous input and output current [2], it is used 
in the proposed study. The circuit diagram of the Cuk converter is shown in Fig. 
3 . 
 
3. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING: 
There are a number of MPPT techniques available in the literature [24,25]. P. 
Bhatnagar et al. discussed the various MPPT techniques that the tracking ability 
of these techniques can varied by parameters such as design complexity, tracking 
accuracy, tracking speed, real time observation developed as hardware [26]. K. 
Ishaque et al. Explains mainly the P&O, INC. and Hill climbing [27] and also 
Intelligent MPPT techniques are considered under uniform isolation and partial 
shaded conditions as well. 

 
Fig. 3.Circuit diagram of Dc-Dc Cuk Converter. 
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3.1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an intelligent system that adapts itself easily 
to non-linear and even abstract systems by learning about them through a set of 
training data. The ANN is comprises with large number of neurons which is 
called as parallel and distributed processing system [11]. It uses a single or 
multilayer feed-forward network. The multilayer feed forward architecture 
consists of input and output layer combined with one or more hidden layer. Back 
propagation algorithm is the cornerstone of the ANN training process. 

 
Fig. 4.Architecture of feed forward network. 
 The gradient descent technique can be used to minimize the cost function is 
equal to Mean Squared Error (MSE) which is defined as the difference between 
the desired outputs and the actual network outputs. Multi-dimensional mapping 
problems can also be easily handled using a multi-layer feed forward network. A 
two-layer network is shown as a particular example in Fig. 4. It consists of input 
neutron and output the one layer of sigmoid hidden neurons is placed in between 
the input neurons and the other layer of linear output neurons. The output neuron 
is the function of the weighted sum of the inputs neuron along with the bias is 
follows: 
y = f[ w + x + b ]                (9) 
As mentioned, the layered feed-forward ANNs is trained by the back propagation 
algorithm. The input neurons send their signals “forward”, and then the errors are 
propagated backwards to adjust the weights. In order to activate the network, 
supervised learning technique is used in the back propagation algorithm, from 
which the error is calculated. The error is the difference between actual and 
expected outputs and it can be calculated by algorithm with set of inputs and 
outputs. This error is reduced by using back propagation algorithm until the 
ANN learns the training data. The key factor of ANN is to train data with random 
weights and adjust them to minimize the error. One of the major advantages of 
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neural nets is their ability to generalize. The performance of the network can be 
evaluated using Mean Squared Error (MSE) as follows: 
MSE = ∑ (P − P )     (10) 
 
3.2 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION APPLICATION TO MPPT 
CONTROL 
In this section the problem involved in solving the MPPT control using PSO 
technique is discussed. The PSO method is a simple and effective meta-heuristic 
approach that can be applied to a multivariable function optimization having 
many local optimal points. The PSO uses several cooperative agents and each 
agent shares the information attained by each individual during the search 
process. Here PSO initializes the variables randomly in a given space. The 
number of decision variables determines the dimension of space. Each 
optimization problem is to search the solution space of a particle, each particle 
runs at a certain speed in the search space, the speed of particles is in accordance 
with its own flight experience and flight experience of other examples with 
dynamic adjustments. In the optimization space, each particle has decided to 
adapt the objective function value, and recorded their own best position Pi found 
so far, and the entire group of all particles found in the best position Pg. Velocity 
and position update formula are as follows[3]. 

V = wV + c r P − X + c r P − X  
  (9) 
 
 
X = X + V                              (10) 
 
Where 
V Is the particle velocity 
X Is the current position of a particle. 
P is the Pbest and 
P is the Gbest, 
r1 & r2 is the random number between 0 & 1, 
c1 & c2 are learning factors. Usually c1=c2=2. 
Algorithm for PSO Implementation:  
Step 1- 
Set the number of particles and searching parameters along with the limit for 
position and velocity 
Step 2- 
 Randomly initialize Position and velocity of each particle.  
Step 3- 
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Compute the fitness value of each particle.  
 
Step 4- 
The particle having the best fitness value is set as Gbest (Global Best). 
Step 5- 
Update the position and velocity of each particle with respect to the Gbest. 
Step 6- 
Repeat Step 3 & 4 till the optimum solution is reached.  
Step 7- 
Gbest at the end of the last iteration gives the optimized value. 
Step 8- 
 Compute the Duty-cycle using the given formula 

D =
1

1 +
 

 
 
The PSO is a swarm intelligence-based algorithm used to find the global optimal 
solutions. The reasons why PSO has gained the popularity is because it has only 
a very few parameters that need to be adjusted. Although PSO is still in its 
infancy, it has been used across a wide range of applications. 
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Fig. 5: PSO method flow chart 
 
On the other hand P&O method has simple structure and high reliability. The 
said techniques find the optimal electrical operating points and corresponding 
duty cycle at which the maximum power can be transferred. The performance of 
the proposed MPPT methods is tested by simulation at different irradiation and 
temperature using MATLAB. Fig 4 shows flow chart diagram of particle swarm 
optimization method. 
3.2. Incremental conductance algorithm: 
To eradicate the drawback of P&O, the better choice is the Incremental 
Conductance (INC) algorithm is extensively used by many researchers in their 
research. INC is based on comparing instantaneous conductance (I/V) with 
incremental conductance (∆I/∆V). The PV system voltage is increased or 
decreased based on the output obtained from the above comparison. The MPP is 
attained, when the dP/dV = 0. 

 
FIG 6:INC-ANN Method flow chart 
3.3. Hybrid PSO and INC-ANN method: 
Initially, the performance of INC-ANN MPPT controller is analyzed for PV 
panel with Cuk converter. The PSO and INC-ANN MPPT controller are tested 
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under various irradiations and cell temperature, as result, the PSO exhibits more 
oscillation than INC-ANN MPPT controller during sudden change in irradiation. 
The flowchart given in Fig. 5 shows the PSO or INC-ANN MPPT controller to 
reduce the drawbacks found in the INC MPPT controller. 

 
Fig. 7.Simulink diagram of overall system. 

 

 
Fig. 8. (a) P–V curve for various irradiation G at T = 25◦C and (b) I–V curve for 
various irradiation G at T = 25◦C. 
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Fig. 9. (a) P–V curves for various temperature T at G = 1 suns (1000 W/m2) and 
(b) I–V curves for various temperature T at G = 1 suns (1000 W/m2). 
 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS  
The proposed study is analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink environment and the 
numerical results are presented here. The P–V and I–V characteristics are 
analyzed using Embedded MATLAB function by using Newton Raphson 
Algorithm which is given in Appendix A. The MATLAB/Simulink environment 
is used to implement INC-ANN with SAEs MPPT controllers. The SIMULINK 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 10. Simulation of (i) irradiance and (ii) temperature &Output Power 
corresponds to (iii) INC-ANN and (iv)PO-ANN MPPT Controllers under 
dynamic variations. 

 

 
Fig. 11.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (460wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (27) for varying load with PO-ANN& IN-ANN 
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Fig. 12. Shows the output power variation under irradiation (600wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (31) for varying load with  PO-ANN &IN-ANN 
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Fig. 13. Shows the output power variation under irradiation (750wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (30) for varying load with PO-ANN &IN-ANN 
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Fig. 14. Shows the output power variation under irradiation (800wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (35) for varying load 
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Fig. 15. Shows the output power variation under irradiation (950wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (40) for varying load 
Case-1: Dynamic variation of both irradiation and temperature with 
Constant load 
In practice, the trained ANN has been tested using sudden change in irradiation 
and temperature. The irradiance is maintained as 1 suns and the temperature is 
also maintained as 25.C up to 2000 s. After 2000 s the irradiation is suddenly 
changed from 1 suns to 0.8suns whereas the cell temperature is maintained as 
25.C up to 3000 s. 
After 3000 s, the temperature is varied from 25◦C to 40◦C and the irradiance is 
retained at 0.8 suns up to 4000 s. For alt he above cases, the resistive load is 
fixed as constant i.e. 20ms. The simulation is performed for individual hybrid 
MPPT algorithms using cuk converter with resistive load. The simulation results 
of INC-ANN and PO-PSO MPPT controllers are shown in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 16.Simulation of Output Power corresponds to INC-ANN and PO-PSO 
MPPT Controllers under dynamic variations. 
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Case-2:  Constant irradiation and cell temperature with variable load 
The simulation results are presented to show the efficacy of proposed MPPT 
algorithm for variable load with constant temperature and irradiation. The load 
variation of 20 ohms from t = 1000 to 2000 s and 10ohms from t = 2000 to 4000 
s. In the load variation, at constant irradiation and cell temperature, the output 
voltage decays quickly. Table 5 gives the patterns which are used to simulate the 
MPPT algorithms and Fig. 13 shows the output power variation under constant 
irradiation and cell temperature for varying load. It can be observed that, between 
INC-ANN and PO-PSO MPPT algorithms, INC-ANN with SAEs is able to 
extract more power than PO-PSO with less oscillations during the load variation. 

 
Fig. 17a.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (460wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (27) for varying load 

 
Fig. 17b.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (600wb/m2) and 
cell temperature (31) for varying load 
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Fig. 17c.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (750wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (30) for varying load 

 
Fig. 17d.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (800wb/m2) and 
cell temperature (35) for varying load 

 
Fig. 17e.Shows the output power variation under irradiation (950wb/m2) and cell 
temperature (40) for varying load. 
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5. CONCLUSION and FUTURE SCOPE 
 
In this paper, the performance of MPPT algorithm is analyzed by using hybrid 
intelligent controller based on PSO and INC-ANN with SAEs controllers for PV 
system. To achieve the performance through the proposed MPPT controller, the 
solar module is modelled and dc-dc Cuk converter is analyzed. The complete 
system is modelled and simulated using MATLAB/Simulink environment and 
the results are analyzed. The obtained results prove that, INC-ANN with SAEs 
MPPT controller exhibits reduced oscillation and attain maximum power for a 
dynamic change in irradiation, cell temperature and load. Moreover, the 
performance efficiency of PSO with SAEs is better than the INC-ANN with 
SAEs. The proposed ANN with SAEs based MPPT controller can track the 
maximum power with less oscillation for a sudden change in irradiation and 
temperature and can work efficiently during the rapid change in atmospheric 
conditions and also during load variations. 
This work can  be further elongated by considering  and applying the concepts of 
Gravitational Search Algorithm(GSA), Firefly Algorithm(FA), Hybrid PSO, 
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm(ABC) to the MPPT Controller can track the 
maximum power with less oscillation for a sudden change in irradiation and 
temperature and can work efficiently. 
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Abstract 
 Electronic waste or E-squander is moderately a novel expansion to the consistently 
developing risky waste stream. It incorporates disposed of electronic and electrical gear. 
Creating nations are confronting gigantic moves identified with the age and the board of 
E-squander which are either inside produced or imported wrongfully; India is no 
exemption to it. In any case, the current administration practices identified with E-
squander in India are sensibly poor and can possibly chance both human wellbeing and 
nature. In addition, the arrangement level activities are not being executed in a suitable 
manner. The stark issue of E-squander alongside its approach level ramifications is 
viewed in the paper. Over the span of the investigation it has been discovered that there is 
a critical need to deliver the issues identified with E-squander in India so as to maintain a 
strategic distance from its negative future outcomes. 
 
Keywords: E-waste, hazardous waste, risk, management. 
 
Introduction: 
Assembling of electrical and electronic gear (EEE) is the rising worldwide exercises. 
Indian Information Technology (IT) division is one of the significant supporters of the 
worldwide economy. The primary elements recognized to be in charge of the expanded 
utilization and preparations of electrical and electronic hardware are financial 
development, industrialization and urbanization. Simultaneously, it is in charge of the 
age of the greater part of E-waste or Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
in India. In spite of the fact that the worldwide E-squander issue has had the option to 
stand out over the world, very little accentuation has been given to the E-squander 
induced in creating nations. Creating nations like India, today, is loaded with the giant 
issue of E-squander which is either privately produced or globally imported, making 
genuine threat human wellbeing and condition. The risky parts in electrical and electronic 
gear are a noteworthy worry during the waste administration stage. With regards to India, 
reusing of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment isn't attempted to a satisfactory 
degree. Be that as it may, one of the serious issues identified with E-squander is that 
there is no standard meaning of WEEE/E-squander. Various nations have turned out with 
their very own definitions, understanding and utilization of the expression "E-
squander/WEEE". The most generally acknowledged definition and portrayal of 
WEEE/E-squander is according to the European Union mandate. The Directive 
2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 January 2003 on waste 
electrical and electronic hardware (WEEE) covers all electrical and electronic gear 
utilized by customers. For the motivations behind this Directive, after definitions are 
connected. 
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'Electrical and electronic gear' or 'EEE' signifies hardware which is subject to electric 
flows or electromagnetic fields so as to work appropriately and hardware for the age, 
move and estimation of such flows and fields falling under the classes set out in Annex 
IA and intended for use with a voltage rating not surpassing 1 000 Volt for rotating flow 
and 1 500 Volt for direct flow. 
 Categories of electrical and electronic equipment covered by this Directive within 

ANNEX IA are as follows: 
 Large household appliances 
 Small household appliances 
 IT and telecommunications equipment 
 Consumer equipment 
 Lighting equipment 
 Electrical and electronic tools (with the exception of large-scale stationary industrial 

tools) 
 Toys, leisure and sports equipment 
 Medical devices (with the exception of all implanted and infected products) 
 Monitoring and control instruments 10. Automatic dispensers 
A wide scope of items is incorporated inside every class referenced previously. A wide 
scope of items is incorporated inside every classification referenced previously. In India, 
E-squander is canvassed in Schedule 3 of "The Hazardous Wastes (Management and 
Handling) Rules, 2003". Under Schedule 3, E-squander is characterized as "Squander 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment including all segments, sub-congregations and their 
divisions aside from batteries falling under these standards". "Rules for Environmentally 
Sound Management of E-squander" detailed by the Ministry of Environment and Forest, 
Government of India, in the year 2008 pursued a similar definition. 
As indicated by the ongoing "the e-squander (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011", 
'electrical and electronic gear' signifies hardware which is reliant on electric flows or 
electro-attractive fields to be completely utilitarian and 'e-squander' signifies squander 
electrical and electronic hardware, entire or to a limited extent or rejects from their 
assembling and fix process, which are expected to be disposed of. A wide scope of 
writing is accessible on the age and the executives of E-squander, particularly in the 
created nations. Be that as it may, the work done on the Indian situation of E-squander 
the executives is nearly less. Sepulveda, A.; Schluep, M.; Renaud, F.G.; Streicher, M.; 
Kuehr, R.; Hagelüken, C.; Gerecke, A.C.(2009) state that with the expanding worldwide 
lawful and unlawful exchange of waste electrical and electronic gear (WEEE) comes a 
similarly expanding worry of poor WEEE reusing methods. Creators Oyuna Tsydenova 
and Magnus Bengtsson (2007) expressed that alongside numerous different issues, for 
example, the segments and dangerous substances in Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment (WEEE), the perils and dangers related with treatment of WEEE in both 
created and creating nations ought to be tended to in detail. Understanding the 
developing worry over E-squander, the Government of India (GOI) has been supporting a 
few activities. Of specific significance is the evaluation directed by the Central Pollution 
Control Board (CPCB) on the administration and treatment of E-squander prompting the 
readiness of "Rules for Environmentally Sound Management of E-squander" in May, 
2008 and "the e-squander (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011". 
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Methodology: 
The investigation was led in the system of "Waste and Risk" as proposed by Joost Van 
Loon in "Hazard and Technological Culture: Towards a humanism of destructiveness" 
(2002).Waste speaks to uncontrolled issue strange, openly communicating and 
responding, developing microbes, growths and poisons that may posture direct dangers to 
our wellbeing (Loon 2002). Waste is viewed as that issue which is to be disposed of or 
made to vanish, frequently by straightforward methods for evacuation, for example, 
reject accumulation, landfill dumps, burning and so forth. As indicated by Loon, 
squander is maybe the most all inclusive case of natural dangers in regular day to day 
existence. Almost all natural dangers relate somehow to squander, all the more explicitly 
to contamination. One can have the case of "strong waste contamination" in these 
respects. Regardless of whether it is atomic waste, biomedical waste or electronic waste, 
dangers are constantly installed in the materials associated with these waste. Two of the 
reflections determined by Loon are considered with the end goal of the investigation. 
“Cause and Effect” Relationship: 
The connection among circumstances and logical results is significant in a wide range of 
waste. Here the causes might be portrayed as the reasons for the age and quick out of 
date quality of electrical and electronic hardware. The purposes behind brief age and 
obsolesce of E-squander incorporate quick financial development, urbanization, 
industrialization, expanded commercialization and so on. The impacts are the wellbeing 
and natural dangers related with E-squander. The impacts of ill-advised transfer of E-
squander are watched generally after a significant lot of time. At the point when an 
electronic contraption is discarded with all its perilous components implanted in it, 
problematic wellbeing and natural impacts are not watched right away. It requires some 
investment to have a viewpoint of the real chance from the waste. This strengthens the 
issue of acknowledgment of the risks from waste. 
Major Issues Related To E-Waste in India: 
While considering the problems related to E-waste in India, there are five major 
components which should be focused upon. These are Main Sources of E-waste in India, 
Magnitude of the Problem with respect to the Indian scenario, Health and Environmental 
Implications of E-waste, Current Management practices of E-waste in India and Policy 
level initiatives in the country. 
Main Sources of E-Waste: 
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The involvement of various sectors could be observed as the sources of generation of E- 
waste. The general flow of E-waste across different sectors are tried to represent by the 
following flow chart. 

 
 
Magnitude of the Problem with respect to the Indian scenario: 
As indicated by a Delhi-based non-legislative association (NGO) Toxics Link, India 
every year creates $1.5 billion worth of E-squander locally, with the blasting IT area 
being the biggest patron, as 30 percent of its machines arrive at out of date quality every 
year. Bangalore, the IT center point of India, alone creates 8,000 tons per year. The 
reusing of E-squander is a noteworthy worry in India. The laborers in the reusing division 
are ruled by the urban poor with low proficiency levels and thus they have almost no 
mindfulness in regards to the potential risks of E-squander. Among the urban poor, there 
are a considerable number of ladies and youngsters occupied with different reusing 
exercises which further misrepresent the issue of E-squander as they are increasingly 
powerless against the perils from this sort of waste.  
One of the significant concerns identified with E-squander, especially in creating nations 
like India and China, are dumping of E-squander from some created nations. Huge 
amounts of utilized hardware are normally offered to nations like India, China and 
different nations in the Asia Pacific locale. These gadgets have exceptionally high fix 
capacity and high crude material interest. This can bring about high collections of 
buildup in poor regions without solid ecological laws. Significant purposes behind these 
fares are shoddy work and absence of ecological and word related benchmarks in Asia. 
Along these lines the dangerous gushing of the created countries would flood towards the 
world's most unfortunate countries.  
In Indian setting, the hardware business has risen as the quickest developing portion of 
Indian industry both as far as creation and fares. The Information Technology Revolution 
of the mid 1990s increased the issue of E-squander in India. Sixty-five urban 
communities in India produce over 65% of the complete E-squander created in India. Ten 
states create 75% of the complete E-squander produced in India. Maharashtra positions 
previously pursued by Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Delhi, 
Karnataka, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Punjab in the rundown of E-squander 
producing states in India. Among the main ten urban areas creating E-squander, Mumbai 
positions originally pursued by Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, 
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Hyderabad, Pune, Surat and Nagpur (Guidelines for Environmentally Sound 
Management of E-squander, 2008). 
Health and Environmental Implications of E-waste: 
Transfer of E-squanders is an unembellished issue looked by numerous areas over the 
globe. Electronic squanders that are land filled produces defiled leachates which in the 
end dirty the groundwater. Acids and slime got from dissolving PC chips, whenever 
arranged on the ground causes fermentation of soil. For instance, Guiyu, Hong Kong a 
prospering region of unlawful E-squander reusing, is confronting intense water 
deficiencies because of the tainting of water assets. This is because of transfer of reusing 
squanders, for example, acids, slimes and so forth in streams.  
Electronic and Electrical Equipment are made out of a colossal measure of parts. Huge 
numbers of them fall under the unsafe classification. Dominant part of these segments 
contain dangerous substances that impact sly affect human wellbeing and the earth if not 
dealt with appropriately. Regularly, these risks emerge because of the ill-advised reusing 
and transfer forms that are by and by in the vast majority of the creating nations 
including India. Such hostile practices can have genuine repercussions for those 
remaining in closeness to the spots where E-squander is reused or consumed.  
Mercury filters when certain electronic gadgets, for example, circuit breakers are 
wrecked. The equivalent is valid for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) from condensers. 
At the point when brominates fire resistant plastic or cadmium containing plastics are 
landfilled, both polybrominated biphenyl ethers (PBDE) and cadmium may filter into the 
dirt and groundwater. It has been discovered that critical measures of lead particle are 
disintegrated from broken lead containing glass, for example, the cone glass of cathode 
beam tubes, gets blended with corrosive waters and are a typical event in landfills.  
What's more, uncontrolled flames may emerge at landfills and this could be a successive 
event in numerous nations. At the point when presented to fire, metals and other 
synthetic substances, for example, the amazingly lethal dioxins and furans (TCDD 
tetrachloride dibenzo-dioxin, PCDDs-polychlorinated dibenzodioxins. PBDDs-
polybrominated dibenzo-dioxin and PCDFs-poly chlorinated dibenzo furans) from 
halogenated fire resistant items can be emitted1. The most perilous type of consuming E-
squander is the outdoors consuming of plastics so as to recoup copper and different 
metals. The lethal drop out from outside consuming influences the nearby condition and 
more extensive worldwide air flows, saving exceptionally dangerous side-effects in 
numerous spots all through the world. 
E-Waste Management in India: 
In India, it has been seen that in the vast majority of the cases, electronic things are put 
away unattended in light of absence of learning about their administration. Such 
electronic trashes lie in houses, workplaces, distribution centers and so forth. By and 
large, these squanders are blended with family unit squanders, which are at long last 
discarded at landfills. This requires usage of suitable administration measures including 
stringent guidelines. The administration rehearses as of now in activity in India have 
extreme wellbeing and ecological ramifications.  
The arrangement of E-squander comprises of differing things a considerable lot of which 
contain risky components. Accordingly, the real way to deal with treat E-squander is to 
lessen the centralization of these dangerous synthetic substances and components through 
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reuse and recuperation. During the time spent reusing or recuperation, certain E-squander 
portions go about as optional crude material for recuperation of profitable things. In 
Indian setting, principally reusing, reuse and recuperation are done as measures to treat 
E-squander. The reuse and recuperation incorporates the unit activities like destroying, 
isolation of ferrous metal, non-ferrous metal and plastic by shredder procedure, 
restoration and reuse, reusing/recuperation of significant materials and treatment/transfer 
of perilous materials and waste. Destroying incorporates evacuation of parts of the 
electrical and electronic gear containing unsafe substances (CFCs, Hg switches, PCB); 
expulsion of effectively open parts containing significant substances (link containing 
copper, steel, iron, valuable metal containing parts and so forth.). Restoration and reuse 
of E-squander has potential for those utilized electrical and electronic gear which can be 
effectively revamp to put to its unique use. Reusing/recuperation of important materials 
incorporates reusing and recuperation of significant materials from the E-squander 
stream like non-ferrous metals in purifying plants, valuable metals in isolating works. As 
the vast majority of the electrical and electronic hardware contain numerous valuable 
metals, this procedure is a significant advance in the administration of E-squander. The 
materials of potential risk are discarded in landfill locales or now and then burned. Be 
that as it may, the procedure of cremation is very costly. CFCs are dealt with thermally, 
PCB and Mercury is frequently reused or discarded in underground landfill locales.  
Favorable position of cremation of E-squander is the decrease of waste volume and the 
usage of the vitality substance of burnable materials. By burning some naturally perilous 
natural substances are changed over into less risky mixes. Drawback of burning are the 
discharge to quality of substances getting away pipe gas cleaning and the enormous 
measure of buildups from gas cleaning and ignition (Guidelines for Environmentally 
Sound Management of E-squander, 2008). Squander cremation plants contribute 
fundamentally to the yearly emanations of cadmium and mercury.  
The evaluation of E-squander reusing part in India shows that E-squander exchange 
begins from formal destroying segment and moves to casual reusing division (Guidelines 
for Environmentally Sound Management of E-squander, 2008). The whole E-squander 
treatment is being done in an unregulated domain, where there is no control on 
discharges. There are two E-squander destroying offices in formal part in India. These 
offices are M/s. Trishiraya Recycling offices, Chennai and M/s E-Parisara, Bangalore2.  
In India, fundamentally two kinds of transfer choices dependent on the synthesis are by 
and by. These are Land filling and Incineration. Be that as it may, the ecological dangers 
from land filling of E-squander can't be dismissed in light of the fact that the conditions 
in a landfill site are not the same as a local soil, especially concerning the draining 
conduct of metals. Furthermore, it is realized that cadmium and mercury are produced in 
diffuse structure or by means of the landfill gas burning plant. In spite of the fact that the 
dangers can't be evaluated and followed back to E-squander, land filling does not have all 
the earmarks of being a naturally solid treatment strategy for substances, which are 
unstable and not organically degradable (Cd, Hg, CFC), relentless (PCB) or with obscure 
conduct in a landfill site (brominates fire retardants). As an outcome of the mind 
boggling material blend in E-squander, it is beyond the realm of imagination to expect to 
reject ecological (long haul) chances even in verified land filling (Guidelines for 
Environmentally Sound Management of E-squander, 2008). 
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Implemented Policy for E-Waste in India: 
In perspective on the evil impacts of risky squanders to both condition and wellbeing, a 
few nations admonished the requirement for a worldwide consent to address the issues 
and difficulties presented by unsafe waste. Be that as it may, the approach level activities 
in regards to E-squander in India is very simple and requirements quick consideration. 
Following are a portion of the arrangement level activities in India in regards to E-
squander. 
The Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Amendment Rules, 2003: 
Under Schedule 3, E-squander is be characterized as "Squander Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment including all segments, sub-gatherings and their portions aside from batteries 
falling under these standards". The definition gave here is like that of Basal Convention. 
E-squander is just quickly incorporated into the standards with no detail depiction. 
Guidelines for E-Waste Management, 2008: 
This rule was a Government of India activity and was endorsed by Ministry of 
Environment and Forest and Central Pollution Control Board. It characterized the E-
squander as indicated by its different parts and structures and basically underscores on 
the administration and treatment practices of E-squander. The rule fused ideas, for 
example, "Expanded Producer Responsibility". 
The E-Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011: 
This is the exceptionally ongoing activity and the main endeavor in India implied 
exclusively for tending to the issues identified with E-squander. These standards are not 
executed in India up 'til now and will just come into training from first May, 2012. As 
indicated by this guideline, 'electrical and electronic gear' signifies hardware which is 
reliant on electric flows or electro-attractive fields to be completely useful and 'e-
squander' signifies squander electrical and electronic hardware, entire or to a limited 
extent or rejects from their assembling and fix process, which are proposed to be 
disposed of. These guidelines are intended to be connected to each maker, customer or 
mass purchaser engaged with assembling, deal buy and preparing of electrical and 
electronic gear, accumulation focuses, dismantlers and recyclers of e-squander. 
Obligations of makers, gathering focuses, shoppers, dismantlers, recyclers and so forth 
are characterized and fused in these guidelines. 
Summary & Conclusion: 
In India, the measure of E-squander created is rising quickly. With the expanding reliance 
on electronic and electrical hardware, the ascent of E-squander age is very much 
expected in the nation. Be that as it may, the administration of the equivalent is a 
noteworthy tested looked by the nation. As, in India, there are just two approved little E-
squander disassembling offices working in Chennai and Bangalore. All things 
considered, the expanding age of E-squander requests a lot increasingly such units the 
nation over. There is no enormous scale sorted out E-squander reusing office in India and 
the whole reusing exists in sloppy division. Also, the administration practices are 
frequently ineffectively planned and have a great deal of wellbeing and natural 
repercussions. Association of urban poor, particularly ladies and kids and unlawfully 
imported E-squander from created nations further misrepresent the issue of E-squander in 
India. The absence of open mindfulness with respect to the transfer of electronic products 
and insufficiency of approaches to deal with the issues identified with E-squander 
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improve the issue in India. In the greater part of the cases, the majority of E-squander 
stays unattended in family units and open workplaces. Once in a while a few parts like a 
portion of the IT organizations practice Extended Producer Responsibility or Take Back 
Policies. Because of the absence of mindfulness, a few people dispose of E-squander 
with customary city strong waste which is an incredibly sketchy practice. Individuals 
tend not to think about the confidence of the waste once these are disposed of, in this 
manner fulfilling the guideline of "out of the picture and therefore irrelevant". Indian 
individuals are still to understand the relationship between the reason for age of E-waste 
and its belongings including impeding wellbeing and ecological impacts. Another 
significant factor in Indian setting is that despite the fact that the data innovation upset 
began in India route back in mid 1990s, the primary principle solely managing E-
squander came up as of late after just about 20 years as "e-squander (Management and 
Handling) Rules, 2011". Legitimate execution of the "e-squander (Management and 
Handling) Rules, 2011" is exceedingly basic to address the regularly developing heap of 
E-squander in the nation. 
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Abstract 
Introduction: Hypertension is one of the common complications met with in 
pregnancy and contributes significantly to maternal and prenatal morbidity and 
mortality. The identification of this clinical existing and effective management 
play a significant role in the outcome of pregnancy both for the mother and the 
baby. Some of the risk factors of hypertension are prim gravida, family history of 
Hypertension, preeclampsia and placental abnormalities, like poor placenta 
(placenta not formed properly). Aim: assess the Knowledge on Risk Factors of 
Hypertension among Pregnant Women. Methodology: A survey research 
approach was used and the research design adopted for the present study was 
descriptive. Convenient sampling technique was used to select the 64 pregnant 
women who are admitted having blood pressure more than 140/90 mmHg in 
Sharda Hospital, Greater Noida, UP. Material: structured knowledge 
questionnaire was used to obtain information regarding knowledge on risk 
factors of hypertension among pregnant women. Results: The results of the 
study reveals that out of 64 majority 52 (81.3%) of the pregnant women has good 
knowledge regarding risk factors of hypertension 11(17.2%) have average 
knowledge & 1(1.6%) has poor knowledge. Conclusion: This study concluded 
that majority of the pregnant women have good knowledge regarding risk factors 
of hypertension. The findings of the study can help the pregnant women a base 
line data about risk factors of hypertension. An awareness program can be 
deployed to the pregnant women regarding the risk factors of hypertension and 
their prevention. 
   
 Key words: Hypertension, Risk Factors and Pregnant Women. 
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Introduction: 
Hypertension is one of the common complications met with in pregnancy and 
contributes significantly to maternal and prenatal morbidity and mortality. The 
identification of this clinical existing and effective management play a significant 
role in the outcome of pregnancy both for the mother and the baby. Some of the 
risk factors of hypertension are prim gravida, family history of Hypertension, 
preeclampsia and placental abnormalities, like poor placenta (placenta not 
formed properly). Hyperplacentosis, placental ischemia, molar pregnancies, any 
immunological factors like thrombophilia. Clinical features of hypertension 
symptoms are slight swelling ankles which persist raising from bed & tightness 
of ring, gradually swelling extends to face abdominal wall, vulva and whole 
body, described sled dismissed urine output, epigastric pain , sign are abnormal 
weight gain with in short spasm of time before visible edema , edema, pulmonary 
edema, scanty, liquor. In India, hypertension is the leading non -communicable 
disease risk and estimated to be attributable for nearly for 10 percentages of all 
deaths.  

According to WHO health statistics 2012, the prevalence of hypertension 
in India was 23.1% in men and 22.6% in women in equal or more than 25 years 
age. The raised blood pressure was a high risk condition that caused 
approximately 51% of death from strokes and 45% from coronary artery disease. 
It was considered directly responsible for 7.5 million deaths in 2004, about 12.8 
percent of the total of all global deaths. Prevalence of hypertension is high among 
lower and middle class population set in India. This is mainly attributed to 
smoking, high alcohol consumption and stress in this set of population.  
 
Results:  
Knowledge on risk factors of hypertension among pregnant women 
 

 
The results of the study reveals that majority 52(81.3%) of the pregnant 

women has good knowledge, most of the sample 11(17.2%) have average 
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knowledge & 1(1.5%) has poor knowledge regarding risk factors of 
hypertension. 
 
 Association between level of knowledge regarding the risk factors of 

hypertension and demographic variables. 
 In this present study tested that there was no statistically significant association 
found between pregnant women knowledge regarding the risk factors of 
hypertension and selected demographic variables such as age (p=0.36), education 
(p=0.30), residence (p=0.75), Menarche at age (p=0.02), Family history of 
hypertension (p=0.63), Pregnancy type (p=0.66), Oral contraceptive use 
(p=0.65), Diabetes mellitus (p=0.16), Occupation (p=0.80), Abortion (0.81) and 
Anemia (=0.65). There is significant association between level of the knowledge 
regarding risk factors of hypertension with Menarche at age (p=0.02*). 
 
Discussion: 
 In this present study majority of the pregnant women 54.70% have 23-34 years 
age, 39.1% had secondary education, 64% are from rural, 82.8% age at menarche 
are <15 years, 53.1% have family history of hypertension, 81.3% are single type 
of pregnancy, 60.9% have not used the oral contraceptive, 80% are not having 
diabetes mellitus, 76.6% are housewife, 78.1% doesn’t not have history of 
abortion, 60.9% are anemic at visit. The majority of the pregnant 52(81.3%) have 
Good knowledge, 11(17.2%) of pregnant women have average knowledge and 
1(1.5%) of pregnant women have poor knowledge. The result is that, there is 
significant association between the variables. 
 
Conclusion:  

This study shown that the majority of knowledge about risk factors of 
hypertension is 52(81.3%) have Good knowledge, 11(17.2%) of pregnant women 
have average knowledge and 1(1.5%) of pregnant women have poor knowledge. 
And there is one significant association between the variable. 
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